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Koppers Inc

General Information
ID Branch

SIC County Basin Start End876 Energy and Transportation 2491 Grenada Yazoo River 11/09/1981

PT CIU - Timber Products

http://opcweb/ensearchlagency interest details.aspx?ai=876

Address
Physical Address (Primary) Mailing Address11 Koppers Drive

PC Box 160Tie Plant, MS 38960 Tie Plant, MS 38960

Telecommunications
ype

Address or PhoneWork phone number (662) 226-4584, Ext. 11

Alternate / Historic AZ Identifiers
Alt ID Alt Name Alt Type Start Date End Date2804300012 Koppers Industries, Inc. Air-AIRS AFS 10/12/2000096000012 Koppers Industries, Inc.

e’’
Fee

03/11/1997096000012 Koppers Industries, Inc. Air-Title V Operating 03/11/1997 03/01/2002096000012 Koppers Industries, Inc. Air-Title V Operating 01/13/2004 01/01/2009MSR220005 Koppers Industries, Inc. GP-Wood Treating 09/25/1992MSD007027543 Koppers Industries, Inc. Hazardous Waste-EPA
08/27/1999

LHW8854301 Koppers Industries, Inc. Hazardous Waste-TSD 06/28/1988 06/28/19981HW8854301 Koppers Industries, Inc. Hazardous Waste-TSD 11/10/1999 09/30/2009876 Koppers Industries, Inc. Historic Site Name 11/09/1981 12/11/2006876 Koppers, Inc. Official Site Name 12/11/2006MSPO9O300 Koppers Industries, Inc. Water-Pretreatment 11/14/1995 11/13/2000MSPO9O300 Koppers Industries, Inc. Water-Pretreatment 09/18/2001 08/31/2006MSUO81O8O Koppers Industries, Inc. Water-SOP 11/09/1981 11/30/1985

Regulatory Programs
Program

SubProgram Start DateAir
ritle V - major 06/01/1900Hazardous Waste Large Quantity Generator 08/27/1999Hazardous Waste TSD - Not Classified 06/28/1988Water
Baseline Stormwater 01/01/1900Water
PTCIU 11/14/1995
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Water

12/20/2006 12:16:40 PM

Iprocessinq (Subpart 429) 111/14/19951 I[Water
fPTSIU - 1111141199Sf

Locational Data
Latitude Longitude Metadata ‘S / T / R Map Links33 0 44’ 89 ° 47’ Point Desc: PG- Plant Entrance Section: SWIMS3 .00 8 .06 (General). Data collected by Mike

Township: TerraServer(033.734167) (089.785572) Hardy on 11/8/2005. Elevation 223
feet. Just inside entrance gate. Range: Map It

Method: GPS Code (Psuedo Range)
Standard Position (SA Off)

[ Datum: NAD83
Type: MDEQ

http://opcweb/ensearcb/agency interest details.aspx?ai=876 I 2/20/201)6



Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality(:x::;; Office of Pollution Control

1-sys 2000 Master Site Detail Report

Site Name: Koppers Industries Inc

____________

OTHER INFORMATION
LINE 1: Tie Plant Road MASTER ID: 000876
LINE 2: COUNTY: Grenada

REGION NRO

SIC1:

AIRTYPE:

HWTYPE:

SOLID TYPE:MAILING ADDRESS

WATERTYPE:LINE 1: P0 Box 160

LINE 2: BRANCH:

LINE 3: ECED CONTACT:

MUNICIPALITY: Tie Plant Collier, Melissa

STATE CODE: MS BASIN:

__z

LINE 3:

MUNICIPALITY: Tie Plant

STATE CODE: MS

ZIP CODE: 38960-

2491

TITLE V

TSD

INDUSTRIAL

Energy Branch

l-sys Master Site Detail Report Page 1 of2



Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality

(X Office of Pollution Control

Pemits

PROGRAM PERMITTYPE PERMIT# MDEQPERMITCONTACT ACTIVE

AIR TITLE V 096000012 Burchfield, David YES

WATER PRE-TREATMENT MSP090300 Collins, Bryan YES

HAZ. WASTE TSD HW8854301 NO

HAZ. WASTE EPA ID MSD007027543 NO

HAZ. WASTE TSD HW8854301 Stover, Wayne YES

GENERAL BASELINE MSR22005 NO

WATER SOP MSUO81O8O NO

WATER PRE-TREATMENT MSPO9O300 Rao, Maya NO

Compliance Actions
MEDIA ACTIVITY TYPE SCHEDULED COMPLETED INSPECTED B

HAZWASTE

AIR State Compliance Inspection 09/28/2001 Collier, Melissa

HAZ WASTE Financial Record Review 01/18/2000 01/18/2000 Twitty, Russ

WATER CMI - PRETREATMENT 11/16/1 999 Whittington, Darryail

WATER CEI - PRETREATMENT 09/29/2000

WATER CEI - NPDES 09/29/2000 Twitty, Russ

HAZ WASTE Operation and Maintenance Inspec 09/29/2000 09/13/2000 Stayer, Wayne

AIR State Compliance Inspection 09(2912000

WATER CEI - NPDES 03/02/1 999 03/02/1999 Twitty, Russ

HAZ WASTE Compliance Evaluation Inspection 03/0211999 03/02/1999 Twitty, Russ

AIR State Compliance Inspection 03(0211999 03/02/1 999 Twitty, Russ

l-sys Master Site Detail Report Page 2 of 2



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

)American Wood Preservers Institute, and )Koppers Company, Inc.,

)Plaintiffs,

)v.
) Civil Action No.
) 88—0770United States Environmental Protection ) Lamberth, J.Agency, and Lee M. Thomas, )Administrator,

Defendants.

DEFENDANTS’ MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OFITS MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFFS’ SUPPLEMENTTO ITS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGEMENT OR,IN THE ALTERNATIVE, MOTION TO DISMISS

INTRODUCTION

On October 18, 1988, plaintiffs American Wood
Preservers Institute and Koppers Company, Inc. filed a
“supplement” to their original motion for summary judgment. In
the new brief, plaintiffs attempt to renew consideration of
their original motion for summary judgment prior to the Court’s
decision regarding the jurisdictional issues1- which undermine
their belated attack on the listed hazardous waste KOOl. The
Local Rules do not provide for the filing of supplemental briefs

1Defendants have demonstrated that the Court lacks subjectmatter jurisdiction because (1) plaintiffs’ attack on the scopeof the listed hazardous waste, KOOl, is foreclosed where it isbeyond the statutory 90 day period allowed under the ResourceConservation and Recovery Act (“RCRA”), (2) the lawsuit was notfiled in District of Columbia Court of Appeals, the exclusiveforum for review as designated by RCRA, and (3) the Skinnermemoranda do not constitute final agency action which is ripe forjudicial review.



and where plaintiffs have failed to seek leave from this Court to
do so, the brief is impermissible and should be stricken from the
record.

If the Court should determine that it is appropriate to
consider the new arguments asserted, defendants would submit
that the Court lacks jurisdiction to determine the efficacy of
plaintiffs’ new claims. Plaintiffs allege in their new brief
that they are harmed and seek immediate relief from the actions
of various state agencies which have determined that spray
irrigation fields should be regulated as land treatment units
under the state regulatory schemes. None of these state agencies
have been named as parties in the instant action nor have any
claims been asserted against them in the complaint. Consequently,
the Court is without personal jurisdiction over these agencies to
adjudicate the issues raised by plaintiffs’ supplemental brief.

Furthermore, the plaintiffs have failed to state a
claim against EPA based upon the new allegations contained in
their supplemental brief. Plaintiffs do not provide a scintilla
of evidence which establishes a nexus between the actions taken
by the state agencies in regulating spray irrigation fields and
the Skinner memoranda circulated within EPA. States are free to
adopt different, more stringent hazardous waste programs than the
federal program. 42 U.S.C. § 6929. Consequently, the Court
should strike the supplemental brief from the record. To the
extent the complaint attempts to assert such issues, they should
also be dismissed.
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Defendants have moved to stay the proceedings pending
the resolution of the urisdictiona1 issues of this case. If the
Court should deny defendants’ motion to dismiss and lift the
stay, defendants renew their request that they be given an
appropriate length of time to respond to these new claims along
with the other issues raised in plaintiffs’ motion for summary
judgment.

I. Plaintiffs’ Supplemental Brief Should Be StrickenFrom The Record.

Local Rule 108 for the United States District Court of
the District of Columbia establishes the procedure to be followed
in motion practice before the Court. It allows for the filing of
a motion, a brief in opposition and a reply brief within a
prescribed time period.

Rule 108 does not provide for the filing of a
supplemental brief to a summary judgment motion. As a result,
the permission of this Court must be sought prior to filing a
brief which clearly was not contemplated by the Local Rules.
Because plaintiffs have failed to request leave of Court to file
a brief which falls beyond the scope of motion practice in the
jurisdiction, the issues raised in the brief should be dismissed
and the brief should be stricken from the record.

II. The Court Lacks Jurisdiction Over The IssuesRaised In Plaintiffs’ Supplemental Brief.
If the Court elects to consider the new arguments

raised in plaintiffs’ supplemental summary motion brief, the
Court should dismiss these claims along with those previously
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addressed in defendants’ motion to dismiss. The supplemental
brief contains numerous references to harms allegedly caused by
state permitting and enforcement decisions regarding the
generation, treatment or disposal of listed waste KOOl in spray
irrigation fields. To the extent the supplemental brief asserts
claims for relief from these state actions, dismissal is
warranted where plaintiffs have raised new issues which clearly
fall beyond the jurisdiction of this Court.

In the supplemental brief, plaintiffs assert that EPA
continues to harm them based upon its regulation of spray
irrigation fields which treat KOOl, the process described in the
Skinner memoranda. The “illegal course of conduct” which EPA has
allegedly pursued involves decisions by the West Virginia
Department of Natural Resources, the Illinois Environmental
Protection Agency and the Mississippi Department of Natural
Resources to regulate spray irrigation fields as land treatment
units. See Supplemental Brief at 2-4. Plaintiffs asserts these
new claims without joining any of these state agencies as parties
to the action and without asserting these claims in the
complaint.

A. This Court lacks jurisdiction over theidentified states.

A fundamental requirement of our jurisprudential system
is personal jurisdiction. “Before a federal court may
adjudicate a controversy, it must possess jurisdiction over both
the subject matter of the action and over the persons whose
rights are to be affected by its determination.” Federal Trade
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Commission v. Compagnie De Saint-Cobain-Pont-A-Mousson, 636 F.2d
1300, 1318 (D.C. Cir. 1980) (citations omitted). Personal
jurisdiction requires that a court may only adjudicate issues
involving an individual when it has legal authority to do so.
. at 1319. Due process requires that a court withhold the
exercise of its adjudicative authority over a person until
minimum contacts have been established in the forum and adequate
notice along with an opportunity to be heard has been presented
to the affected party. .

Plaintiffs allege that the regulation of spray
irrigation fields by independent state agencies should be
redressed by this Court. They have, however, failed to join the
relevant state agencies as parties to this lawsuit or to raise
the state claims in their complaint. The absence of personal
jurisdiction over the state environmental agencies leaves this
Court without the legal authority over a necessary party to
render a complete decision. , Sierra Club v. Leathers, 754
F.2d 952, 954 (11th Cir. 1985) (complete relief could not be
granted without the joinder of South Carolina in federal action
which sought to control outdoor advertisement within that state);
Christmas v. Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, 621
F.Supp. 355 (D.D.C. 1985) (the District of Columbia was an
indispensable party and action was dismissed where court could
not obtain jurisdiction). Therefore, the claims should be
stricken from the record or dismissed.

—5—



B. States may regulate more strigently than EPA.
Even assuming that plaintiffs are able to amend their

complaint, its questionable that this Court would be able to
obtain personal jurisdiction over the relevant state agencies
within this federal judicial district. RCRA allows states to
impose standards within their own programs which are stricter
than those imposed by EPA. See 42 U.S.C. § 6929. As a result,
states may treat spray irrigation fields as land treatment units
as long as such regulation does not conflict with the
regulations adopted by EPA. . Any claims regarding additional
requirements imposed by the states under their individual
programs would have to be litigated within state administrative
and judicial forums.

Clearly, plaintiffs are attempting to bootstrap the
claims against independent state agencies to their attack on EPA
to circumvent this jurisdictional defect. If successful, the
strategy would allow them to hail fifty states and the numerous
territories of the United States into this forum to challenge all
administrative and enforcement decisions that are contrary to
plaintiffs’ view of the scope of the regulated waste KOOl. The
Court should not tolerate this blatant attempt to avoid
fundamental jurisdictional requirements and should strike the
supplemental brief.

III. Plaintiffs’ Supplemental Brief Fails To State AClaim Against EPA.

Plaintiffs state in the supplemental brief that the
decisions made by each state agency with regard to the regulation
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of spray irrigation fields “are based solely on the authority ofU.S. EPA’s illegal memoranda and its unsubstantiated ‘theory”.
Plaintiffs’ Supplemental Brief at 2. The exhibits relied upon byplaintiff to bolster this assertion, however, are devoid of any
reference whatsoever to the Skinner memoranda challenged by
plaintiffs in this lawsuit. See Plaintiffs’ Supplemental Brief,Attachments A-C.

The following actions were allegedly taken by the
relevant state administrative agencies. The West Virginia
Department of Natural Resources denied a hazardous waste permitto Koppers’ Green Spring facility based upon its determination
that the facility’s spray irrigation field was a hazardous wastemanagement unit located within a 100 year floodplain in violationof Section 12.1.7 of the West Virginia Hazardous Waste ManagementRegulations. Plaintiffs’ Supplemental Brief, Attachment A. TheMississippi Department of Natural Resources issued an

administrative order against Koppers for failing to submit an
application for the spray irrigation field in its Grenada
facility. Plaintiffs’ Supplemental Brief, Attachement C.
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency disapproved a closure
plan for Koppers’ spray irrigation field at its Carbondale
facility due to the Agency’s documentation of numerous
deficiencies. Plaintiffs’ Supplemental Brief, Attachment B.
Illinois EPA’s designation of Kopper’s Carbondale spray
irrigation field as a land treatment unit was presumably in
reliance upon Kopper’s admission of this fact in a consent decree
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entered between Kopper’s and EPA involving the same facility.
See Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss, Exhibit 3 at 4.

Plaintiffs would like the Court to infer that, because
the state agencies reached the same conclusion as EPA regarding
the scope of the KOOl listing, they have necessarily relied upon
the Skinner memoranda. The exhibits attached to their
supplemental brief, however, do not reference the Skinner
memoranda or set forth the basis for each state’s determination
that spray irrigation fields are land treatment units disposing
of hazardous waste KOOl. Absent jy showing by plaintiffs that
the relevant state agencies have relied upon the Skinner
memoranda, plaintiffs have failed establish the requisite nexus
between the behavior of the state agencies and the issues of this
case. 2

Finally, any challenge to the propriety of these
permitting decisions must be asserted in the appropriate state
forum. The supplemental brief should, therefore, be stricken or,
in the alternative, dismissed for failing to elucidate any claims
against EPA.

2To the extent that plaintiffs are using the stateadministrative and enforcement actions to establish harm andthus demonstrate that the Skinner memoranda are final agencyaction which are ripe for judicial review, they have failed.There has been no showing by plaintiffs that, absent the Skinnermemoranda, the state administrative agencies would haveinterpreted their own regulations to exclude spray irrigationfields from compliance with each state’s hazardous waste scheme.Consequently, the impact of the state regulatory actions onplaintiffs is irrelevant in accessing any hardship that may haveresulted from the Skinner memoranda.
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IV. Conclusion

For all the foregoing reasons, plaintiffs’ supplement
to its motion for summary judgment should be stricken from the
record or dismissed for the lack of jurisdiction.

Respectfully submitted,

ROGER J. MARZULLA
Ass istant Attorney General

4LLDENISE FERGUSq-SOUTHD, Attorney
Land and Natu’al Resources Division
Environmental Defense Section
P.O. Box 23986
Washington, D.C. 20026—3986
(202) 786—4778

ANNE N. RYAN
Off ice of General Counsel
U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency
401 N Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460
(202) 382—7703

OF COUNSEL:

CHRISTINA KANEEN
Assistant General Counsel
Office of General Counsel
U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency
401 N Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460
(202) 382—7706
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that copies of the foregoing Defendants’ Motion to
Strike Plaintiffs’ Supplement to Its Motion for Summary Judgment
or, in the alternative, Motion to Dismiss and Supporting
Memorandum of Law have been mailed via first class mail, postage
prepaid, this 31st day of October, 1988, to the following:

John F. Hall, Esq.
American Wood Preservers Institute1945 Old Gallows Road
Vienna, Virginia 22180

Jill M. Blundon, Esq.
Billie S. Nolan, Esq.
Koppers Company, Inc.
1400 Koppers Building
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

David R. Berz
Stanley M. Spracker
Randy S. Chartash
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES
1615 L Street, N.W.
Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20036

2
ENISE FERGUSOI-SOUTRD
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENC”
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

OFFICE OF
GENERAL COUNSEL

November 15, 1988

Dave Bockelmann
Mississippi Dept. of Natural Resources
Bureau of Pollution Control
P.O. Box 10385
Jackson, Mississippi 39209

Dear Dave:

As we discussed, enclosed are copies of Koppers/AWPI’s
supplemental brief and EPA’s response filed in the pending
federal court action. Please contact me at (202) 382—7703 if
there are any further developments in your proceedings against
Koppers.

Thank you for your assistance on this matter.

Sincerely,

Anne M. Ryan
Attorney
Solid Waste Division
LE 132S

cc: D. Ferguson—Southard

C I



UNITED STATES. DISTRICT COURTFOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

)American Wood Preservers Institute, and )Koppers Company, Inc.,

)Plaintiffs, )
)V.

) Civil Action No.) 88—0770
United States Environmental Protection ) Lamberth, J.

Agency, and Lee M. Thomas, )Administrator,

)Defendants.

______________________________________________________________________________________________)

SUPPLEMENT TO PlAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENTPlaintiffs, Koppers Company, Inc. (“Koppers”) and theAmerican Wood Preservers Institute (“AWPI”), submit the
following to supplement and support their Motion for SummaryJudgment filed with the Court on April 20, 1988. Since the
filing of that motion, the United States EnvironmentalProtection Agency (“U.S. EPA”) and state environmental agencieshave persisted in their efforts to regulate unlawfully spray
irrigation fields at wood preserving companies. Koppers andAWPI member companies have been forced to defend additionalenforcement proceedings and continue to face imposition ofextensive design and performance requirements for hazardouswaste management facilities for these fields, which do notmanage hazardous waste. Relief from this Court is desperately

‘:‘
•‘

:
needed to halt .tSese agencies’ illeql’ &ourse of conduct.

t;1ii_1i_ LI/



All of these recent developments are based solely on theauthority of U.S. EPA’S illegal memoranda and itsunsubstantiated “theory,” which are the subject of this lawsuit.In short, U.S. EPA contends in its memoranda, which have notbeen subjected to public scrutiny, that the exclusive handlingby spray irrigation fields of nonhazardous waste -- processwastevater -— triggers application of hazardous waste regulatoryregime under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act(“RCRA”), 42 U.S.C. 6901 et In 1980, however, EPArejected regulating process wastewater as a RCRA hazardouswaste. Until promulgation of a rule reversing thisdetermination, EPA and state agencies have no authority to makethese burdensome demands on wood preserving companies.For example, in correspondence to Koppers dated September19, 1988, the West Virginia Department of Natural Resourcesdenied Koppers a hazardous waste permit to operate a sprayirrigation field managing norihazardous wastewater at its GreenSpring, West Virginia facility.1 See Attachment A. In itsletter, the state contends that “the spray field is a hazardouswaste management unit since the spraywater comes into contact

1. While objecting to the state’s assertion of jurisdiction
over spray irrigation fields managing a nonhazardous waste,
Koppers filed a permit application protectively to avoid
provisions of RCRA requiring a facility without a permit
application on file by November 8, 1985 to cease operation.
Section 213(a) (2) of the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of
1984, 42 U.S.C. 6925(e) (2).

2



with listed hazardous waste in the impoundments.” td. Thisstatement repeats virtually verbatim the unsubstantiated“theory” developed by U.S. EPA on the regulatory status of sprayfields and set forth in the memoranda at issue here. Further,the state’s conclusion is directly at odds with U.S. EPA’Sdetermination in a 1980 rulemaking that process wastewater fromwood preserving operations should not be regulated as ahazardous waste. Neither U.S. EPA nor the state has revoked ormodified that prior rulemaking.
Similarly, in correspondence to Koppers dated September 8,1988, the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (“IEPA”)disapproved of Koppers’ closure plan for the spray irrigationfield at its Carbondale, Illinois facility. See Attachment B.In so doing, however, IEPA however merely recites theunsupported assertion that the spray irrigation field -- whichhandles only nonhazardous vastewater —— is a hazardous wastemanagement unit subject to full panoply of hazardous wasteregulation. While IEPA relies on U.S. EPA’S memoranda, theassertion is baseless.

Finally, this Bureau of Pollution Control of theMississippi Department of Natural Resources issued anadministrative order to Koppers on July 29, 1988 with respect toits Grenada, Mississippi facility and seeks to require Koppersto submit a hazardous waste permit application for the spray

3



irrigation field. See Attachment C. The order states that thespray irrigation field “treats . . . the listed hazardous waste1(001 [bottom sediment sludge]” and is therefore subject toregulation as a hazardous waste management unit. Id. However,the spray irrigation field has never been used to treat, storeor dispose of KOOl, or any other hazardous waste. Indeed, theonly material discharged to the spray irrigation field wasnonhazardous process wastewater. Koppers currently iscontesting that order at great expense through an administrativehearing.

As is apparent from these recent developments, it isindisputable that the effect of U.S. EPA’s illegal memoranda isbinding and extremely prejudicial to Koppers and AWPI. Absentrelief from this Court, Koppers and AWPI will continue to facethe formidable enforcement authority of federal and stateagencies or incur the enormous compliance costs associated withthe hazardous waste regulatory program. In this case, however,U.S. EPA and the state agencies have no authority to behave sooppressively until promulgation of a rule under RCRA designatingnonhazardous wastewater from wood preserving operations as ahazardous waste.

Plaintiffs filed their Motion for Summary Judgment on April20, 1988. All briefing on the motion is complete.2 The case is
2. Defendants ignored this Court’s Order of May 31, 1988, and(footnote continued)
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ripe for final adjudication. Accordingly, plaintiffsrespectfully urge the Court to grant their Motion for SummaryJudgment and prohibit the U.S. EPA from continuing to rely onthe illegal memoranda concerning spray irrigation fields at woodpreserving operations.

Respectfully submitted,

tani M. Spracker, Bar #342303Randy . Chartash, Bar #360593Weil, Gotshal & Manges1615 L Street, N.W.Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20036(202) 682—7000

Jill N. Blundon, Esq. Counsel for Plaintiffs,
Billie S. Nolan, Esq. American Wood Preservers
Koppers Company, Inc. Institute and Koppers
1400 Koppers Building Company, Inc.Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219
Dated: October 18, 1988

the Local Rules of this District by failing to respond to
Plaintiff’s Motion for Summary Judgment. Accordingly, the
plaintiffs’ motion is deemed conceded. Federal Local Court
Rules of District of Columbia, Rule 108(b). Nonetheless,
Koppers and AWPI contend that defendants have addressed all
issues necessary to resolve plaintiffs’ Motion for Summary
Judgment in their Motion to Dismiss.

Of Counsel:
John F. Hall, Esq.American Wood PreserversInstitute
1945 Old Gallows RoadVienna, Virginia 22180
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that, on the 18th of October 1988, a
copy of the foregoing Supplement to Plaintiffs’ Motion for
Summary Judgment was mailed, first-class postage pre-paid to
the following:

Denise Ferguson-Southard, Attorney
Eileen T. McDonough, AttorneyLand and Natural Resources Division
Environmental Defense SectionU.S. Department of JusticeP.O. Box 23986Washington, D.C. 20026—3986

Stanley pr cker



ATTACl1J4E A

STATE OF WIST VIRGINIADEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
.. DIVISION OF WASTE MANAGEMENT

UOORE.JR.
12100t,eq,bri.,St,,.t RONALDR.POTESTAw.t mit

(304) 348—5935
RERTK.PARSONSSeptember 19, 1988 RECEjj Deputy Oi,.cioe

SEP 27 1988
J. 3. Lawsor

Koppers Company, Inc. RESOURCESP.O. Box 89
Green Spring, West Virginia 26722

Re: Facility Name: Koppers Company, Inc.EPA Identification Number: WVD003080959Denial of Hazardous Waste Permit
Dear Mr. Lawson:

The West Virginia Department of Natural Resources, Division of WasteManagment (DWM) has made a final determination to deny a permit for storageand treatment of hazardous waste in the two existing surface impoundments, andtreatment of hazardous waste in the existing land treatment unit (sprayfield).
As stated in our May 23, 1988 letter, the denial has been based on twomain deficiencies. First, the two surface impoundments and the land treatmentunit (sprayfield) are located within the 100—year flood plain and therefore do notmeet the requirements of Section 12.1.7 of the West Virginia Hazardous WasteManagement Regulations (HWMR). These units are not designed, constructed,operated and maintained to prevent washout of hazardous waste by a 100-yearflood and you have not demonstiated to the Chief of DIVM that procedures arein effect which will allow the Tafe removal of waste before floodwaters wouldreach thise unit3. Second, the two surface impoundments are not installed withLiners and thus do not meet the requirements of Section 3005 (j) of the ResourceConservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) as amended by the Hazardous and SolidWaste Amendments of 1984 (HSWA).

We have reviewed Mr. Kerschner’s July 13, 1988 comments and disagreewith :uiitnicnt two (2). DWM taauintatns that the sprayficld is a hazardous wastemanagement unit since the spraywater comes in contact with listed hazardouswaste in the impoundments. In order for it not to be a hazardous waste disposalfacility, the decant water would need to be delisted.



3. 3. Lawson
Koppers Company Inc.
Page 2
September 16, 1988

The DWM is in agreement with comments number one (1), three (3) andfour (4) and acknowledges that these units may be in use until November 8,1988. )4c,wcver, it must be understood that this termination will be effectiveNovember 8, 1988 and at that time no further waste may be accepted at theseunits.

If you have any questions regarding this decision, please feel free to contactKimberly Pauley of this offce at (304) 348—5935.

Sincerely,

A.
B. Doi.zglas teele, Ph.D.

Chief
BDS/KP:h



ATTACHMENT B

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency p. o. Box 19276. Springfield. IL 62794.9276

217/782-6762

Date Received: June 13, 1988Log #C-422
Refer to: 0778010002 -— Jackson CountyKoppers

ILD00081 9946

RECEIVEDSeptember 8, 1988

SEP12 1988

REe1IIAAttn: Mr. C. J. Mitchell, Plant rianagerP.O. Box 270
North Marion Street
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

Dear Mr. Mitchell:

The closure plan for the spray Irrigation field (a land treatment unit (D81))at the above-referenced facility which was submitted by Mr. David R. Kerschnerof Keystone Enviromiental Resources, Inc. has been reviewed.
Due to the following deficiencies, the plan has been disapproved.
1. It Is the Agencys position that the spray Irrigation area at the Koppersfacility in Carbondale, Illinois is a hazardous waste land treatment unitcurrently subject to the requirements of 35 IAC 725
2. According to 35 IAC 725.110, land treatment units are disposal facilitiesif waste Is to remain in place after closure, Therefore, in accordancewith 35 IAC 725.2l0(b)fl), the requirements of 35 IAC 725.216—725.220(which concern post—closure care) apply to the sprayffeld, If waste Is toremain In place. Guidance for the preparation of an Interim statuspost-closure plan can be found In the enclosed document (Instructions forthe Preparation of Closure Plans for Interim Status RCRA Hazardous WasteFacil1tes) and In guidance documents published by USEPA. A usefulguidance document developed by USEPA is entitled Guidance on HazardousWaste Land Treatment Closure/Post-Closure, 40 CFR 265.

a. The time at which a post—closure plan for a unit must be submitted tothe Agency (180 days prior to the date that closure is expected tobegin) Is the same as the time at which a closure plan is to besubmitted. (See 35 IAC 725.218(e) and 725.212(d)(l)). Therefore, anInterim status post-closure plan must accompany any interim statusclosure plan submitted for a land disposal facility.



Illinois Environmental Protection Agency P. 0. Box 19276. Springfield. IL 62794-9276
Page 2

b. 35 IAC 725.217(a)(l) requires post—closure care at hazardous waste
disposal units for thirty (30) years after completion of closure.
The post-closure care period may be shortened (during the interim
status period) if done so in accordance with 35 IAC 725.2l7(a)(2) or
35 IAC 725.218(g).

3. The closure plan, as submitted, did not address the requirements of 35 IAC
725.380(a). Specifically, the plan must address the following objectives
and indicate how they will be achieved.
a. Control of the migration of hazardous waste and hazardous waste

constttuents from the treated area into the groundwater;b. Control of the release of contaminated runoff from the facility into
surface water;

c. Control of the release of airborne particulate contaminants caused by
wind erosion;

d. Compliance with 35 IAC 725.326 concerning the growth of food chain
crops.

The factors and methods which must be considered in addressing these
objectives are specified in 35 IAC 725.380(b) and (c). The closure plan
submitted is deficient in that it did not address these objectives, nor
did it take into consideration the referenced factors and methods. In
additIon, 35 IAC 725.380(a) requires that a post-closure plan be developed
In conjunction with this closure plan which addresses these same
objectives.

4. Procedures to meet the requirements of 35 IAC 725.380(d) were not
described.

5. AccordIng to 35 IAC 703.121(c). land treatment units that received wastes
after July 26, 1982 or that certified closure after January 26, 1983 must
obtain post-closure permits unless a closure by removal demonstration can
be made as provided for under 35 IAC 703.159 and 703.160 (see Illinois
Pollution Control Board Docket No R87—39 for these adopted regulations).
Thus unless a closure by removal demonstration can be made for this land
treatment unit; a post-closure permit will be required for this unit. The
permit must address applicable 35 IAC 724 requirements regarding
(1) groundwater monItoring, (2) unsaturated zone monitoring,(3) corrective action and (4) post-closure care.

6. The groundwater monitoring program to be carried out during the closure
period was not described. A review of the current interim status
groundwater monitoring program for the sprayfield indicates that the
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following deficiencies exist in the program (as it relates to the closurerequirements of 35 IAC 725):

a. The unit is currently in assessment, which Indicates that the unitmay be affecting the local groundwater quality. Thus, it may bedifficult for Koppers to (1) demonstrate c1ean closure”, (2) justifya shortening of the post-closure period (as described In Item 2.babove), or (3) demonstrate closure by removal (as described in Item 5above).

b. The system Is inadequate to meet the groundwater assessmentrequirements of 35 IAC 725.193. Specifically, additional monitoringwells are necessary to accurately determine the rate of extent ofcontaminant migration.

c. An acceptable assessment program has yet to be submitted to theAgency.

d. The current wells are constructed of PVC. Given the nature of PVC ina creosote environment, these wells would not be able to maintaintheir structural Integrity during the entire post-closure period.
e. All the current monitoring wells associated with the sprayfield arescreened in the shallow silty clay beneath this unit. However, theresults of assessment studies and the on—going remedial investigationat other parts of the facility indicate that contamination at thissite is not limited to this shallow unit. Specifically,contamination has been found in zones lower than the one monitored atthe sprayfteld. In addition, two of the lower zones (the zonesmonitored by the B and D series of wells) are much more permeablethan this shallow unit, and thus they provide an excellent pathwayfor horizontal contaminant migration. Therefore, additional wellsmust be installed to monitor the groundwater In deeper zones beneaththe sprayfteld.

f. All wells associated with the sprayfield monitoring program should beanalyzed for the constituents listed in 35 IAC 724, Appendix I (asadopted by the Illinois Pollution Control Board on June 16, 1988(Docket No. R87—39)).

7. DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITY - The plan should describe the type ofindustry, Standard Industrial Code (SIC Code), products, location, sizeand other general, sumarized information regarding the entire Koppersfacility in Carbondale, Illinois. The plan must address and identify eachhazardous waste management unit at the facility. According to Agencyfiles four (4) surface impoundments, two (2) waste piles, one (1) landtreatment area and one (1) container storage area are used for the
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management of hazardous waste at this facility. Please note that a
closure plan for the surface impoundments need not accompany any
resubmittal, as the Agency has received and reviewed a closure plan for
this unit under a separate action.

8. DESCRIPTION OF THE WASTE MANAGEMENT UNITS — Describe each hazardous waste
management unit at the facility (identifTid in Item 7 above) and provide
the process code and unit of measure code from the Part A (I.e., 501-1000
gal.). Include waste types for each unit (by standard chemical name and
EPA Hazardous Waste No.), time period of use, dimensions, topography, soil
types (as appropriate), and any other relevant matters. Identify these
units by reference to line nunters on the Part A application. Plans for
closure must address all units on the Part A application. If some of the
unit(s) will not be cThied until some date In the future, Identify those
units and their expected date of closure. A copy of the followingdocuments should be included in the closure plan:
• the original Part A application (EPA Forms 3510—1 and 3510-3);
• any revised Part A with proof of approval by USEPA or IEPA.

9. MAP OF FACILITY — The location of the Koppers facility on a topographic orcounty map should be provided, plus a more detailed scaled map or diagramof the entire Koppers facility, with each hazardous waste management unitmentioned in Item 7 clearly located and identified. Map scale must bespecified. The location of the facility must be provided with respect totownship, range and section.

10. DETAILED DRAWING OF THE UNIT(S) - Submit a plan viewmentioned in Item 7, showing dimensions, appurtenantrelationship to other points or structures on the facminimum. The scale of the drawing must be specified.of scale one inch equal to no more than fifty feet)

of each of the units
structures and
llity property, at a

(The map should be

a. The following deficiencies are noted regarding the detailed drawingof the sprayfield which was provided in the closure plan:

2. The boundaries of the spray Irrigation field were not designatedin FIgure 1.

1, The system used
the spray field
the sprayfleld.
sprayfield must

to transport wastewater from the impoundments tomust be identified and described in drawings ofThe distribution system present in thealso be identified in these drawings.
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11. LIST OF HAZARDOUS WASTE — Provide a complete, detailed list of hazardouswastes (chemical name and EPA hazardous waste number) treated, stored ordisposed of at each unit mentioned in Item 7. Trade names or corrinon namesshould not be usewhen generic chemical names are available. Provide themaximum inventory of wastes treated, stored or disposed of at each unit.
12. SCHEDULE FOR CLOSURE - The owner/operator must complete all closureactivities in accordance with the approved closure plan and within 180days after receiving the final volume of wastes or 180 days after approvalof the closure plan, If that is later. The proposed plan does not meetthis requirement (see 35 IAC 725.213(b)).

Closures requiring time periods longer than the above, includingextensions after the closure plan approval, must be reviewed and approvedby the IEPA. Such extensions can only be granted if it is demonstratedthat the concerns set forth in 35 IAC 725.213(b)(1) and (2) are met.
13. SAMPLING PLAN AND ANALYTICAL METHODS — As specified in 35 IAC72.38O(c)(1), removal of contaminated soil is one method that can be usedto meet the closure/post-closure objectives of 35 IAC 725.380(a).Although the closure plan does not specify soil removal, it appears asthough Koppers feels that through biodegradation, no contaminated soilwill remain at the sprayfield. To properly demonstrate that nocontaminated soil remains in the area, a soil sampling and analysis mustbe developed. Section V.E of the plan describes the proposed proceduresfor making such a demonstration. However, a number of deficiencies existin this proposal:

a. All samples which are to be taken must be handled in accordance with40 CFR, Part 261, Appendix III or the soil volatile samplingprocedures which are included in the Agency’s closure planinstructions (enclosed) as Attachment 7.

b. Parameters to be analyzed. While the hazardous constituentsassociated with KOOl wastes were proposed, several other constituentshave also been detected in the groundwater at this facility, andthere are also several more hazardous waste constituents inwastewaters from the wood preserving Industry. Soil samplescollected during closure must also be analyzed for these constituents.
c. Location of samples (horizontal location and depth). Four samplesfor a three-acre area is insufficient. A grid system as described inthe Agency’s closure plan instructions should be established forsampling purposes.
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d. Sampling methods and equipment. The length of sample extracted fromthe sampling tube which Is sent to the laboratory for analysis mustbe minimized to allow for an accurate evaluation of any verticalcontaminant migration. The actual thickness of sample analyzed mustbe based on the minimum amount of soil necessary to allow for therequired chemical analysis of the sample.
e. Analytical methods. Test methods described in the latest edition ofSW-846 must be followed.

f. Evidence must be provided that the laboratory conducting the analyseshas a quality assurance/quality control plan which meets therequirements of SW-.846.

g. A clear statement of the proposed wcleanu level for soil. Page 2 ofthe closure plan states Results [from the analysis of soil samples]will be evaluated to determine if 1(001 constituents are present at orabove levels of human health or environmental concern.” Theprocedures to be used in making this evaluation and the actual levelswhich will be used must be provided for review and coninent.
14. DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT CLEANING — Any equipment, including heavyearth-movers or smaller tools, should be scraped and washed to removewaste residues. The residues should be managed as hazardous waste, andthis cleaning and management should be described in the closure plan.

a. In addition to flushing the distribution lines and spray heads, theoutside of the distribution system must be properly decontaminated.The rate at which flushing will take place must be described
1.5. Attachment 6 of the enclosed closure plan guidance document must be usedin certifying closure of the spray field. In addition, a closuredocumentation report as described In Pages 12 and ‘13 of this guidancedocument must accompany the certification of closure.

16. ProvisIons must be made to meet the requirements of 35 IAC 725.216 and725.219.

17. The following deficiencies are noted in regards to the cost estimatesprovided on Page 4:

a. Cost estimates must be provided for a thirty year (minimum)post-closure period;

b. Unit costs associated with decontamination of the distribution systemmust be provided;

c. Justification for all values used in computing the cost estimates
must be provided (unit costs and amount of material/labor required).Please keep in mind that these estimates must be based on third-party
costs;
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d. Data evaluation and certification by an engineer would seem torequire more than sixteen (16) hours for each activity.
Please note that the modified cost estimates should also take into accountany modifications made to the closure plan.

18. As Indicated in Items 7—11 above, closure plans for all the RCRA regulatedunits at this facility (identified In Item 7 above) must accompany theclosure plan submitted for the spray irrigation field (see 35 IAC725.212(b)(l)). Cost estimates for the activities associated with closureof these units must also be provided to ensure adequate financialassurance for closure of the fciltty has been provided by theowner/operator. Please note that this Information is not needed for thesurface impoundments, as a closure plan for these units was received underseparate cover.

Pursuant to 35 IAC 725.212(d)(4), you must submit a complete, revised closureplan (one original and 3 copies) within thirty (30) days which adequatelyresponds to the above noted coments Failure to submit a revised plan withinthirty (30) days of the date of your receipt of this letter will be considerednon-compliance with the interim standards of 35 IAC, Part 725, Subpart G —-
Closure and Post-closure and Subpart H -— Financial Requirements. For yourconvenience, the Agency is enclosing a document entitled Instructions for thePreparation of Closure Plans for Interim Status RCRA Hazardous Waste Facilitywhich will provide the necessary guidance for developing a closure plan forthe spray irrigation area.

Should you have any questions concerning this matter, please contact Jim Mooreat 217/782—9875.

Very truly yours,

Lawrence W Eastep, PE., ManagerPermit Section
Division of Land Pollution Control

LWE :3KM: rd2286j /84—90

Enclosure

cc: MarionRegion
Division File
Andy Volimer
David Kerschner
LJSEPA Region V -- Mary Murphy
Jim Moore
Compliance Section —- Cindy Davis
USEPA Region V -— Chuck Wtlk
Enforcement
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BEFORE THE MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OFNATURAL RESOURCES BUREAU OF POLLUTION CONTROL

IN THE MATTER OF

MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES,

Complainant,

: ORDER NO. 1440 88

KOPPERS COMPANY, INC.,
MS0007027543

- Respondent.

SWORN PETITION REQUESTING A HEARING

Koppers Company, Inc. (“Koppers”), by and through its
undersigned attorneys Babst, Calland, Clements & Zomnir, P.C.,
hereby files this Sworn Petition Requesting A Hearing pursuant to
Section 49—17—41 of the Mississippi Code Annotated (1972), and in
support thereof states as follows:

1. Koppers owns and operates a wood preserving plant
located in Grenada County, Mississippi. The wood preserving
process involves the impregnation of wood with chemicals designed
to protect it from the damaging effects of the elements and from
attack by insects and microorganisms.



2. One of the wastestreams generated by wood
preserving plants is “process wastewater” containing dissolved
and suspended tnaterials and constituents of creosote and/or
pentachiorophenol in low concentrations. In most such plants,
the final step of the wood treating process is the separation and
recovery of wood treating solution from the process wastewater.
The process wastewater is introduced into oil/water separators
for initial screening, then through wastewater basins for final
settling. As the process wastewater flows through the wastewater
basin, suspended solids and bacteria settle on the bottom of the
basin to form a layer of “bottom sediment sludge.”

3. This bottom sediment sludge has been designated as
the industry—specific hazardous waste KOOl by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (“U.S. EPA”) pursuant to the
federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (“RCR.A”). 40
C.FR. 5 261.32. The U.S. EPA considered listing the process
wastewater as a hazardous waste, but decided not to do so because
there is insufficient data to justify the listing. 45 Fed. Reg.
33084 (1980); 45 Fed. Reg. 74884, 74888 (1980). Thus, the bottom
sediment sludge would be subject to the provisions of Sections
17—17—1 et seq. of the Mississippi Code Annotated (1972), but the
process wastewater would not.

—2—
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4. In the past, Koppers operated a process wastewater
treatment system such as the one described above. After the
piocess wastewater had passed through the oil/water separator and
the wastewater basin, the treated nonhazardous water was then
discharged onto a spray irrigation field for final disposition.
No KOOl or other RCRA hazardous waste was ever discharged onto
the spray irrigation field. Indeed, it was a design
impossibility for the KOOl to ever reach the discharge point to
the spray irrigation field.

5. On July 18, 1988, Koppers ceased operation of the
wastewater basin and spray irrigation field. By July 29, 1988,
all KOOl had been removed from the wastewater basin and has been
disposed of in accordance with all applicable laws, rules, and
regulations. A closure plan has been submitted for the
wastewater basin and the unit will be closed in accordance with
the approved plan.

6. By cover letter dated July 29, 1988 and addressed
to Keystone Environmental Resources, Inc., a subsidiary of
Koppers, the Mississippi Department of Natural Resources Bureau
of Pollution Control (“Bureau”) issued to Koppers Administrative
Order No.1440 88 (“Order”), a true and correct copy of which is
attached hereto as “Exhibit A.” The Order and cover letter were
received by Keystone Environmental Resources, Inc. on August 3,
1988.

—3—



7. The Order states that the spray irrigation field
“treats . . . the listed hazardous waste KOOl” and is therefore
subject to regulation as a hazardous waste management unit. The
Order further requires Koppers to submit an updated Part A permit
application for the spray irrigation field by August 7, 1988; to
cease operation of the wastewater basin (surface impoundment) and
spray irrigation field on or before August 8, 1988, unless a
national variance to the “Land Ban Restrictions” is issued for
KOOl; and, to submit a “Part B permit application for a post-
closure permit” for the spray irrigation field on or before
November 8, 1988.

8. At the time the Order was issued to Koppers, the
spray irrigation field and wastewater basin had been completely
removed from service. Moreover, the spray irrigation field had
never been used to treat, store, or dispose of KOOl, or any other
RCRA hazardous waste, and therefore was not a “hazardous waste
management unit.” Accordingly, the Order is improper and
unlawful in several respects, including but not limited to the
following:

a. Requirements 1 and 3 of the Order are improper

and unlawful because the spray irrigation field

does not require, and never has required, a RCRA

hazardous waste permit;

—4—



b. Requirement 2 of the Order is improper and
unlawful because the “Land Ban Restrictions” are
not applicable to either the spray irrigation
field or the wastewater basin. RCRA SS 3004(d) &
(k), 42 tJ.S.C.A. SS 6924(d) & (k)(West Supp.
1988).

9. Requirement 2 of the Order is improper and
unlawful because the “Land Ban Restrictions” have been stayed by
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit. A true and correct copy of the Petition for Review
challenging the restrictions and the court order staying the
restrictions are attached hereto as “Exhibit B.”

10. The “Land Ban Restrictions” upon which the Order
is based were not yet promulgated at the time the Order was
issued and, to date, have not been published in the Federal
Register. For this reason among others, issuance of the Order
deprives Koppers of its constitutional right to due process and
affects an unconstitutional taking of private property.

11. The Bureau does not have the authority to issue
orders requiring compliance with the “Land Ban Restrictions.”

-5—



12. Operation of the spray irrigation field and
wastewater basin never posed a danger to the environment or to
human health, safety, or welfare. Neither the KOOl bottom
sediment sludge nor any other RCRA hazardous waste was ever
discharged to the field. The only material discharged to the
spray irrigation field was the treated nonhazardous process
wastewater. The spray irrigation fie-id and wastewater basin were
operated for years with the Bureau’s knowledge and tacit
approval. Indeed, the Bureau acknowledged that “neither the
surface impoundment nor the spray field appear to be the source
of groundwater contamination at the Koppers Grenada Plant.”
Letter from J. Hardage to C. Markie, February 10, 1987.

WHEREFORE, Koppers respectfully requests that the
Commission hold a hearing on the Order and issue a final order of
determination consistent with the above discussion.

Respectfully submitted,

-p
Dean A. Calland, Esquire
Donald C. Bluedorn II, Esquire
Babst, Calland, Clements & Zomnir, P.C.
Two Gateway Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
(412) 394—5400

Counsel for Respondent,
Koppers Company, Inc.

Dated: August 16, 1988

—6—



BEFORE TEE MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OFNATURAL RESOURCES BUREAU OF POLLUTION CONTROL

IN THE MATTER OF

MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES,

Complainant,

ORDER NO. 1440 88
KOPPERS COMPANY, INC.,
MS 0007027543

Respondent.

AFFIDAVIT

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA :

COUNTY OF ALLEGHENY :

Before me, the undersigned authority, personally
appeared DEAN A. CALLAND, Esquire, who, after being duly sworn by
me according to law, deposed and said as follows:

1. I am a shareholder in the professional legal
corporation of Babat, Calland, Clements & Zomnir, A Professional
Corporation, and represent Koppers Company, Inc. in the above—
captioned matter.



2. The facts contained in the foregoing Sworn
Petition Requesting A Hearing are true and correct to the best of
my. knowledge, information, and belief and are based upon reliable
sources.

3. t am providing this Verification on behalf of
Koppers Company, Inc. because the individuals with personal
knowledge of the facts are outside the jurisdiction or are
otherwise unavailable within the time allowed for filing the
Petition.

Sworn to and subscribed
before me this 16th day
of August, 1988.

&
Notary Public

My Commission Expires: .-t.--19
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Bureau of Pollution Control
P. 0. Bo* 10385

____

MISS)SiPPi DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL REjURCES

Jackson. Miulsaippl 39209
(601) 961.6171

July 29. 1981

CERTIFIED MAIL NO.P 123261 162

Mr. Robert J. Anderson
Keystone Environmental

Resources, Inc.
436 Seventh Ave., SuIte 1940
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

Dear Mr. Anderson:

Enclosed Is Administrative Order No. 14110-88, whIch has been isSued by theMississippi Department of Natural Resources as a result of cartainenvlràn—mental problems regarding Koppars Company, Inc.. Tie Plant, MisSIssippi.Your cooperation in carrying out the provtsläns of this order Is encourigad.
As you know, appeals can be taken in accordance with State law.

if you have any questions In this matter, please contact Mr. Dave Bocketmannat telephona 1601/961—5171.

Charles H. ChlsOlm
Bureau Director

CHC:mh

Enclosure
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UNITED STArES ENV!RONNZNTAL
PROTCTIQS AGEECY,

Respondent.

Of Counsilt

Joan 1. lernitein
Roger C. Sebntn.r
Philip L. Comella
CICAL WASTE MANAGVNT, I NC.
3003 Sutterfield Road
Oak Stock, Illinois 60531
(313)211—1500

)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Respectfully su itted.

J. Irian Melloy
Wary P. Edgar
James P. Rathvon
Douglas K. Green
PIPER & MARJlT
1200 19th Street.
Suite 100
Washington, D.C.
(202)861—3900

Attorneys for Petitioner

cxICM. WASTE MNAGN’T. INC..

—
Petitioner.

V.

IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OP APPEALS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMSIA CIRCUIT

No.

Pt?ZTIOI FOR 1IVTIW

Chemical Waste Management. Inc. hereby petitions this

Court, pursuant to section 7006 of the Resource Conservation

and R•cevery Act (“RCRA9, 42 U.S.C. 5 6976, and Rule 15 of the

Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, for review of the final

rule prou1gated by the United States Environmental Protection

Agency (‘EPA”) entitled “Land Disposal Restrictions for First

Third Scheduled Wastes.” These regulations were signed by the

EPA Administrator on August 1. 1981.

II.W.

2003$
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No. September Term, 19

ch.sioal Waste Kanaq.nont, trio.,

P titi United States Cow’tof Appealsener

FILED AUG9 1988

nit.d Stat.. !nvirona.ntal OtETANCE LDUPRN
Protection Aqenoy,

.spondant

OK: euckley and Sentell., Circuit Judges

Upon consideration of petitioner’. notion for stay pendingrsviv, it is

_______

on the court’s ovn notion that respondent’. orderunder review in this action be stayed pending further order ofthe court. This stay will give the court sufficient opportunityto consider petitioner’s notion for stay pending appeal. ..DC. CirFVit Kandbook of Practic, and tnt.rrtal Procedural 31(1957). It is

that respondent file a response to thenotion far stay b 4:00 p.a., riday, kugut 12, 191$, andpetitioner file it. reply, if any, by 4*00 p.n., Wonday, August15, 19*0 The parties are directed to hand deliver and handwe taair pleading..
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the

foregoing Sworn Petition Requesting A Hearing was served by first

class U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, this 16th day of August, 1988,

upon J. I. Palmer, Jr., Executive Director, Mississippi

Department of Natural Resources, B.rreau of Pollution Control,

P.O. Box 10385, Jackson, Mississippi 39209.

BABST, CALLAND, CLEMENTS & ZOMNIR, P.C.

By : 7
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REGION IV

345 COU?L.AN STqEET
ATLANTA:GEORGIA 30315
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RRR-84-16-R

o PRyiZ 01 • 1N2.
)

ciFITI SVI

Zn xrnc. with 22 • 27(a) of the neo1.it.1 Rles of Practice

(40 C.F.R. Part 22). I h.reby certify that the original of the Initial

cisiai by 1i. ‘fls B. Yt ‘s s.rv ai the Iaring Clerk (A-no),

U.S. &ivirntal Protactiaa gsicy, 401 N14U Street, S.W. • bsh1ngtcn,

D.C. 20460. a1g with the official cy rLid aid fii. of this ‘coe.ding

(service by oertifi.1 ii1 rstn receipt t.que.t); aid that true aid
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCYBEFORE THE ADMINISTRATOR

IN RE
) RCRA 84—16-KBROWN WOOD PRESERVING COMPANY, INC. ) BRIEF OF APPELL.A!1T

Respondent.

I. INTRODUCTION
—

This is an apea1 from an Initial Decision of the Aoministrative Law Judge (“AU”) dated May 30, 1986 in the above—reterencecmatter. In the decision, the AU dismissed the Complaint and ComliancOrder issued to Respondent, Brown Wood Preserving Co., Inc. (“grownWood”) by Appellant, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region IV(“EPA”), pursuant to Section 3008 of the Resource Conservation anRecovery Act (“RCR.A”), as amended, 42 U.S.C. S6928. As will be setforth in more detail herein, Appellant asserts that the AU incorr::iyinterpreted regulatory language so as to improperly determine theregulatory status of the Brown Wood facility.

II. STATEMCNT OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
A. Whether the AU improperly interpreted the regulatorydefinition of a “tank”.

B. Whether the AU improperly interpreted language containin the regulatory detinition of “sludge”.
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III. STATEMENT OF THE NATURE OF THE CASE AND FACTS RELEVANT
TO THE ISSUES PRESENTED FOR_REVIEW
A. Relevant Facts

The Respondent Brown Wood Preserving Company, Inc.(“Brown WoodH) owns and operates a wood treatment plant in rownvi1je,Alabama, utilizing creosote in its treatment process. In the l?O’s,in an attempt to comply with the Clean Water Act, Brown Wood developeda system for the treatment of the process water used in its wood preserving process. Tht system includes settling and flocculationtanks, followed by sandbed filtration, a holding pond, and iinallya spray irrigation field. It is the regulatory status of the lastthree units — the filter, pond and field—which are at issue in thisproceeding.

On August 11, 1980, Brown Wood submitted to EPA aNotification of Hazardous Waste Activity as required by Section 3Olof RCRA, 42 U.S.C. S6930. In its notification, Brown Wood statedthat it did or would generate hazardous waste listed at 40 C.F.R.S261.32 as “KOOl—bottom sediment sludge fropi the treatment of waste-waters from wood preserving processes that use creosote and/or pentachiorophenol.” (EPA Ex. 1—A) On November 18, 1980, Brown Woodsubmitted to EPA, and amended on January 29, 1981, a Part A permitapplication as required by Section 3005 of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. S692.In its permit application Brown Wood stated that it did or wouldtreat, store, or dispose of hazardous wastes. Specifically, BrowiWood stated that it did or would dispose ot its KUOl sludge byland application. (EPA Lx.. 1, Ex. 10) On June 11, 1931, theVice—President of Brown Wood re
;i

.uned the detinitions or tr:n,storing, or disposing of hazardous waste and intorrnd EPA that th
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company wished to add that activity to its original Notjtjcatjon.(EPA, Ex. 2, Tr. 352)

Pursuant to Section 3006(c) of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. S626(c),the State of Alabama was granted Phase I Interim Authorization onFebruary 21, 1981, and became authorized to entorce itsHazardoManagement Regulations of 1978, as amended. Thus, the State regulations referred to: above were applicable to Respondent in lieu of thecomparable federal requirements. However, on August 1, l94, AlaDarawas denied Final Authrization for its hazardous management prograri,and Phase I of its interim authorization reverted to EPA. Therefore,after that date Brown Wood became subject to dual regulation by EPAand the. State of Alabama Department of Environmental Management(ADEM”).

B. Nature of the Case

Appellant refers the Administrator to the discussion onpages 2—3 of the Initial Decision for a statement as to the nature othe case. In short, Appellant, in its original and Amended Complaintand Compliance Order, charged Brown Wood with violations of RCRAinterim status standards for owners and operators of hazardous wastetreatment, storage, and disposal (“TSD”) facilities, including thefailure to have a groundwater monitoring program, closure plans, anthe failure to demonstrate compliance with the appropriate tinancialresponsibility requirements.

Brown Wood, ih its Answer and at the hearing held on triismatter, argued that it did not treat, store, or dispose of hazarcouswaste, and was therefore not subject to the interim status stanardS
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applicable to TSDfacilities. Specifically,. Brown Wood argued tnat
the treatment of process water in its holding pond and on its spray
irrigation field did not generate KOOl sludge. Further, Brown Wood
argued that a sandbed filter with four wooden sides and a clay bottormet the regulatory definition of a “tank,” and that Brown Wood there
fore was not in violation of the RCRA regulations when it operated
such a unit without groundwater monitoring, and when it closed
the unit without a closure or post—closure plan. The AU, in his
Initial Decision. agreed with those assertions and, therefore,
dismissed the EPA Complaint.

IV. ARGUMENTS

A. THE AU INCORRECTLY INTERPRETED THE REGULATORY DEFINITIONOF A TANK BY CONCLUDING THAT_OWN WOOD’S SANDSEDFILTER MET THAT DEFINITION.

At pages 16—18 of his Initial Decision, the ALJ discussed
a wooden sandbed filter previously utilized by Brown Wood, and deter
mined that the unit met the definition of a “tank” as set forth at
40 C.F.R. 5260.10. A hazardous waste management unit which meets the
definition of a tank is exempt from compliance with certain
interim status standards, including the requirement of groundwater
monitoring. See, 40 C.F.R. 5265, Subparts F and J. The
regulatory definition provides:

“Tank” means a stationary device, designedto contain an accumulation of hazardous wastewhich is constructed primarily of non—earthenmaterials (e.g. wood, concrete, steel1 plastic)which provide structural support.40 C.F.R. S260.10

Appellant, at the hearing in this matter and in its bitS.

maintained that the terms “provide structural support” require that th
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constructed unit be able to support itself absent surroundingearthen materials. In fact, EPA has consistently interpreted thedefinition in this manner and in fact has so informed the regulatedcomiiunity. See, e.g. 49 Fed. Rag. 44719 (flovember 8, 19b4) whjcrprovides:

In applying this definition, the Agency has•provided guidance that a unit is to be evaluated as if it were freestanding and filled toits design capacity with the material it isintended to hold. If the walls or shell of theunit alone provide sufficient structural supportto mafntain the structural integrity of theunit under these conditions, the unit is con—sidered to be a tank. Alternatively, if theunit is not capable of retaining its structuralintegrity without supporting earthen materials,it is considered to be a surface impoundment.
The AU, at page 17 of his Initial Decision, asserts that“Obviously, the Agency’s position on this matter is at oads with tnewritten definition of a tank as it appears in the regulations...”.n fact, the contrary is obvious, as the Agency’s position is corisistent with the regulatory language. The AU and Respondent attachedgreat significance to the portion of the definition requiring

a tank to be constructed of “primarily non—earthen materials.”
The position of the AU and Respondent implies that as long as
the unit is so constructed, it is a tank. This position ignores thefact that the regulations require that those non—earthen materialsmust, pursuant to the definition, provide structural support. Thus,a unit which is reliant upon surrounding earthen materials tor its
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structural support is not, by definition, a tarik.1/
Appellant’s pOSition is likewise Consistent with thatof the State regulatory agency in this matter, the Alabama Dcpartntof Environmental Management (ADEM), which notitied Brown Wood asearly as September 28, 1982, that its sand filter beds dic not meetthe regulatory definition of a tank. See Resp Ex. Ii, in whichan ADEM representative notified Brown Wood that “[s]ince the sandfiltration units are not wtanks as defined by the regulations, tneywould require ground*ater monitoring as surtace impounornents.” In -fact. it was at the suggestion of ADEM that Brown Wood concreted itsfilter beds for the specific purpose of meeting the regulatory ofini—tion. See ResD. Ex. 13, 21, 22, and 30. It is interesting to notethat it was not until after Brown Wood had taken such action and thenlearned that the regulatory agencies considered it liable for

failing to comply with certain interim status standards before th
unit was altered so as to be exempt from such requirements, that
Brown Wo9d began to argue that the previous unit had met the detir4i-
tion of a tank.

In addition, Appellant feels compelled to protest the AU’s
dismissal as irrelevant the fact that Brown Wood’s previous tilter
bed was not in fact containing its accumulation of hazardous waste, as

1/. It is incorrect to state, as the AL.3 does at page 17, that. “allof the witnesses agreed that the wood sides ot the originalfilter do provide structural support.u In tact.. the EPA witnesS testified that they did not agree with that position. See, e. Ir. 2E4.Rather, the EPA witnesses maintained that the wooben sides ot ti rcWr1Wood unit were dependent upon surrounding earthen materials tor thlsupport. Id.
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a tank by definition must be designed to do. See Initial
Decision, p. 17. The AU correctly asserts that even tanks
consisting of steel will on occasion leak; however, such a pOssibility
does not relieve an owner/operator of the responsibility to design
a tank with the purpose of containing its waste. It is not, as the
AU states at page 17 of the Initial Decision, the Agency’s position
that a filter with a clay bottom cannot, under any circumstances, be
considered a tank. Rather, it is the Agency’s position that there
is a factual issue at to whether the bottom of the Brown Wood tiitr
was actually part of a constructed unit designed to contain waste
or was, in the alternative, merely a natural topographic depres
sion, man-made excavation or diked area in the natural clay at the
site. The latter interpretation would suggest that the unit more
closely met the definition of a surface impoundment as set forth at
40 C.F.R. S260.l0, which was the assertion of both ADEM and EPA. The
evidence demonstrating that the unit at the Brown Wood site was in
fact leaching contaminants into the environment supports the position
of the agencies that the unit should be treated as a surtace impound
ment, thus subjecting it to the requirements designed to minimize
just such damage from such units.

Further, the AU attaches significance to the fact that the
Brown Wood sandbed filter was specifically designed so as to allow
wastewater to drain from that unit into a holding pond, and suggests
that such a process renders nludicrousw the Agency’s contention
that it is relevant that the rnay,,.not have been containing its
waste. Again, Appellant must reewith the AU’s assertion.
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Respondent has asserted that its filter was designed with a collection
manifold at the bottom, from which wastewater flows into a holding
pond. Appellant fails to recognize how this would impair the
Agency’s position. There is an obvious and distinct difference
between wastewater filtering into a collection manifold arid contanina
leaching into the groundwater. While both may be occurring at the
same unit, the latter occurrence would still suggest that the unit
was not properly designed so as to contain its waste.

Appellant rges the Administrator to modify or set
aside the conclusion of. the AU that the original wood—sided sand
filter utilized by Brown Wood as part of its treatment system met
the definition of a “tanks as set forth in the regulations. Further,
Appellant asks that the Administrator remand this matter to the AU
for a determination, or exercise his own discretion to make a deter
mination as to the appropriateness of the civil penalty assessed
for Brown Wood’s failure to comply with requirements applicable to
that unit.

B. THE AU INCORRECTLY INTERPRETED THE MEANING AND EFFhCTOFLANGUAGE CONTAINED IN THE REG ATORY DEFINITION OFSLUDGL.
The AU determined that Appellant did not satisty its

burden of proof in demonstrating by a preponderence of the evidence
that RCRA and its regulations are applicable to the holding pond
and spray irrigation field in use at the Brown Wood facility. The
AU, in the Initial Decision, expressed a number of reasons for
this conclusion without a clear exposition as to which reason was
controlling. One such reason was his determination that those
units were exempt from RCRA regulation because of language in the
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definition of wsludgew excluding from that definition “treated
effluent from a wastewater treatment plant.” (See pp. 19—20 and 36of the Initial Decision).

As will be set forth below, the effect of the AU’sinterpretation of that language would be to prohibit RCR.A from
regulating hazardous waste management units which it was clearlyintended to regulate. Although it does not appear to be the basisfor the outcome of the Initial Decision in this matter, the AU’sinterpretation of thdefinition of sludge could have a deterriiriativeeffect on other Agency proceedings. Further, neither party to theinstant proceeding argued that the language quoted above had anyrelevance to the outcome of the case. As a result, neither party

provided testimony or briefs on this point. Thus, the AU decided
a matter which was not properly before him and deprived the parties
of an opportunity to testify to and brief this important issue
which could have a significant impact on many actions taken by the
Agency. For these reasons. Appellant urges the Administrator to
set aside the AU’s findings and conclusions with regard to this
matter so as to prevent a detrimental precedential etfect. If the
Administrator chooses to modify the findings and conclusions regarding
this matter, Appellant urges that he adopt the findings and conclusionsset forth by the Agency in the discussion below.

At pages 19—20 of the Initial Decision, the AU discusses
the regulatory definition of “sludge” and its relevance to the waste-
water treatment system at the Brown Wood facility. 40 C.F.R. 2t.10
provides:
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wS1udge means any solid semi—solid, orliquid waste generated from a municipal, cornmercia]., or industrial wastewater treatmentplant, water supply treatment plant, or airpollution control facility exclusive of thetreated effluent from a wastewater treatmentplant.

The AU focused on the latter clause of the detinition rgarding the exclusion for treated effluent from a wastewater treatmentplant, and determined that the wastewater leaving the tank at theBrown Wood facility2! is entitled to such an exclusion. Appellantmust disagree, as th& determination was based on erroneous inter
pretations of the regulatoiy language and contradicts the language
and intent of RCRA and its regulations.

The AU errs first by determining that in the absence
of a regulatory definition for a “wastewater treatment plant,” the
appropriate point of reference is the definition of a “wastewater
treatment unit.” Such a comparison is not supported by the plain
eaning of the words to which the AU refers, or by other statutory
or regulatory language.

Initially, the words “plant” and “unit” are not ordinarily
considered to be interchangeable in meaning. The regulations them
selves describe a wastewater treatment unit as a at of a wastewater
treatment facility, and a faciliEy is defined to include all con
tiguous land, structures, and other appurtenances as well as irrprove—

2/. The AU found that the wooden sand bed filter in use at theBrown Wood facility until 1984 was a “tank.” Appellant disagrees with that determination, but agrees that the concretefilter currently in use at the facility meets the regulatorydefinition of a tank.
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merits on the land, used for treating, storing, or disposing of hazarjcwaste. While it is correct to state, as the AU did at page 19 otthe Initial Decision, that the regulations ao not provide a definitionof a wastewater treatment plant, the common, ordinary meaning ot tr.eword “plant” suggests that it is more closely analogous to a waste—water treatment facility than a wastewater treatment unit.
It is a fundamental canon of statutory construction thatunless words are otherwise defined, they will be interpreted as takingtheir ordinary, contemporary, common meaning. Perrin V. United States,444 U.s. 37, 42 (1979). Webster’s New World Dictionary of theAmerican Language (2d. College ed. 1972) defines “plant” as“...4. the tools, machinery, buildings, grounds, etc. of a factoryor business...” As noted above, this definition more closely resernlesthe regulatory definition of a facility than that of a wastewatertreatment unit.

More significantly, the AU erred in his interpretation ofthe term”treated effluent” and in his determination that the wascewaterexiting the tank at the Brown Wood facility., was infat treatedeffluentexc1ude4 he definition of sludge. This conclusion wasa result of his determination that the tank at the Brown Wood faciLitywas a wastewater treatmentjrit. A careful analysis of the relevantstatutory and regulatory language suggests that such a determinationdoes not support the AU’s resulting conclusion.
The Agency, at 40 C.F.R. S265.1(c)(lO), excluded tram thinterim status standards those units meeting the regulatory etinitionof a wastewater treatment unit. 40 C.F.R. 5260.10 provides:
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“Wastewater treatment unit” means a devicewhich:

(1) Is part of a wastewater treatment facilitywhich is subject to regulation under eithersection 402 or Section 307(b) of the Clean WaterAct; and
(2) Receives and treats or stores an infj.uentwastewater which is a hazardous waste asdefined in S261.3 of this chapter, or generatesand accumulates a wastewater treatment sludgewhich is a hazardous waste as defined in S261.3of this chapter; and

(3) Meets the definition of a tank in S260.10of this chapter.
As noted above, the L3 found, at pages 19—20 of the Initial
Decision, that once wood preserving process wastewater has been treatecin such a unit, it becomeg treated effluent; and held further that anymaterial produced during subsequent wastewater treatment is excludedfrom the definition of a sludge by the exclusion for “treated etflu—ent from a wastewater treatment plant.” That conclusion would

in effect prohibit RCRA from regulating any subsequent treatment,
storage, or disposal units whenever the wastewater which they received -had been treated in such a tank prior to being discharged to those
later units. This result is clearly contrary to relevant statutory
and regulatory language which suggests that a wastewater is not a
“treated effluent” until it is discharged to navigable waters and thus
subject to Clean Water Act jurisdiction, and that any treatment,
storage or disposal of the wastewater occurring prior to the point
at which it falls within the provinces of the Clean Water Act will
b subject to regulation under RCRA.

For example, Sectic ‘)4(27) of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. 569U3(27),
and 40 C.F.R. S261.4(a) exciuc. nthe definition of solid waste
(thus exempting them from the RC regulation) industrial waste water
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discharges that are point source discharges subject to regulation
under Section 402 of the CleanWater Act, as amended. The
comment to the regulatory provision states:

This exclusion applies only to the actualpoint source discharge. It does not excludeindustrial wastewaters while they arecollected, stored or treated before discharge,nor does it exclude sludges that are generatedby industrial wastewater treatment.
Comment, 40 C.F.R. S261.4(a).

In a passage in the May 19, 1980, RCR.A rulemaking, in which EPA
addressed the applicability of RCRA at NPDES Treatment Train Facilit-ie
•the Agency stated:

...EPA...construes the exclusion for pointsources to apply only to actual dischargesinto navigable waters, not to industrialwastewaters upstream from the point otdischarge.

* * *

...EPA has decided to rely on [the Clean WaterAct programs] to regulate the discharge ofwastewater effluents (which may be hazardous)to navigable waters.

It must be recognized, however, that thisuse of Clean Water Act programs to regulatehazardous wastes only extends as far asthe jurisdiction and goals of those programs.

* * a

...[A]ny impoundment containing a hazardouswaste is covered by these regulations, particularly with regard to their efrect onair and groundwater, until the hazardous wastein the impoundment comes within [Clean WaterAct] jurisdiction.

45 Fed. Req. 33172 (May 19, 1980).
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The language cited above suggests that the exclusion
which the AU foUnd relevant was in fact intended to apply only to
wastewater effluents once they have been treated to the point a
which they can be discharged to navigable waters.3! In contrast, t
Brown Wood treatment process was designed to include additioral
wastewater treatment after the wastewater left the tank, thus th
wastewater leaving the tank was not in fact a treated effluent
ready to be discharged to navigable waters. While that wastewater
continued through treatment in the pond and on the spray irrigation
field, it was not yet w.ithin the jurisdiction of the Clean Water
Act; rather it was subject to the jurisdiction of RCRA if it generated,
contained, or was a hazardous waste. This is logical in light of
the environmental objectives pertaining to the treatment, storage,
or disposal of such wastes which Congress addressed through RCRA
rather than the Clean Water Act.

This matter was further clarified in the rilemaking
published at 45 Fed. Rqj 76074 (November 17, l90) in which the
Agency specifically discussed its decision to exempt from certain
RCRA requirements those units meeting the 40 C.F.R. 5260.10 defi
nition of wastewater treatment unit. There the Agency stated:

The regulatory controls imposed on waste—water treatment facilities under the NPDCS

3/ This conclusion is supported by the fact that the definitiorsapplicable to the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systr(NPDES) suggest that effluent is synonymous with point source cischarg.See, e.g. 40 C.F.R. 5122.2, at which “eff1uent limitations is tin• 11 restrictions imposed on point source discharges into waters orthe United States.
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and pretreatment programs of the Clean WaterAct focus on control ot effluent dischargesinto surface waters or Publically OwnedTreatment Works (POTW)—not on potential.environmentai. releases to the land, groundwater or atmosphere.
45 Fed. Re. 76077

The Agency stated with respect to the exclusion which it was
promulgating:

It also covers...(wastewater treatment tanks]....in industrial wastewater treatment systemswhich (l)produce a treated wastewater effluentwhich is discharged into surface waters or intoa POT sewer system and therefore is subject tothe NDES or pretreatment requirements of theClean Water Act or (2)produce no treated waste-water effluent as a direct result of suchrequirements. This definition is not intended to include surface impoundments. Nor isit intended to include wastewater treatmentunits which are not subject to regulation underthe Clean Water Act, including systems that arenot required to obtain an NPDES permit becausethey do not discharge a treated effluent.45 Fed. Req. 76078

This language, as well as the other statutory and
regulatory provisions analyzed above, suggests that RCRA regulation
is intended for the treatment, storage or disposal of hazardous
wastewaters up until the point at which they are actually discharged
under the jurisdiction of the Clean Water Act.

The language cited above suggests a very clear and
consistent delineation between those units intended to be regulated
by RCR.A, and those to be regulated by the Clean hater Act; ana
suggests further that at facilities subject to the jurisdiction of
both, one Act will regulate where the other does not. To the
extent that the AL3’s language in the Initial Decision regarding
the “treated effluent from a wastewater treatment plant” exclusion lfl
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the definition of sludge would prohibit RCRA regulation at treat
ment storage or disposal units outside ot the jurisdiction of the
Clean Water Act, Appellant urges the Administrator to reject ttLa,
portion of the Initial Decision and thus prohibit a detrimental
precedential effect.

VI. CONCLUSION

As set forth in the arguments above, the AU incorrectly
interpreted regulatory language so as to reach erroneous deterni
nations regarding the regul-atory status of certain units at the
Brown Wood facility. With regard to the wooden sandbed rilter,
Appellant urges the Administrator to reject the conclusion of the
AU that the unit was a “tankTM, and to allow tor assessment ot an
appropriate penalty for Brown Wood’s failure to comply with the
standards applicable to the unit. With respect to the AU’s tindings
and conclusions regarding the relevance of language contained in
the definition of sludge, Appellant urges the Administrator to set
aside those findings and conclusions because the applicability ot
that language to the facts at hand was not a matter before him and
was not fully developed, through either testimony or briefs, for
decision. Alternatively, Appellant urges the Administrator to
adopt the findings and conclusions regarding this matter set fortn
herein by App•llant.

Respectfully submitted,

Da ted: J9t

___________

ANDREA E. ZELMAN
Assistant Regional Counsel
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

)
American Wood Preservers Institute, and )
Koppers Company, Inc.,

Plaintiffs,

v. ) Civil Action No.
) 88—0770

United States Environmental Protection ) Lamberth, J.
Agency, and Lee M. Thomas, )
Administrator,

)
Defendants.

________________________

)

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Pursuant to Rule 56, Fed. R. Civ. P., plaintiffs

American Wood Preservers Institute (“AWPI”) and Koppers Co.,

Inc. (“Koppers”) move for summary judgment on the grounds

that there exists no genuine issue as to any material fact

and that AWPI and Koppers are entitled to judgment as a

matter of law.

In support of this motion and in accordance with

Local Rules 108(a) and (h), AWPI and Koppers submit the
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genuine issue and memorandum of points and authorities.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

American Wood Preservers Institute and )
Koppers Company, Inc., )

)
Plaintiffs )

) Civil Action No.
) 88—0770

v. ) Lamberth, J.
)

United States Environmental Protection )
Agency, and Lee M. Thomas, )
Administrator,

)
Defendants.

STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS

Pursuant to Local Rule 108(h), Plaintiffs American

Wood Preservers Institute (“AWPI”) and Koppers Company, Inc.

(“Koppers”), hereby submit the following statement of

material facts as to which there is no genuine issue in

support of their motion for summary judgment:

1. Pursuant to the requirements of Section 3001

of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (“RCRA”), 42

U.S.C. § 6921, including the conduct of a notice-and—comment

rulemaking proceeding, EPA has listed as a hazardous waste

KOOl bottom sediment sludge from the treatment of wastewater

from wood preserving processes that use creosote and/or

pentachiorophenol.



2. EPA stated in its Listing Background Document

that the basis for designating bottom sediment sludge as

hazardous was the high concentrations of phenolic compounds

and polynuclear aromatic components of creosote present in

such sludge.

3. EPA and/or the states in which AWPI members’

wood treating facilities, including Koppers, are located

regulate wastewater treatment surface impoundments as

hazardous waste units because they store KOOl bottom sediment

sludge. Accordingly, Koppers and other companies engaged in

wood preserving have complied with RCRA’s permitting

requirements in connection with the surface impoundments and

are operating these surface impoundments either pursuant to a

RCRA permit or under interim status.

4. Although EPA initially considered listing

wastewater from wood preserving as a hazardous waste at the

time it listed KOOl bottom sediment sludge, it explicitly

declined to do so. See 45 Fed. Reg. 33,084 (1980); 45 Fed.

Reg. 74,884, 74,888 (1980).

5. The decision not to list process wastewater is

consistent both with data submitted to EPA during the

rulemaking proceeding and with subsequent sampling performed

by AWPI member companies and Koppers which demonstrate that

2



the concentration of hazardous constituents in process

wastewater is orders of magnitude below concentrations of

constituents in KOOl bottom sediment sludge.

6. EPA is in the process of developing a proposed

rule designating additional wastes from wood preserving

operations as hazardous under RCRA. See 52 Fed. Reg. 14,854,

14,897 (1987).

7. In February 1985, lacking sufficient

information and in anticipation of the proposed rulemaking,

EPA distributed to Koppers arid other members of the wood

preserving industry a questionnaire designed to elicit

information about the characteristics of process wastewater

and other wastes from wood preserving. Also in early 1985,

EPA conducted site sampling at the facilities of several of

AWPI’s member companies, including Koppers’ Florence, South

Carolina facility, to increase the available information

about process wastewater and other unregulated wastes from

wood preserving.

8. Neither EPA, nor the states in which AWPI

member companies’ facilities, including Koppers, are located,

attempted to regulate spray fields managing process

wastewater under RCRA until 1984.

3



9. On November 23, 1984, EPA issued a memorandum

that, for the first time, in effect designated process

wastewater from wood preserving operations as a hazardous

waste under RCRA. See Attachment A of the Verified

Complaint. The memorandum stated that any facility managing

wastewater from wood preserving operations, including spray

fields, was subject to the permitting requirements of section

3005 of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6925.

10. The memorandum asserted without any supporting

data that biological action on spray fields similar to that

occurring in surface impoundments could generate KOOl bottom

sediment sludge at such fields.

11. The memorandum conceded that not all spray

fields would necessarily generate KOOl bottom sediment sludge

and that the owner or operator of any spray field should

therefore be afforded the opportunity to demonstrate that no

KOOl bottom sediment sludge is present in the unit. The

memorandum provided no protocol for demonstrating the absence

of KOOl bottom sediment sludge or criteria for judging such a

demonstration.

12. The November 1984 memorandum was neither

published in the Federal Register nor subjected to public

comment.
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13. On July 17, 1985, EPA issued a second internal

memorandum which concluded that spray irrigation fields

managing or which have managed wastewater automatically were

subject to RCRA regulation. See Attachment B of the Verified

Complaint.

14. This memorandum was based on the identical

theory relied upon in the November 1984 memorandum.

15. The July 1985 memorandum was neither published

in the Federal Register nor subjected to public comment.

16. Furthermore, EPA did not provide the industry

with any notice whatsoever of either of the two internal

memoranda.

17. EPA continues to adhere to the view that the

memoranda are binding on it and on industry. On January 17,.

1986, for example, J. Winston Porter, Assistant Administrator

for Solid Waste and Emergency Response, wrote to AWPI that

the 1984 memorandum “will necessarily remain in effect.” See

Attachment C of the Verified Complaint.

18. Upon issuance of the November 1984 and July

1985 memoranda, EPA and the states began to enforce

vigorously the regulation of spray fields managing process

wastewater from wood preserving facilities as set forth in

the memorandum.

5



19. On the exclusive authority of these memoranda,

EPA wrote Koppers’ facilities in Florence, South Carolina and -

Dolomite, Alabama to demand that Koppers undertake the RCRA

permit process with respect to the spray fields managing

process wastewater located at those facilities. On May 22,

1985, for example, EPA wrote to Koppers that unless it

complied with RCA permit standards with respect to the spray

field at its Dolomite, Alabama facility, Koppers would be

required to close the field in accordance with applicable

RCRA regulations set forth at 40 C.F.R. § 265.110—265.120,

265.2a0.
-- -

20. EPA wrote to AWPI member companies to make

similar demands.

21. Relying exclusively on the EPA memoranda, the

States of South Carolina and Illinois asserted that Koppers’

spray fields managing process wastewater located in Florence,

South Carolina and Carbondale, Illinois were hazardous waste

management facilities regulated under RCRA. These state

agencies demanded submission of RCRA permit applications for

Koppers’ facilities.
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22. Also relying exclusively on the memoranda,

several other states have asserted that spray fields managing

process wastewater operated by AWPI member companies were - -

hazardous waste management facilities, and thus have required

submission of RCRA permit applications.

23. AWPI and its member companies, including

Koppers, vigorously disputed the assertions of EPA and the

states that spray fields managing or which have managed

process wastewater are hazardous waste management units

requiring RCRA permitting.

24. Nonetheless, in light of the uncertainty

surrounding the regulatory status of spray fields managing -

process wastewater and the November 8, 1985, statutory

deadline for submitting Part B applications for land disposal

facilities, Koppers was compelled to file protective Part B

applications for its spray fields managing process wastewater

from wood preserving facilities. In each case, Koppers

objected to EPA’S attempted assertion of jurisdiction to

regulate spray fields based solely on the unpublished

memoranda.

25. Since the November 8, 1985 deadline for

submission of RCRA permit applications, EPA has continued to -

process RCRA permit applications for spray fields managing or

which have managed nonhazardous process wastewater. In

7



processing permit applications, the Agency demands submission

of supplemental studies, performance of additional monitoring

and analytical work, and accumulation of other technical data

to support issuance of an operating permit.

26. EPA has asserted that the failure to comply

with these demands would lead to the revocation of interim

status, thereby requiring cessation of operations of the

spray field. For example, on April 10, 1986, EPA wrote

Koppers stating that it had lost interim status for its

Montgomery, Pennsylvania spray irrigation field and that

Koppers was therefore required to cease operation and submit

a plan for closure of the field pursuant to RCRA.

27. Koppers is -currently incurring total costs of

approximately $1 million dollars to maintain compliance with

RCRA interim status standards for its spray fields as

required by the EPA internal memoranda.

28. AWPI member companies have filed protective

Part A or Part B applications, including closure permits, for

their spray fields managing or which have managed process

wastewater. They are incurring similar substantial costs

associated with compliance with RCRA requirements, including

closure requirements.

8



29. Koppers estimates that the cost of compiling a

Part B permit application for a spray field and for bringing

a spray field into compliance with RCRA’s requirements for

hazardous waste management units, including closure

requirements, is approximately $1 million dollars per spray

field. Thus, the cost to Koppers of bringing all its fields

into RCA compliance could exceed $10 million dollars.

30. AWPI member companies also would be required

to incur similar expenses to obtain permits, including

closure permits, pursuant to RCRA.

31. In addition to imposing substantial compliance

costs upon the wood preserving industry, EPA has aggressively

pursued the theory embodied in the internal memoranda in

administrative enforcement actions brought pursuant to

section 3008 of RC1A, 42 U.S.C. § 6928. For example, EPA has

brought an enforcement action with respect to the spray field

operated by Koppers in Florence, South Carolina. EPA has

also brought enforcement actions with respect to spray fields

operated by other AWPI member companies, including Brown Wood

Preserving Company.

32. In some of these enforcement actions, EPA

sought civil penalties from companies for failure to comply

with the memoranda. In other cases, the Agency has sought

only prospective relief in the form of submission of a RCRA

9



permit application on the grounds that the regulatory status

of these fields was uncertain until 1984. Nonetheless, in In

re Brown Wood Preserving Co., No. RCRA—84-16-R, EPA contended

at the hearing that the spray field managing nonhazardous

wastewater was subject to RCRA regulation since 1981.

33. In the Brown Wood case, an EPA Administrative

Law Judge declared the November 23, 1984 and July 17, 1985

memoranda illegal for failure of EPA to comply with the

rulemaking requirements of RCRA and the APA. He further

prohibited enforcement of the memoranda and the theory -

articulated therein until EPA complied with the rulemaking

procedures of RCRA and the APA. In re Brown Wood Preserving

Co., No. RCRA-84-16-R, slip op. (EPA May 30, 1986) (opinion-

of AU Yost). That case has been appealed to the EPA

Administrator. Although briefing was completed in July 1986,

the Administrator has not yet issued an opinion.

34. In addition, EPA contends that even if the

memoranda are held to be illegal in these enforcement

proceedings, facility owners and operators, including parties

to the enforcement proceedings, remain under an independent

obligation to comply with the RCRA permitting process for

spray irrigation fields managing or which have managed

nonhazardous wastewater. Failure to comply with the RCRA

10



permitting requirements could result in the termination of -

interim status, thereby requiring these facilities to cease

operations and close pursuant to RCRA.

35. Furthermore, in accordance with RCRA

regulations and in response to the uncertainty generated by

EPA’S memoranda, AWPI filed a petition with EPA on January

10, 1985, seeking reconsideration of the decision to classify

spray irrigation fields managing nonhazardous materials as

hazardous waste management facilities. The EPA has failed to

act on this petition. In 1986, AWPI further requested a

meeting with senior officials in the Office of Solid Waste- to

discuss the regulatory status of spray irrigation fields in

the context of EPA’S forthcoming rulemaking on the regulation

of additional wastes from wood preserving operations. The

Agency rejected any such meeting. Therefore, the only way in

which AWPI and Koppers can achieve relief from EPA’s illegal-

regulatory action is through this lawsuit for declaratory and

injunctive relief.

36. If Koppers is required to maintain compliance

with RCA requirements for hazardous waste management units

for its spray fields on the basis of EPA’s internal

memoranda, Koppers will be forced to shut down one or more of
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its plants which currently operate spray fields in the

absence of alternative disposal options for its process

wastewater.

37. AWPI member companies may also be required to

shut down one or more of their plants if they are required to

come into compliance with RCRA standards, including closure

standards, on the basis of EPA’S internal memoranda.

38. If Koppers and/or other of AWPI’s member

companies fail to comply with EPA’s internal memoranda by

obtaining a Part B permit, they risk EPA enforcement actions;

including imposition of substantial penalties or issuance of

an order requiring them to cease operating those spray fields

and close pursuant to RCRA. As noted above, EPA has already

brought enforcement actions against several facilities

operated by AWPI member companies, including Koppers’

facility in Florence, South Carolina.

39. If Koppers or any other AWPI member company

fails to comply with the RCRA permit process, EPA may deny

that company’s permit application and order it to cease

operations of the spray field. 40 C.F.R. § 270.73(b).

Indeed, EPA has specifically warned Koppers that “failure to

supplement and complete its Part B Permit Application will
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inevitably result in a permit denial and an order to cease

operation.” See EPA letter to Jordan Dern (Feb. 6, 1987)

(Attachment D to the Verified Complaint).

40. On February 26, 1988, AWPI and Koppers gave

notice to EPA of their intention to bring this action as

required by RCRA § 7002(c), 42 U.S.C. § 6972(c) in the form

prescribed by the Agency at 40 C.F.R. Part 254.

Respectfully submitted,

Of Counsel:
John F. Hall, Esq.
American Wood Preservers

Institute
1945 Old Gallows Road
Vienna, Virginia 22180

Jill M. Blundon, Esq.
Billie S. Nolan, Esg.
Koppers Company, Inc.
1400 Koppers Building
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

Dated: April 20, 1988

tanley M4 Spracker, Bar 442303
Randy S. hartash, Bar #3 60593
Weil, Gotshal & Manges
1615 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 682—7105

Counsel for Plaintiffs,
American Wood Preservers
Institute and Koppers

Company, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that, on the 20th of April, 1988,

a copy of the foregoing Motion for Summary Judgment,

Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for Summary

Judgment, and Statement of Undisputed Material Facts was

mailed, first—class postage pre-paid, to the following:

Lawrence J. Jensen
Office of General Counsel
United State Environmental

Protection Agency
401 14 Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460

Edwin Meese, III
Attorney General of the United States
U.S. Department of Justice
10th and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20535

-tanley M. Sprac]cer



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUNBIA

)
American Wood Preservers Institute, and )
Koppers Company, Inc.,

Plaintiffs,
) Civil Action No.

v. ) 88—0770
Lamberth, J.

United States Environmental Protection )
Agency, and Lee M. Thomas, )
Administrator,

)
Defendants.

ORDER

Upon review of Plaintiffs’ American Wood Preservers

Institute and Koppers Company, Inc. Motion for Summary

Judgment and Memorandum in Support Thereof, the Opposition to

the Motion filed by the United States Environmental

Protection Agency, and the entire record in this proceeding,

it is

ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED as follows:

A. Defendants United States Environmental

Protection Agency and Lee M. Thomas have violated

section 3001(b) of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6921(b);

B. Defendants have violated section 4 of the

APA, 5 U.S.C. § 553;



C. The EPA internal memoranda of November

23, 1984 and July 17, 1985 constitute an illegal rule and are

void and unenforceable;

D. Defendants and all persons acting in

concert with defendants, including their agents, servants,

and employees, are permanently enjoined from:

(i) Continuing to enforce in

administrative proceedings, judicial proceedings, or through

the RCRA permitting process, the EPA internal memoranda dated

November 23, 1984 and July 17, 1985, and the theory

articulated therein unless and until EPA promulgates a final

non—appealable rule pursuant to the requirements of RCRA and

the APA designating process wastewater as a hazardous waste

under RCRA;

(ii) Continuing to process any Part B

RCRA permit applications for spray irrigation fields managing

or which have managed nonhazardous wastewater unless and

until EPA promulgates a final non-appealable rule pursuant to

the requirements of RCRA and the APA designating process

wastewater as a hazardous waste under RCRA;

(iii) Taking any additional steps to

regulate spray fields managing or which have managed process

wastewater as hazardous waste management facilities under

2



RCR.A unless and until EPA promulgates a final non-appealable

rule designating such process wastewater as a RCRA hazardous

waste;

E. Defendants are required to advise

formally all EPA Regional offices and all relevant state

regulatory bodies that the November 23, 1984 and July 17,

1985 internal EPA memoranda that conclude that spray fields

managing or which have managed process wastewater are

regulated under RCRA as hazardous waste management facilities

and the theory articulated therein are void and

unenforceable;

F. Defendants are required to pay to

plaintiffs the reasonable attorney fees, costs, disbursements

and expenses incurred by them in pursuing this action,

pursuant to RCRA § 7002(e), 42 U.S.C. § 6972(e).

DONE in chambers in Washington, D.C. this

____

day

of

____,

1988.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
BEFORE THE ADMINISTRATOR

INRE:
RCRA 84—16—R

BROWN WOOD PRESERVING COMPANY, INC.
NOTICE OF APPEAL

Respondent.

COMES NOW the United States Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA), and notifies all interested parties of its appeal of

rulings contained in the Initial Decision in the above—referenced

matter, as explained in the accompanying appellate brief.

Pursuant to 40 C.F.R. S22.30, Appellant sets forth the

following alternative findings of fact, alternative conclusions regard

ing issues of law or discretion and a proposed order.

ALTERNATIVE FINDINGS OF FACT*

1. Brown Wood, until approximately 1984, treated, stored

or disposed of hazardous waste in a sandbed filter which was

a surface impoundment as defined at 40 C.F.R. S260.10.

2. With respect to the sandbed filter, Appellant hereby in

corporates the Findings of Fact set forth as numbers 1—12 in Complain

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order (filed April 7, 1986).

* Appellant is somewhat handicapped by the fact that the AU, in riis

Initial Decision, failed to delineate which portions of the language

contained therein were findings of fact, which were conclusions ot

law and which were merely discussions thereof. In order to propose

alternative findings or conclusions, Appellant must make assumptions

as to just what findings the AU made and what conclusions he reached;

and to the extent that those assumptions are incorrect, Appellant apoi

gizes for any mistakes or mischaracterizations.
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ALTERNATIVE CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. Brown Wood1 by failing to manage its former sand filterbed in accordance with the management standards appropriate to suchunits, violated several provisions of 40 C.F.R. Part 265, includingSubparts B,C,D E,F,G,H and K.

2. With respect to the wooden sandbed filter, Appellant herebincorporates the Conclusions of Law set forth as numbers 1—15, 17 an18 in Cornplainants Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order(filed April 7, l986.

3. The language contained in the definition of sludge foundat 40 C.F.R. 5260.10, in which treated effluent from a wastewatertreatment plant is excluded from that regulatory definition doesnot prohibit RCRA regulation of treatment, storage or disposal of
hazardous wastes occurring subsequent to treatment
in a wastewater treatment unit.

4. A penalty of

_____________

is appropriate in light of the
seriousness of the violations and any good faith efforts made by
Brown Wood to comply.

ORDER

Pursuant to Section 3008 of the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (“RCRA”), 42 U.S.C. §6928, the following
order is entered against Respondent, Brown Wood Preserving
Company, Incorporated:

(a) A civi1pena. assessed against the Respondent
for violations of RCRA as described herein.
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(b) Payment of the full amount of the civil penalty

shall be made within sixty (60) days after receipt of this Final

Order. Payment shall be made by forwarding a cashier’s check or

certified check in the amount of —______ , payable to the Treasurer

United States of America, to the following address:

EPA—Region IV
Regional Hearing Clerk
P.O. Box 100142
Atlanta, GA 30384

So Ordered.

Dated: -

______________________

Ronald L. McCallum
Chief Judicial Officer
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)

1 • Resource servatiai ar t - Th. i. i by the clearlanguage of its i re1Iations arj not, any edd to orw*Delish tue definitiaa itained therein to suit its r ideas of katthe regulaticxs nean.

2. Resource CservatiQ1 ard very ct - ifinitiais - A device briedin the gr.z ceist1i of four CT”cden sides and a clay Ixttan,under the facts in this cese, is a wtanka as defined in 40 C.F.R.§ 260.10.
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4. Resource Oservaticzi and RexIvery act — &irden of Proof — Were ther1as not prn aii.gatkz1n tçii:tnt by a prepcxerance of the evidence, the xq’laint sust he disaissed.

Anthea E. Z.Lnmn, Esquire
For Oziplainant, U.S. E1wirizental Protectia agency
Atlanta, Georgia

‘fles H. &n, Esquire
Sirote, Perui.att, Friend, Friedrien, Held & Apo].insky
Fbr Re.paz3ent, &in W.od Preserying Oziçany, Inc.
Binh, Alahe
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ITtAL ISION

This is a proceeding brought rsuant to Section 3008 of the 1id Waste

DisLxa1 Act, as alTEflded ‘ the Resource Conservation ard Recovery Act of
1976 (Au or “The Act”), 42 U.S.C. 5 6928. Section 3008 of prvjed1

ira pertinent part:

(a) Opliance Cders—(l)...[WJhenever on the basis ofand infornatiai the kiid.nistratcr deternd.nee that anyperson is in violation of any rjiirents of this sub
iapter, the tdnistrator nay issue an order ruiringxi1iare imiediately or within a specified tina
period....

(c) ...Any order issued 3er this section nay...assess a ialty, if any, whidi the rd.riistrator deter—mir is reasonable taking into omt the serioninassof the violation and any 9oo1 faith efforts to x1y
with the a1iceb1e reuiretents.

(g) . . .Any person violates any ruir.it of thissubdiapter shall be liable to the tkiited States for a
civil ialty in an mt rt to exceed $25,000 for
eadi sudi violation. th day of sudi violation shall,
for purpzees of this subeection, ctitute a serate
violation.

Qi Mardi 31, 1984, the U.S. ivirxixenta1 Protection Region IV
(M) issued a Qzplaint, Ozplianc. Cxder, rent Agraiit, and btice

of the Right to Ruest a aring diarging the Rsspx3ent, &n )od Preserv

ing Oxç*ny, Inc. (N&m )&od”), with violation of certain ruireante of

RRk. ecifil1y, the Op1aint diarged Brn W.od with vio1atia relating

1 My references to ._ are to the Act as it s in effect in Mardi of1984 when the original Ozrplaint and Qzpliance der s issued to Re—sdent. In !.bveiber 1984, Ozgrees enacted the !,ar&us and Slid 1*ste
Menanta of 1984, Pub. L. t. 98-616, e Stat. 3221 (1984), (ahI) whidisignificantly anended RA. Qie diange brought about ‘ E s a revsionand reorrniaation of Section 3008, 42 U.S.C. 5 6928. Thus, the aut2ity toassess penalties whidi is cited in the text b.l as it s fornerly fcizd at553008(c) and(g) canzxiibe found at$5 3008(a)(1), (3)aM(g). See42U.S.C. 5 6901 et . (1984).
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to financial resnsibi1ity ruirerents fow in the RA interim status

standards for ers and cçerators of bardous haste treatiierit, storage, and

disea1 facilities, 40 C.F.R. Part 265, &thçart H. C ?rdi 29, 1985,

p1ainant ITcved to anend that Caplaint to incle aiticral violations of

ruirtents. That rttion granted on April 24, 1985. The Anerided

p1aint and Qrpliare der (“The der”) alleged violation of additional

ruireents of the interim status standards, including the failure to have a

gro.indter iaaitoring ogram in acrdance with 40 C.F.R. Part 265, b

part F, and an adeguate closure plan in zforiience with 40 C. F • R. Part 265,

&ztçart G. The Crder jncl”ded a ediedule tiidi set forth dates ‘ whid

&in od ‘tas to oaily with the specific ovisicEs of tidi it in

violation. In addition, The der prceed the asseseent of a civil psalty

in the arint of $24,000 (t.mnty-fcur thcxisand dollars). The dar also

prcp,sed stipulated penalties for &i W1’ s xzplianoe with the adiedule

set forth in the (der.

Brain Wd filed an ke,r in 4iidi it diied that it treats, stores or

dispees of hzards ste. and therefore d&ied that it s or sho.ald be

subject to the interim stati standards plicabl. to midi 1-r&,us ste

rTanagelent faciliti. RUiiing the rtizity for th. parties to settle

inforne2ly. an .xdiang. of infotuetiai s ordered. Th. parties exdianged

lists of witnsee e,ected to be called, prcçceed exhibits, and additional

inforxtetion regerding this netter. Ci Jars.iary 29—30, 1986. a Hearing on the

netter s held in Atlanta, rgia.

Fbl1iing the availability of the Hearing tranacript, the parties filed

and exdanged initial suesior of findings of fact, clici* of law,

briefs in suort thereof, and ‘. Th. nrican od Preservers Insti

tute (“AEWI”), an industry ase:. / ti, noved leave to fil, an amims

brief. The parties filed r qçoeitlon and the nwticn granted.
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In rendering this Initial rcision, I have carefully sidered afl of

the inforntjon in the record. Any preed firings of fact or conclusions

of law inconsistent with this decision are rejected.

Factual Backgr

The Resxndent, n [‘-i Preserving Tpany, Inc., is a soeote zo

treatnnt plant located in &invile, Alabarta. In the 1970’s in association

with the State of Alabaits ter IuwVnt O,nission and in xiplianoe with

the Clean ter Act, &n t• established a system for the txeatait of the

process ter generated in mectiai with its od preserving process.

The system consists of collection pits and stzpe that coUect the process

ter; it is then p.iTped into :_ large settling tanks tere the oreosote

sinks to the ttan and is recycled. The process hater is then roited to t

qen )rizontal tanks, ere ailditional settling takes place and the oreosote

is recycled. The hater is then entered into i quick-itd.xer tanks, where

floco.lation takes place. The ter and the resulting floc is then p.rped onto

a hiil into a sandbed filter *iere the floc is filtered o.lt as I)Ol ttan

sed.1int slIige. The proc... ater then progresses thra4i sand into a

collection rtanifold at the bottan of the filter, and fls into a )lding

pond. The iter is t1i pzçed onto a spray irrigation field *aere &i{tiona1

steaeter tr.atnt occurs and any ov.rfli or Lrderflaw fnin this eration

is returr to the 1’lding pad.

The above-described treatment for the od preserving process ter

foUs specifically the state-of-the-art tdol’ established r EPA der

the Clean ter Act in order for the Pespondent to neet the requirets of

that Act and to receive an NP perird.t.
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In 1980, pursuant to the ruirerents of ?‘t. Fath, the .rt-ner

of Brn ‘i*od fi1e a rtificatiai der The t which indicated that they

re a generator of hazirdo1S Waste 01 (bottn sedinent s1ge fran the

od preserving industxy). In that rtificatiai, Mr. Heath indicated that

the facility s a1y a gerrator of such slixige and not a treator, storer or

disposer thereof.

In bverrber 1980, ft. Heath filed the facilities Part A alicatiai and

ai this form indicated “Yes to the qusetion: Dee or will this facility

treat, store or disxee of Waste?’ Mr • Heath chedced that x

because at that tine the facility bed a futie intentiai to disk plw the

KOOl s1ge generated in its filter beds into the earth rather than having it

taken off site for disposal in a licensed .lid st. disposal facility.

Since that tine, n od has decided not to dispose of its hazars ste

in that fashiai it rather to have it shied off site for 1iised disposal.

Fran the c*itset, &n *od never isidered itself to be a facility and

did z coneir either the ,lding or the -ay field, or the sand

filter bed to be regulated iits ixer k.

Iien the Pasraent filed its original Part A aplicaticzi, it identified

the ner of the facility as being the City of 1ce1xes, since that City

—- the legel *r of that facility, inasith as it issued ren rzs to

finenoe the facility aid as suth lds title to the prcçerty. A sub.eently

edvised the panient that this s not a cçer de.iation and an ariended

Part A a’.plicetiai s then filed sing that Brar.’ri Wod ‘.es the ner aid

cçerator of the facility. &1bee1tly, a foll-up notificatiai aid request

for infornetiaa s wit to the spordent, and all others similarly situated,

by k asking Ab to claxify iether or not they re a TS) facility or
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oned a TSD facility. airi 1od thinking that there ‘s still sate question

ab.it the psiiip of the facility nrked the box that they were a

TSD facility.

With that beckgra.rd there n transpires a rather Byzantine series of

rtjfjcations aid interpretations by EPA aid the State of Alabaiia as to the

nature of the Respordent’ s facility aid to what extent the vario.is portions

of its treatnent regilTe are governed by RA aid its assiated regulations.

At several tines betrmez 1980 aid the present, the spoideit asked that

its rt A a1icatiai be witidrawn since it did not consider itself to be a

regulated facility. The pdent • s rationale for this assertion wee that

they only generate KOOl slidge aid that they do so in the said filter whith

is a rectangular structure set in the with odei sides aid a clay

bottan. They tcd the itiai that inaeaith as this structure net the

definition in the r latiajf M•JN they e thrfnre not ubjt

to regulation iader A. They also asserted, on azsrcua oo.ions, to both

the State of Alabene aid the A that they were exwpt fru regulation mae

as they were a wiell qntity rator as that term is defined in the

regulations. These reguasts were net with statsients to the effect that

since yi are a regulated facility yi cen not witidrw yr Pert A alica

tion aid as to the iell quantity generator argxne1t, the gov.rrzneital entities

advised that i aeth am no surting data wes forthcrxd..ng whid .z1d sub

stantiate this claim, they oculd not neke any ruling thereon. The rerd

does not reveal that any goverrirental agency ever advised the Pespordent )ust

exactly what sort of infornatiaa wee reguired in order for then to deicnstrate

that they were, in fact, a iall quantity gerator. The regulatix seen to

suggest that a may beaite a eiall quantity generator by uraly naking the
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ssertion that it falls into that category aid that if sare*iiere in the

future it is determined that they are not, then they nust suffer the anse—

queices for their mistake in interpretation.

In any event, mhile all this s transpiring, the reguireents for

financial reeponsibility becarTe due xder the regulations aid notifications

re sent to the Respondent tellir it that it needed to provide prf of

insurance and financial responsibility to the State of Alabama. The Respcd

ant continued to argue that it s not governed by the provisions of A for

the reasons above-stated aid these pleas *re net with ncre rsuesta for the

financial responsibility dcazentatiai.

Satkere in this tine frte, the State of Alabama s relieved of its

authorization to admi.nister certain portions of the k program aid EPA care

into the picture. The enoy than filed its first tplaint idi proeed

to assess a penalty of $5,000 (five th,.said llars) for the failure of the

facility to e forth with the necessary financial aid insurance docimata

ticn. n Answer wee filed idaith essentially daniel that they were governed

by and various settlueiit fers between EPA. the Respxdent aid

perierally the State of Alhana were held. xrtly after a of the major

settleent neetings, the Agency novd to its Ozplaint to the

iiditional violations iidi it hel discovered subeuent to the issuance of

the first 0*iplaint. The nation wee all aid the r iplaint wee issued

btid1 r &arged the Respondent with violating i only the financial respon

sibility aspects of th. regulations it also th. failure to have in place

grounclweter nuLttoring systeze for the three regulated units aid other admin

istrative aid internal titentatiai which the regulations ruire that such

a facility have in place.
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The rerd reveals that at no tine did the Respondent, nor the cod

processing industry generally, understand that the spray fields tach were

installed pursuant to the Clean ter ct and, in sate cases, the storage

ponds as well were regulated units under A. This state of affairs was not

clearly enunciated to the Respondent until or &rtly before the bringing of

this action. In order to fully understand the agency’s rationale in regard

to this facility, as well as others in the wd preserving industry, a review

of certain internal nworanda is required.

Açarently as early as May or Jixe of 1983, the State of Alabana, which

at that tine h the autrity to &irid.nister in that State, hed sate

questions a.zt the aç1icebility of ?A to certain facilities in the od

treating industry. This ern was rm.uiicated to Begiai IV A and by

letter dated lbrch 13, 1984, t.t. James H. Scarbrci4i, Qijef, Besidual t.nage—

merit Branrth, wrote a letter to Lt. Bernard x, (2iief of the Industrial and

ste Section of the Alabane ertzisnt of ivircxmita1 nagsient

(hereinafter “A4”) Thu letter aritained t scenario. idiidi in essence

described t different treatrent systate at .eçerate facilities and then

answered questions relative to the alicatiai of ._. to then. Th. first

scenario describes essentially at is fxd at the &n 1 facility with

the exception that the scenario suggests that there is bith orsceota and

itadlorcç*hl tr.att of the ‘mcd irwolv.d. The r.d in this case

suggests that at all relevant tines Brn Vod never used pentadilore1

as a treatment net1 bit only used osote. Th first question addressed

by Mr. Scarbra4i was: ‘Z the wastter whidi drains fran the filter beds

a listed h’i7rdcus waste because it es fran the treatizt of a listed

hazardcs waste?” Mr. arbr. aner was: “Yes, the water is a

regulated hazard.is waste” and ,‘ d this qinicn on the definition of a

e
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-ard.zs ‘ste which includes a leacthate. suggests that since leachate
is defined in 40 C.F.R. § 260.10 as “any liquid, including any suspended
carents in the liquid that has percolated throu or drained fran hazard
is aste” that therefore the ‘ter which drains through the sard bed filter
and the KOOl sludge contained therein mst of necessity be a leachate and as
such is therefore a listed hazarus ste.

The next question is: “Would the spray field be subject to RA if the
ater is hazard.is even though it is regulated r the 1’ter Division which
ruires rrting to then?” The ansr is: “Yes, since the ter fran the
sludge filter beds ‘o.ald be regulated as a b’-ar.is ste, as e,lained
above, any subeeuent treatient. storage or disposal of the hater ‘uld be
subject to the regulation r • The spray field .ald be a form of land
treatit subject to regulation er Siçart H of Section 265.” He further
states that regulation Lrider another State am ild not exept a land
treatsnt facility fran regulation by the ._

Th. third question asked is: “Ams.ining the ter is not bars ild
just the filter beds be regulated beu.e the tan is clay due the sludge
acarulatiai.” The answer s that: “gardlaes of the status of the ter,
the tsiit diere the sludge is aca2ulatad is a regulated iit Lrder 9ierts 1
through L or Q dsperz1ing on the type of construction. He sugjests that the
sand-gravel beds ild probebly be regulated xer 9)ert Q. He also stated
that the holding pond ‘m*ild be a regulated surface iiipxnient .rer çart K
and that delisting might be aprcpriate in .a ceses for the ter of the
sand filters.

Although I can .werstand why the filter beds might be a regulated iit,
assi.ining as Mr. Scarbrci4i did that the ter is not hrdous, a cen not
.rerstand his reasoning that the xlding .ild be a regulated surface

e
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unit .uder Subpart K because it uld not, rider the scenario described,

contain any hazardc*.is waste.

In any event, this letter fran Mr. Scarbrc.gh to the A1abart official

which stated that the spray ds, 1lding ponds and sand pits ild all be

regulated units was based essentially, at least as to the holding pxxid or the

spray field, on the notion that the water which is discharged fran the sand

filter is a hazarc3c.is waste. It sild be noted that this interpretation is

itraxy to previous decisions by EPA not to aider the wastter fran

such facility to be a birjs waste and it was specifically excluded fran

regulation under the Pral gister listing which established )Ol as a

hazaris waste in the first place.

Since the industry and other persons itinued to protest this inter

pretation, icurre on this issue was reguested by Mr. Scarbr4 by

uisT)raM’.an dated Hey 21, 1964. This uorandian was not nitted as an

ethibit in the case, t because it provides an essential pert of the dirono—

lcica]. scenario tidi gave rise to the anissicn of foflow— nrandLETe,

it will be nede an eshibit in this case as Qurt’s iibit b. 1. This

niorardi.an essentially sets forth gion IV’. interpretation of its rationale

that the holding pads and spray fields ar, regulated units and asks concur

renoe by Heaôuartari. EPA. In this t’hy 21st noraz.tn. Mr. Scarbrcugh

states as foU: “the listing )O1 irli.des any sludge formed fran “cod

preserving pa’oces. waste that uses cre:*ote and/or pentad1oriel, regard

less of her, the sludge is formed. If a sludge is &d in the bottan or

sides of a surface 1xipient, or a sand filter or on a spray field of a

land treatsent unit, it is KCO1 sludge. Th. surface ipz*it. the sand

filter and the spray filter unit ald be subject to all bris waste

permitting regulations.” (tphasis sulied.) He then gies on to state that
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in the case of the sand filter, the iter that drains fran the filter is a

hazardous ste. He then proceeds to repeat his rationale for that ocriclusion

on the basis that the ter is a leadiate and, therefore, a hazarc1cis ste.

The reason the Court sought this iiiirand and included it as an exhibit, in

addition to the reasons inTnediately above stated, is that the reply to this

rroraMn fran tt. Jdm Skinner, Director of the Office of Solid Waste in

Washington, D.C., it.ains language hith suggests that there is an assixrp—

tion in the ruest that sludge is generated in the Lxxd and the spray field.

The niorand’mi &an Scarbr4L to Washington, D.C. seeking icurrence

states as a axitiai of his hypthesis that a sludge is &rnad th in the

surface inpourdrtent and the spray field.

The randxn in reply to this ruest for idi is

Respondent’s Ethibit b• 36 dated 25 July 1964, states that atraxy to fir.

Scarbr4i’ s previous iniai on the subject, the sta’ater fran the oil

ter aeparature tanks and di.nical flocculation tanks are rt classified as

listed b’r,is ste, after the listed brds stter treatnt

sludges have settled out, .i t1xsgh ees flocculated neterials is cerried

alcng with effluent stren. He goes on to state that when the geicy listed

steter treatnnt sludge. fran od preserving proc.e. it differentiated

beeen the sludges whidi settle out fran .uoo...iva treatAnts of process

staters and the mstter strees itself. He therefore luded that

the stter effluents (ran the —_ tank. culd b. sub.ct to regulations

only if they nst - or ie of the diaracteristice of a brdcu. ste as

set forth in the regulations. There is r suggestion in this reocrd or

els&ere that the stter wanating (ran th. various trestt processes

eiployed by Brn ‘bod neet any of the “d’aracteristics” as set forth in the

regulation..
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. Skinner’s rtto then goes on to state that, a1tho4i the wastewater
eanating fran the sand filter is not a hazardous ste, both the sand filter
and the lding ponds uld be subject to all hardous waste regulations and

permitting standards since they are surface inpn±tents used to nnage a

hazardous waste (i.e., the shzlge). The irandn is silent as to )i this

sludge gets into the bolding jxxx]a. ! does state that if a sludge is forred

in a waste’ater treatient tank, filtration device or surface inp.rrrent it
is a 1(001 sludge. Since the ?y 21, 1964 norandi.in frau Mr. Scarbr.4,
tierein he seeks Heacuarters icurrence with his cinion on the status of

the aiits involved, states that: “If a sludge is fd it is a 1(001 sludge.”

The prenise has then x been laid that 1(001 slix!ge is in fact foe.wd in both

the surface inpnterit and the spray field as wall • Mr • Scinner ‘a -

randi.an concludes that as to the spray field irrigatic*i field, ii&i is the

final stsp in the wastter systen, no decision has been e‘ Hea&uarters

as to id’ether or not that part of the systen is a regulated xit. 1 states

that he is ourrently investigating the status of this xiit and that he expects

to get back to the Region on this point in the rr future.

Therefore, the July 25, 1984 n, on its face, aerent1y aeee to be

of help to the regulated cimiiity in as mdi as it refUtes Mr. Scerough’s

earlier axitention that since the wasteater emnating fran the filter beds

is a h*.*rdous waste, there5r., of necessity any lxlding p1 or subeeguent

treatnnt facility tiith zmnages that waste i].d be a regulated txiit irer

ICRk. Mr. cirm.r’ a -— then, with no aarent justification, inriediately

leaps fran the dedsiai that the wastter is not a hardis waste to the

c1usion that the pond iidi receives this ncri-Iazarda.as waste will, of

necessity, be a regulated iit since it nnages the sludge. Just 1 this

sludge diith is a listed rdous iaste is generated fran a ncri4iazardous

wasteter istituent is not explained at this tine.
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The next r orand..wi in the chronology is fran Mr. Skinner to Mr. Scar

brough dated ‘bver 23, 1984 .tiich is 1spondent’s thibit b. 44. This

ueto açarent1y is a .fol1-up to the earlier ffiij ‘thich left unresolved the

decision as to tether the spray irrigation fields re regulated units under

RCR. Mr. Skinner states that since the last mttrandurn, he has discussed the

issue with the Office of General Counsel and has concluded that such spray

irrigation units or other land spreading of staters fran preserving

cperations nstitute land treatnt of a bardcus ‘vaste • naively the IOl

bottan sedinnt sludge. Therefore, s land spreading or spraying ld be

subject to the regu1atia and The act. He then describes the basis for this

icluaion to the effect that the brzs ste IOl is forned in the soil

in a land treatnnt unit to diidi stters fran d preserving processes

are alied. The nechanin for forming this sludge, he says, is similar to

tiee eratirq in trickling filters or at the bottan of surface inp.irdnits

tere aerobic degradation takes place. He states that biological action

taking place in such units will lead to an increase of urns. fran the acc.mila

ticri of dead orgeniirn. Oztaminates in the ateter .ild be absorbed on

this biaiss and o-çrecipitate with it. Sispenie1 solids also ld be

separated frcu the stter r sinpie filtration diile passing through the

land treatnnt unit natrix forming sludges. He t2i states that sa facili

ties have claind that no sludges are fornrnd in these units or that no hazard

ous nstitents of ccr.rn reirnin in these units at regulatory significant

levels • He states that if a facility i. able to deiastrate that no bottan

sedinrnnts sludge is forted as described above, then the land treatiirnnt unit

.ild not be subject to regulation under RA. He parenthetically states

that: “at the present tine ‘ able to provide any guidence as to 1

one .ild nake sidi a deiustr : He concludes j stating that if
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slzges are forrred in the land treatrnt unit ut the facility is able to

deTcnstrate that nc hazardous stituents remain in an enviratnta11y

siiificant icentrations then the facility uld have the tiai of deljst
in the s1ges pursusnt to 40 C.F.R 260.20 ar 260.22.

We n have a situation where initially EPA, at the regional level, had

decided that all of these portions of the treatnent systen, i.e., the filter

beds, the )lding px ar the spray irrition field, re all subject to

arx3 therefore regulated units for the reason that the ter emienating

fran the filter bed s a bM*rdous ste • tb nention of sli.dge fornetion

s used as a justification for that initial lusion. The qery thei at

the fa3uarters’ level icled that the ter wenating fran the filter

unit s nct in fact a hazar.is ste bit that since sludges, nust of neces

sity, form in both the lding por aid the spray field dus to the interaction

of the orgenic stituents with the steter with the naturally occurring

bacteria that is fd in the soil, obvia.isly any sudi natarial forned, uid

Luder the regulatory adiemie, be sid.red I)Ol bottan e.dinent sludges. It

is this latter conclusion that causes ae cern both on th. rt of this

Respadent aid all other nit,ers of that irdustzy as wil as the Merican

1’1od preservers Institute. They suggest that this internal interpretation of

the fornatiai of the sludges anywhere in the treatit dieie, are, of

necessity, )Ol tan esdinent sludges res.nting a ne regulation the

effect of whidi is to place portions of the wstter treatnent systan urder

the provisions of ._- where heretofore the Agency aid the regulated cainunity

had assuned that they wre nct regulated since they xntain nc )C0Ol sludges.

At the Iaring, the icy, at least at the r.gional level, tcdc the

position that they have alwy. have felt that all of these units wr regu

lated. Rit a careful reading of the muranda imvlved suggests that the
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Region’s original basis for considering then to be regulated ware that they

handled a hazardcxis waste, i . e., the water fran the sand filter0 and not

because 1(001 sludge was generated ‘therein. Since the Region has been cor

recte on its assunption that the water was a bMrd,.1s waste in of itself,

the n theory seers to be that since sludges will inevitably fozn in these

units due to the interaction of the wast,ater and naturally occurring bac

teria in the soil that sucth sludges, biaTasses or atever description accu

rately describes this naterial is, ixzler the regulation, 1(001 sludge that

they i are regulated on that basis.

Diring all of this tiiie, the Respzndent, &z Wod, atira.ied to urge

its case upon the State of Alabana ard the Federal EPA to the effect that:

(1) they are mall quantity generators; (2) that the sand filter is i.uder

the definition in the regulations of a U)H and, therefore, rt a regulated

unit; and (3) that the storage pxd and spray field are rt regulated units

since they do nct rnage a hazardcus waste as the industry has historically

3erstocd that term. pite these strongly felt beliefs as to the ra

alicability of RA to their facility, n Wod oDntinued, throe4i its

consultants and others, to into ccqliar and to satisfy the dwerds put

upon then by erics rrmntal regulatory agencies. At u pint in tile,

t State of Alabena indicated to Brn t1 that if they ild replace their

od sand filter device with a concreted and detcnstrate that the pxd

was nct leaking that they mild be relieved frca the obligation of installing

a gradter itoring systen for t1ee units. Arently at this mint in

tizte, ti State of Alabana did nct osider the spray irrigation field to be

a regulated unit. Pursuant to t1ee instructions, the sp1t rencved the

od-eided sand filter aid replaced it with a ete filter iidi everyone

n aees is a U)N inder even the nest stringent interpretation of the
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regulation’s definition. The Respondent also attrpted to satisfy the

gency’s concerns about financial responsibility by providing the Agency with

a trust agreeent whidk the Agency apparently did not feel to be satisfactory.

carnination of Regulatory SchaTle

Since the beginning of this cxntroiersy the Respondent has steadfastly

argued that its oden sand filter ieets the definition of a tank, a position

thith the regulatory agencies have just as edaiently denied • Since the status

of this unit, in my jtdgeent, plays a crucial role in the application of the

k regulations to this facility, a, exaitd.natiai of this position is

rranted. A disaissed above, the original sand filter erployed by the

Respondent as an essential part of its ste’ter treatnent systen is a

device consisting of a 20-by-20-by-l5 in.r nt with a natural clay bottczn

and sides constructed of preserved .od, having a dspth of approxintely

five (5) feet. 40 C.F.R. 260.10 contains the definitions iidi zvern the

applicability and the edministration of the Rk oram. In that section,

a tank is desoribe1 as: TMa stationary device, desigied to contain an acciru

latiaa of b*rdoue ste zida is tructed prinrily of rai-earthen

naterials (e.g., od, c.te, steel, plastic) iiiidi provide stx.tal

sujxrt.” Sinpie nBtheimtical caloilationm reveal that the original nd

filter is constructed prinrily of rxxi-.arthen aBterials, that is to say,

d, and that only the bottan is of earthen riaterial. In arriving at its

c1usion that this device ckes nct neet the regulatory definition of a

tank, the Agency takes the position that in order for it to be a tank,

it rtust ITeintain its structural integrity hen renoved £ru the grr and

essentially .s,ort itself in nd.d-air. The Agency’s position is that since

the bottan of the tank is nade of earth and clay naterials, it ld fall
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out if reroved fran the ground and, therefore, it cannot rrEet the definition

of a tank. See the testLiony of c, lainant’s witness, William llagher,

Jr.., at page 254 of the anscript wherein he says: “For purposes of maeting

the definition of a tank, ‘. maintain that if the earth s reroved fr

around this tank, it uld suort itself. Since it has no bottoYt, it cannot

siort itself.” vious1y, the Agency’s position on this matter is at ds

with the written definition of a tank as it ars in the regulations, which

are binding upon the Agency. h3ditiaially, t eert witnesses appearing on

bia1f of the spaent, wt are professors of engineering at their respec

tive iiiversities, also disagreed with the Agency’s interpretation thereof.

They take the position that if a device is made primarily of non-earthen

materials which provide structural srt, it iteets the definition of a

tank. The Agency in its arg.rerat has added additional language to the regula—

tions which a careful, reading thereof dcee not support. All of the witnesses

agreed that the sides of the original sand filter provide structural

support. The Agency’s em eeie to be that since the bottan of the

filter is made of clay, it cannot, wer any circisetances, be idered a

tank. .lf this s the Agency’. intent, the definition it provided to the

regulated riity and to the other verrziental regulatory agenCies should

have been zTcre carefully written to suggest that the bottan of the device has

to be primarily ait of non-.arthen materials. The Agey atterpts to

bolster its position on this issue t’ suggesting that clay is not izipervious

to ail subetances and that, therefore, it ces not itain “the hazardous

ste treated therein”. Wiether or not the device leaks is not at issue here

since the Agency has long since disocv.red that ei tanks csisting of

steel will on occasion leak and that whether or not a device is entirely

ter-proof or inpervious to all materials citained therein is not part of
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the definition of a tank. This contention is obviis1y 1udicrazs since the

filter bed is designed with a simp in the bottan fran whi the wasteater is

supposed to drain into the holding pond. If it re constructed in any other

fashion, it .ild not aciplish its reguired function and .ild overfli onto

the ground. I am, therefore, of the inion that the original d-sided

sand filter etployed by the Respondent as part of its treatxent 8ystan net

the definition of a “tank” as contained in the regulations and that the

gency’ a attetpt to- informally re-write the definition antair in their ami

regulations is an inprciper exercise of proseaitorial discretion.

All parties agree that a treatmnt device whidi neets the definitions of

a tank is exept fran certain aspects of the regulatory sdte uzr IRA

including the necessity to have in place a gra.mter itoring systen. As

indicated above, the Respondent, shortly prior to th. filing of the Asended

iplaint, had rlaced the d filter with a ete device whidi every

agrees easily fleets the regulatory definition of a tank. The nein cern

apparently in regard to this portion of the treatt sthte is thether or

not the old od-eided filter bed s closed pursusnt to an aove! closure

plan. stinaiy at the Hearing indicat that the Respadent is attwpting,

thra4i its engineering consultants, to convinc, the regulatory agencies that

the old filter bed ‘s “clean-closed” and that, ther.for., it a closed in a

nenner consistent with the regulations. Sinc I en of the i.nion that the

old od-sided filter bed net the definition of a tank, any further discus

sion xncerning its closure is for purpose. of this decision. necessary.

Having determined that the old sand filter bed net the regulatory

definition of a tank and since everye agree. that the z rete. filter

clearly neeta the definition of * ‘k, eiditionai. examination of the regula

tory definitions is appcriatE .ernine the effect of thi. ruling.
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The above-cited section of the Federal regulations which contain the

definitions alicable to RA define sludge as: “any solid, sei-soljd, or

liquid waste generated fran a rtwiicipal, cciirrtrdal, or industrial wastewater

treatrient ant, water sly treatzent an, or air pDllutial itro1 fa

cility exclusive of the treated effluent fran a wastater treatnt an”

(rphasis sujplied.) Everyone agrees that KOOl bottan sedirtent sludge is

generated at several locations in the treatrtent schete eTployed by the Pespxd

ent, i.e., at the bottan of the oil waste eeçarator and clearly the rtterial

to tidi the floc has been edded whidi settles ont on the surface of the

sand gravel filter bed. There is also açerently universal reent aztag

the parties that the wastter whid leaves the sand bed filter is rt a

hazartus waste der the regulatory echete established by the A. We then

are faced with the baseline question of determining whether or not a ICDOI

sludge is generated by this rnhazars wastter at aaie other ,rtions of

the treatilent sceie, in this case, prirterily the surface bolding xnd and

the spray irrigetion field. Altø4i the phrase “wasteiter treatent plant”

is not defined in the regulations, there is a definition which sete

arcpriate, ocritaiz in the eaie section of the Federal ?agister, that

being “wastter treatt unitTM • This device is defined as: (1) as part

of a wasteter treatment facility which is subject to regulation under

either 4 402 or 4 307(b) of the Clean Weter act; and (2) receives and treats

or stores an infl*nt wastter which is a hazaris waste as defined in 4

26113 of this chapter, or generates and accitalates a wastter treatirent

sludge which is a b’aris waste as defined in 4 261.3 of this chapter or

treats or stores a wastter treatt sludge diidi is a rdc*I waste as

defined in 5 261.3 of this chapter: and (3) nests the definition of tank in 4

260.10 of this chapter.” The sand bed filter is a part of a wastewater treat

e
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ITent facility idi is subject to regulation under 402 of the Clean Water

Act ar it does receive, treat and store a hazardous stemiater treatnent

sludge arxi it does neet the definition of tank, as we have previously dis

cussed. A1ying all of these definitions to the facts at han2, one arrives

to the conclusion that any rraterial produced by the interaction of the non-

hazardous stebater contained in either the storage lagoon or the spray

irrigation field with naturally occurrir bacteria in the soil is excluded

fran the regulatory definition of a sludge since this neterial is a treated

effluent frczn a weatter treatTent plant. This reasoning is supprted by

the language contained in the footncte to t • Scinner’ s July 25 inetorandum.

(Pespcxeit’s Ethibit . 36.)

Altigh I am of the inion that the analysis presented above is an

accurate a as it applies to the situation in this case, need not rely

entirely upon sud analysis to to the anclusiai that under the regula

tions neither the storage pont or spray irrigation field are regulated units

er The Act or the regulation. pramlgated pursuant thereto. As discussed

earlier the icy’s decision that these units are regulated unit. under The

Act has its genesis in their unp.iblis1 theory that any neterials created by

the ncnha.*rdous wastter aid soil bacteria is, of necessity, IOl sludge.

The existence of sudi sludge m2st be deaxistrated by eatething ttore than nere

hypothetical theory on the part of the icy to subject then to the rigors

associated ther.iiith of a regulated facility. The above-described

rroran3a £ • d.nner ccntain no data to support the notion that, of

necessity, KOOl bottan sedinent sludge is always present in these units. i

the itrary all of the testinony fran the expert witnesses presented by the

Respxxlerit suggests that to the extent any additional biatess or r neterial

is generated by sudi interaction it does not constitute KOOl bottan eedinent
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sl1ge. The Pespc*ent’ S witnesses iforrn1y testified that a s1ge, as

that term is universally accepted in the engineering rnvnity, means a

visible measurable gubetance resulting fran the treatment or nenagerent of

sane form of waste. Their testinony was that even if sane meterial is gen

erated by the biological action ihich takes place in the so, it nc longer

has the characteristics of the constituents of concern in solution in the

non4iazardais wastter since that is one of the functions of biological

treattent. By that it is meant that the becteria tiidi thra.i evolution or

acclimticn, have the ability to feed on suth orgenic naterials, change its

nature by the vary act of their interaction with it ar4 that the resulting

ireterial nc longer has the sane chenical nake-up that was originally present.

The ?gency takes the position that the sludge generated in these units,

i.e., the lagoon and the spray irrigetion field • nay, in fact, be invisible

and uxneaaurable by noriTal neane, b.it since they are of the cinion that such

mtaterial is, in fact, generated, it is, by definition KOOl b,ttan eedimTent

sludge It is this regulatory leap of faith *iidi is of prisaxy concern not

aily to this spar3eit bit to the entire d treatment industry since it is

contrary to the scientific amm.mity’s pr.vis notion of 1o these rraterials

are gerat.d.

• Jazea tvid LWjen II, a of the geracy ‘s primely witnesses on the

issue of the presee of KOOl sludge in the treatnt , testified on this

issue at sane length. It is felt that a recitation of this witnesses testi

rtcny is inçortarit to deternd.rie the validity of the kency • s position on this

issue. This witness, ‘.*o is an insp.ctor and employ., of the State of

Alabaua ‘5 Har*r&,us ste Division, testified that he saw KOOl sludge in the

lding lagoon aid that was a of the basis for his agency’s as wall as

EPA’s assixtption that that is certainly a regulated unit. The folliing

dialogue takes place on rages 165, 166, 167 aid 168.
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BN: Just a few irore, Ji.zge.

By iiR. B:

Q. _n you explain what uld happen if surface oil wes
on the nd?

A. S.rface oil?

Q. Uh4iuh (affiztative).

13U1XE yOsr: iat kind of oil are we talking about?
JUst any kind of oil?

MR. B1N: Ri4it. any kind of oil, oil associated
with creosote.

JUDGE yos’r: (kay.

E WI2ThSS: You’re talking a.zt the carry oil or
the fractions of creosote?

MR. : Li*t fractions.

1 Wr1NS: They uld float on the surface of the
izrpourdztent.

BY MR. B:

Q. Is surface oil K-OOl type surface oil that we’re
ta].ki.ng about?

A. b; it ld nct be sidered to be K-OOl.

Q. ‘bild it stain the soil along the benk *aen the wind
blew the weter around?

A. tes1,ly.

Q. Oay. if the weter level dred sam, it uld
leave that stain?

A. Reeibly.

Q. ild the bladc substance that i sew arn the
edge of that pond have been a stain rather than a .ldge?

A. The bladc substance that I saw wee a sludge. :It rtt
the definition of a sJi.dge in the Alabana ardous 1tsta
ManageTent regulations. That wee the aily determination at
that mint that I wee reguired to nake.”
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“Q. Could it have been a sludge?

A. It a sludge. A sludge can be a stain; a staincan be a sludge.

Q. Itat’ s the difference between a stain arid a sludge?

A. I’m not sure there is a difference.

Q. (kay. SD, that could have been a stain fran oil,couldn’t it? I itean you didn’t test it to find out if it hasany K-OOl stituents, did you?

A. It net the definition of a sludge.

Q. Did you test it to see if it had any K-OOl axistituents?

A. b, bzt, as I’ve already described, that’s notnecessary to neet the listing description for K-OOl.

Q. at you saw on that bank of that rd could very
well have been a stain fran an oil residue, ildn’t it?

A. It wes also a sludge.

JtDGE YOST: Well, I don’t aderstarid. You ke
referring to this regulation. Does the regulation describe
this sludge?

iWIS: Ye., sir; it gives a specific definition
for sludge.

3UD YOST: Well, kat is the definition?

‘THE WIS: It is the —

3f’ YOST: &iesthing that results fran the oc,essthat they’re engaged in?

ThE WIThS: It’. any solid, e.i-.olid, liquid west.generated fran a nuiicipal, aii,iercial or irôistrial west. wetertreetn1t f{]ity, nixiicipal weter treatit facility or air
pllutiai control facility, arid it’s exclusive of the effluent
fran t) facilities.

BY . B:

Q. !, that’s the general sludge definition. Is that
riit? Is that at you’re qi.ting ri?

A. RLght.”
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UQ ekay. Well, you’re not claining that any arid
every sludge is a b’74rdoL2s waste, are you?

A. .

Q. Ci1y sludge — For purposes of this case, cnly
sludge containing K-OOl Constituents uld be a h?I7irdous
waste, uli’t it?

A. !b. Sludge generated in a waste water treatnnt
facility fran the treatlTent of waste water that ocues fran a
od preserving facility that uses pentathlorerl or
creosote is K-OOl, irrespective of its constituents.

0. Itat ragulation says that?

A. It • s in the identification ard listing of the Alabart
Hazardous Weste tnagrent regulations. Section 234, 4—234
thrc4i 4—235.

0. Let ne ask you this. If .kat ‘i saw on the side of
that pad was an oil stain, do you content that that is K-OOl
bottan sedinent sludge?

A. I have r 1aawledge of iikiether that is an oil stain
or—”

The cbvious inability of this witness to provide any sort of logical and

sensible answars to the questions d, in nr udgetnt, points out the

cbvicxis flaws in the ency‘s theory concerning the generation of KOOl bottan

sedirrent sludges. At one point the witness states that the dark stain he

observed on the edge of the lagoon, if it ware surface oil, it ild nct be

considered KOOl and yet he then goe. to state that if he saw saiething there,

it nust, of necessity, be KOOl sludge.

Professor Irren S. Thcs.cn. e.arirq as an expert witness on bdialf

of the Respondent, disaissed the geicy’s theory as to the generation of 1(001

sludge both in the pond aid the spray irrigation field at saie length.

Professor Thapeon, hed visited the Respondent’s facilities on neny

occasions, eiç*iatically testified that at m point h&2 he ever observed

anything vaguely resebling KOOl sludge, either in the holding 1agxn or the•
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spray irrigation field. 1 agrees that the spray irrigation field is a bic

logical treatiiit systan aM it is for that reason that the EPA remEr1ded

its use in order to neet the “zero discharge” lirtiitations iixeed by the

Clean Water Act. 1 also ephaticaily stated his cpinion that the neterials

forned in the spray irrigation field by this biological activity can in no

way be ocrisidered as 1(001 sludge, as that term is defined in the regulations

and as the scientific cczrmxity has viewed such a sludge. Ci page 221 of the

an8cript he ei*iasized the Agency’s ition by quoting fn Lewis rroll • s

bodc Thrgh A Looking Glass to the effect that: “‘4ien I use a rd. 1zpty

Dzpty said, in a rather ucxrnful tone, it iteans lust ‘that I drxee it to

nean, nothing nre, nothing less.” The witness then goes to say:

“Ard this is a rd that EPA is using, sludge. It can
refer to carload quantities, or it can refer literally
to ncntTo1ea1lar layers kien w’re talking abit spray
irrigation fields. Qe cannot identify visually or by
neasurwent a 1(001 sludge on a spray irrigation field.

“So ien I say that I disagree with 1k. cizmer. that
is the reason, is that he is over1xId.ng his i regula—
tiore in that regard.”

Professor ‘flxmpeon testifies again on this question on es 224 aM 225 of

the Transcript, ui cross-examination by EPA cc*xel. )*ien asked: “Isn’t

it true that biological activity that is going to take plac, at the t,

takes place riit at the tcç layer (discussing the spray irrigation field)?”

1 anewars:

“Ther, is biological activity that takes place in. the
ur I’ll say 12 indies of the soil. prinerily in the
t six indies of the soil. Riti, this biological
activity is activity associated with the breaki of
the dissolved preservative ocnstiti.its in solution
in the waste water, and with the “vod sugars — ‘There’s
still .xe od sugars &an the od preserving prxees
that are also in solution, and these are degr”’1 bio
logically and pto-dieiiica1ly on the spray irrigation
field.”
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“Q.iestion: And isn’t it true that that biological rrass
that’s breaking .dn those castituents is considered
KDO1 sludge?

Ansr: This is a point where I disagree with that.
The fact that there is a biological activity taking
place does rt necessarily xtean that a sludge is
forming.”

Professor J&n Ball, also aearing as an expert witness on behalf of

the spondent, addressed both the question of the gency’ a interpretation of

the definition of a tank and its notion abcut the foztion of K00]. sludge

both in the lding 2 and the spray irrigation field. (i page 395 of the

transcript, Dr. Ball discusses ETA’s iterition that the biaisa naterial,

whidi is generated in the spray irrigation field and purportedly generated

in the 1lding pcnL constitutes 1(001 sludge. He states that as to all the

sludges that he has er had anything to do with, he has been able to distin

guish then and od preserving sludges he can easily distinguish. He

asked whether he had r seen or heard of, prior to the testincriy in this

case, either an invisible sludg, or a sludge i carst a.. with the naked

eye or a sludge yw cannot neasure xz.r a staird test • lie states that

other than before the 1(001 question e up, “.• .1 rr heard or ran across

anyone has clainmd that he is rking with a sludge that is ose sort of

sludge that ycu can’t see, invisible t. sludge.” Qi page 398 of the tran

script, Dr. Ball also discusses th j*iysical and biological dianges that

occur when bacteria attadc and consi.xte organic dienicals, mdi as naphtha

lena or other cortitts of the d preserving st.ter• He suggests

that ycu do not end up with the s&re naterials ycu started with because

the bacteria eat into the noleculee and it beccnes another organic neterial

entirely, whi&i is certainly not 1(001 .lude.

Cri page 407 of the transcript, Dr. Ball discusses his inion icerning

whether or not the oden filter that has a been replaced by the crete
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filter and which is identical to the one still rreining is or is not a ta.rli(

er the defiru.ticn in the EPA regulatione. stated he be yes, under

that definition, that - it is a tank. explaned that: “It is made prinr

ily of cd. NAnd when I thi.nk ab,.it that ‘primarily’ to ma neans rrost of

it is made of d. rtt of the structural part, aid it is made of

thder the definition it says ‘primarily made of rn-earthei materials’, which

to ma .ild nean sate of it could be itade of earthen materials.” C)i page

408, • Bail oitiziies his discussion about his problere with EPA’ 8 exten

sion of the definition of a tank as it ajpears in the Federal Register and

states that he thinks that they are going too far with that regulation in

that they ld suggest that you take the device in question and suspend it

in mid-air and if it is able to ld itself together aid maintain its inte

grity it is a tank and, if rt, it is zt a tank. It s his inicn that

this extension of the written definition is .irranted aid isprcier. t.

Ball, also visited the facility on several occasions and tcdc sasples of

the material in the Iciding pond aid in the spray field, testified that on

mmerais occasions he has been there, he has nsver seen anything in either of

t)zse ti areas that ild veguely r.seible ICOO1 sludge or anything similar.

In aidition, the testing p.rtrned by . Ball at the Respcidenit ‘s facilities

did Ex,t reveal the presen of any KOOl sludge, or, as to the spray field any

of the KOOl constituents in any sigoificant quentiti.. thidi ild render

then subject to regulation xder The Act. . Ball also expressed his vigor

ous disagreemait with Hr • Scinner • s (EPA Heacuarters) theory about the

generation of biaiass whidi ld be considered KOOl bottan sedinenit sludge.

He suggests sudi a theory is only that. tb data has been presented by EPA or

Hr. Scinner to substantiate his theory. His many years of experience in
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dealing witi xid processir cperations and the generation of sliges by

that industry, as i1 as by the petroleum industry, leads him to believe

that there is no substance to . c.inner ‘S suoeitjon in this area.

Discussion

As indicated in the letter fran . Scarbrough, EPA Region IV, to

• Bernard Cox, Alabana Hazardous Waste nageTent Office, the sole reason,

at that tijie, for the Agency considering the holding pond and the spray

irrigation field to be regulated units z that they nanaged a b.irdous

ste, i • e., the ter enating fran the bottan of the sand filter. bthing

in that letter suggests that . Scaxbro4i idered these units to be

regulated for the reason that there ‘s sate KOOl sludge generated therein.

It s only after the later pro retents by Mr. cimier that: (1) the

stter is not a hazardous ste; and (2) any sludge naterials generated

in these t units 1d, of necessity, be KOl bottan sedirsnt sludge that

the Agency aeared to diange its position am to the rational, for regulating

these units. The regulated industry, on the other hand, having read EPA’ a

prior decisions in 1980, to the effect that the stter generated by sudi

a filter is not a b rdiya ste, never coneidered faciliti sudi as the

holding pond or spray irrigation field to be units regulated *1er . It

z only uz reading Mr • Scimr ‘s rather novel aoadi to this issue did

they beaTe seriously cerned about EPA’s diange of position and have, in

fact, fornally p.titia*ed EPA Hearuarters to revieiw and dange its qthion

on this question about the generation of ICDOl sludge in sface inpcxiráiits

and spray irrigation fields. The reixrd indicates that EPA &uarters is

taking this question under advi. mM has r yet issued a rsply to the

petition for reconsideration.
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The rerd is .ially clear that r one fran either EPA or the State of

Alabarre has ever sanpieä any of the treterials in the holding pond or spray

irrigation field and subjected sudi sanples to laboratory analysis to deter

mine the presence of either the wastater stituents of cern or 1(001

sludge. The Agency’s position is that anything generated fran the inter

action of this rri-hazardous stater with naturally occurring bacteria is,

by definition, 1(001 sludge, and that if the regulated mi.uiity wishes to

dispute that itention, they zTI.st so by proving the rgative to the Agency

thra4i a dc—listing petition. The Agency has also expressed its position,

in writing, that they have r idea of 1’i a regulated facility .ald neke

sudi a deonetratiai to EPA.

The evidenCe in this osse ss, by a substantial prrderance of the

evidence, that the Agency has failed to prove its theory as to the sitars

generation of a hazardous sludge fran a. zxzi-Irdous stter. Ci the

itraxy, the only evidence given on this question by anyie is qualified

by virtue of his edutiai aid experience to ruder audi inions disagrees

violently with t’t. cinner ‘a itention that all ri ziaterials created by

aa biolàgioal activity ZzUard.ng the sand filter portion of the stter

treatnent device is a regulated h rious mste, i.e., 1)Ol bottan sedinent

sludge.

The Agency’ a position in this netter has placed the regulated mimity

in an untenable position wrein by the eession of a unsubstantiated

scientific they they have required that aim.uiity to dastrate to it the

ncn-existence of these neterials ien they are unable to provide any guidance

whatsoever to the regulated munity as to 1ii this might be acxnp1ished.

SLnce r one at EPA or the State of Alabane has ever seen, neasured, tested Or

analyzed any sud freely occurring sludge, their position in this netter

rereins solely that of an ocizrented theory.

e
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iile it ney well be true that sane od processing facilities do gener

ate KOOl sludge in their holding ponds or spray fields, the record is devoid

of any evidence which suggests that such sludge is generated at facilities

eiploying the EPA-reccmtended treatnent systen utilize! by this Respxident.

I sin also of the inion that the t metoranda sent by t. inner to

. Scarbrough. wherein this new theory is articulated, have no regulatory

force or effect since it anits to an extension of the previaasly recognized

realm of regulated facilities ard is, therefore, in violation of the provi

siais of the ninistrative Procedure Act (APA) which clearly rire that

such pra.u1cenents be the subject of pbUcation, itient aid final prarul—

gation in the Federal Register. This arg1zTent concerning the invalidity of

EPAs attaipt to ciro.iwent the provisions of the ninistrative Procedure

Act togh the use of internal nTorarda s discussed at sate leigth in the

arnicus brief filed by the AWPI aid the ceses cite! therein. I en. therefore,

of the inion that i if there were sate scientific validity aid surt

ive data to aid ?• Scinnsr ‘8 new interpretation, it still ld have to

through the APA process of notice aid nt with the ortunity of the reg

ulate! catni.inity to scrutinize th. scientific basis for such przatt.

An excellent discussion of this notion, as it ali.s to A activities,

is found in the natter of U.S. I4lata tçany, Respident, Idcet b.

84—H—0012, issued by the Oii.f Judicial Officer of A on trch 31, 1986.

That decision concl’4d by stating:

N Clearly, these reference were inaufficierit to give
U.S. t.late effective er*4i ledge so that it
might easily aid certainly assertain the ocnditia by
btLid1 it we to be boLrd. Based upon these irtpr.cis
references, U.S. amelate axald not have been expected

V to or even suspect, that the Agency considered
sludge fran the etthing fan stainless steel to be
‘P006 bardous weste’ .‘•
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In that case the Agency atteTpted to ld U.S. Nameplate resnsible for

menaging its sludge frau stainless steel et±ing as a regulated hardous

waste 4en neither the listing docunrit, the background docmnt nor other

rrterials u1d suggest to U • S. Nameplate that the sludge that they were

generating was included in the definition given in the regulations. The

Agency in that case argued that they had, in fact, listed and indexed the

docrents referred to and that, therefore, that was sufficient xder the

APA to put the genaral public on notice as to the reguireTents. The ninis

trator disagreed with the Agency enforcenent staff on that question and

stated that mere publishing and indexing of the meterials was not sufficient

izder the APA to advise the regulated camxiity as to its re.pxsibilitie. in

handling sudi waste ix3er .

In the instant case, the Agency has not ea axxn].ished the bare mini—

nuie suggested by the APA either thra4i publication, indexing or otherwise.

Th. only notice to the regulated public in this case ild be if they hap

pened to get their bai on It. cirmer • s c zmeorarda didi war. internal

to the Agency, not publicized, not indexed, aid not published in any fashion.

Clearly, the attepted use of I’A of the theories contained in tt. Sd.nner’.

internal meiorarda do r i aprcadi a thre.)ld ccxçliance with the

requireents of the APA.

In this r.gerd, the Agency argues that the pertinent metorarda are merely

TMinterpretiv. ru)...” and as sudi fall within the exction ovided by § 553

of the APA. This issue was also aressed in sane detail in the Naztplate

case, stra. Si. pages 10-U of that cinion iidi qtes Lis!. Wein

berger, 415 F.&Irp. 652 (D.N.M. 1976) as follarm:
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“The INS itract care policy in dispute su1d have
been published in the Federal Register. It falls within
the sçe of “statTEnts of general policy or interpreta
tions of general alicabi1ity forrr..ilated aid adcpted by
the agency” rder 5 U.S.C.A. 552(a)(l)(D) (1967).

“Regarding the necessity for publication of the
rard.un in the Federal Register versus nrely ineking it
available for public inspection aid opying, the Caz-t
stated:

“In readiing this conclusion, the C.irt has taken
into ac.uit the provisions of section 552(a) (2) dictat—
ing that ‘tse stataints of policy aid interpretations
iidi have been adcpted by the agency aid are rt lished
in the Federal Register’ need only be available for public
inspection aid cying. 5 US.C.A. S552(a)(2)(B) (S’i’•
1976).

“Zn determining ether particular policy or inter
pretive statatts are ruired to be published or *iether
they need only be nede available, subsections (a) (1) aid
(a)(2) of section 552 suet be read together: ‘stataizts
of general policy sust be published; interpretations
diid have been aiqte by the agency sust be available
aid interpretations of general alicebi1ity nust be
published.’ K. tavis, ministrative L Treatise 3k. 7
(Suç.p. 1970) [hereinafter cited as tvis).

“A policy statanent. is rt qyltfied as ‘general’
z is an administrative interpretation deened to be ‘of
general alicbility’ if: (1) only a clarification or
explanation of existing 1 or regulations is expressed;
aid (2) r siaificant inçact uxii any segeent of the
public results. See 9zg v. t.kiitad States, 428 F.Z 274
(6th (Dir. 1970); Mderaon v. 9.itz, 37 M.L.2d 852 (E.D.C1.
1975). See generally vis j$ 3A.7,.9. ‘Iher*zr., r.di
zraterial need rt be p.tlishel. Also within the ai1A_
bility ruir.nenta of 4552(a)(2)(B) are statenents
affecting only an acy’s internal or )isekeqing
cçeraticr aid eddicatory iniais idi iney be relied
upon as precedents by the agency. See IIz v. tkzited
States, sa; vis $ 3A.7,.9.

‘Statessnts of general policy or interpretations of
geral elicability’ iidi fall within the publication
ruirw.nt of e.ctiai 552(a) (1) have been variaisly
defined. rally, ver, policy or interpretive
statenents are deeted to fall within the eccl. of
552(a)(l)(D), ruiring their publication, dhen they
a3t t rules or substantially ncdify existing rules
regulations, or statutes and thereby cause a direct and
significant intact u1 the substantive rl4its of the
general public or a segierit thereof. See Anderson v.
&it.z, supra.”
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“The IHS nti serves as the present autrization
for excluding off-reservation Indians’ fri the class of
Iieficiaries eligible for contract health care. As
sudi. it is a ‘stateint of general policy’ within the
rTeaning of §552(a)(l)(D).”

Since the effect of these nnDranda is to place portions of a stewater

treatrerit syster (i.e., the lxlding pond aid spray field) wder the strictures

of RCRA tich the regulated mi.riity theretofore did nct consider to be

regulated, they have a “direct aid significant inpact on the subetantive

rights” of a setent of the general public. They, therefore, JILst be pub

liehed.

The Agency also argues that the regulated cxzainity itild have been put

on nctice that these iuiits re sidered to be regulated uir RA by

reeding the relevant “background doc.ient” • I have carefully reed this

docirerit ard althc4i several very general statwaiits aear hida might sske

one suspect that they are regulated, they lack th. precision aid apleteness

diidi the courts have ‘ired.2 This vagueness is xd.rscored by the Agency’s

i doubts about the status of the .y fields as .vid by . cirer’s

first z xrardn (Respxdeit • 5 thibit !b. 36) itherein he told It. Scarough

that his office is ourreitly investigating that issu. aid will edvise him

later.

Mditionally, the “b.ckgraxd docimnt” s z published in the Pideral

Register, bat rely zientionel in the preeibl. to the Federal Register !btioe

tiich originally listed 1Ol • As to this situation, the

axirt held that:

“Any agency regulation that so directly affects pre
existing ll rights or obligations, Lis v. 1’inberg.r.
415 F.&i,. 652 (D.NJbx. 1976), in2el that is ‘of eudi
a nature that Iledge is needed to kep the
outside interest infonn e age 5 ruireits in
rspeect to any subject w .s cx*teic..’ is within

2 r Cb. v. Train, 566 F.2d 451 (1977).

a
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the publication ruirrents. United States v. Hayes,
325 F. 307, 309 (4th Cir. 1963). As the substance of a
regulation inpeing specific ob1itions un .itside
interests injtendatory tern, Piercy v. Thrr 342 F.&zp.
1120 (N.D.CaI. 1972), the inforrtation in the 1ve1rent
cunt is reguired to be published in the Federal
Register in its entirety, or, in the alternative, to be
both reasonably available and inozrprated by reference
with the approval of the Director of the Federal Register.
5 U.S.C. 552(a)(1).

“[1 C.F.R.] 51.6(a) reguires that the ‘language
incorprating naterial by reference shall be as precise
and xii1ete as p:iesible,’ kd1e 51. 7(a) provides that
‘eadh inrratiai by reference shall include an ideiti—
ficatiai and subject description of the netter incorporated,
in terzi as precise and useful as practicable within the
limits of r.aable brevity. • ‘fl ctvicus nmaning of
thcae secti is that an incorporation by reference
nust give a affected ergh wle3ge so that he nay
easily and certainly ascertain the conditions by iith he
is to be br3.

“The agency has failed to cnply with either of the
rire,t.s. The language of the irrporatiaa by
reference is neither precise, nor xrplete. nor useful.

The Administrator in the U.S. mlate case, , revi the

language in the preeible whidi the Agency argued satisfied the incorporation

by reference reguireiits and held that:

as previcusly stated, neither the badcgrxd
doc.iit r the stataeit itained therein that defines
electrqlating to includ. denical .tdiing s publi&
in the Federal Register. Iwr, the Region do.. claim
that the bedcgrcxirid doc.ment s referenced or ‘noted’ in
the Federal Register at the ti 40 ‘R 265l.3l (P006)
s originally prcaultad. 45 FR 33084, 33112, 33113
(thy 19, 1980). In response, U.S. bL..1ata cl4n, and
the Region dos z dispute, that the only referees in
45 PR 33084 .t . (1980) to the beckgrx dociaint are
as fo11: —

“tAhtcng other things, the docket axitains
backgrcLd doaatits bt1id1 .xplain, in nur.
detail than the prean’ble to this regulation,
the basis for nerzy of the provisions of this
regulations. 45 FR 33084”
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•tg at 45 FR 33112 and 33113:

“rtai1ed justification for listing ea&i
brdous waste in Subpart D [Subpart D n—

tains the agency ‘s list of hazardous waste

fran non—specific sources, i.e., §261.31]
is contained in specific background docnents

and so will, not be set forth in this preantle.”

• “Clearly, these references ware insufficient to give

U.S. Nanp1ate ‘effective enough )a’xledge so that [it

might] easily and certainly ascertain the itions by

bt1ch [it was] to be bound.’ Based upon these iriprecise

references U.S. !replate could not have been expected to

a-r2d, or even to suspect that the Pigency nsidered s1i.zge

fran the etchin of stainless steel to be ‘P006 hazars

waste. ‘‘

language in the !zesnble to the regulations listing ))0l bottan

slge is ually vagus and does not satisfy the ruireints Bet

The

sediEnt

forth above.

FOr the reasons previously set forth, I sin of the inion that neither

the uenorar nor the backgraxd doctrent can be litixtetely used by the

qency to bolster its case against this Respondent.

I am. therefore, of the cpinion that the atteapted use by the Agency of

the unsurted theories espoused by It. ciru’r in his ti nicranda in an

aiforceirit action sudi is before zie in this came is clearly unaut1rized.

In eddition. the evidence eddui’.d at the )arirq deiaistrates that the basis

for It. cinner • s scientific theory cerning the spontarm generation of

a sr1s vasts sludge friu a z i-sri. liquid tiedius is unsuf.çorted

and in direct conflict with the rn testiziy of the b expert witnesses

presented by the Respondent. rules of procedure in these rtters place

the burden of eatablishig a prime facie case upi the Agency and they have

not done so in this came. The nere presentation of unmrted internal

zmeioranda hicth, in essence, ‘eate a new violation under The act, not here

tofore reazgnized, does not satisfy that dmi. ‘lb ner.ly me into an
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eriforcerent proceeding with essentially an unsucrted enforcerent philoshy

hich has not undergone the scrutiny ruired by the APA and to use such a

tieory to .rrap its pceitiori on the validity of its case is not

authorized under the rules applicable to these proceedings. Even if one were

to take the position that the Agency has satisfied its initial b..uden of

proof as to the validity of its diarges the evidence presented by the

Respondent in this case clearly rebotte any sudi presi.xption. In any event,

t1e ency has not suétained its b.den with a pr3erance of the evidence

as rsuired by the rules. (40 C.FR. 22.24.)

Resed on the discussion above, I am of the inion that the d-.ided

sand filter ieets the definition of a tankM as that definition is expressed

in EPA’s n regulations and, therefore, that device is not a regulated unit

ixz3er the provisions of Rk. In iw1ition to being scientifically unsup

ported, the Agency’s notion abcut the subsejuent generation of this hazards

weste is ooritrazy to the definition of a .li1ge as heretofore set th in

the regulations aId aild not stand In any event. . stated a, the

definition of a sldge excldes the treated effluent £r a westeter

treatt plant aid the only definition that approedies an .xplanation of

i*at a westebater treatnit plant is is defined as a westater treatimnt

unit whidi the fRcilities .çloy.d by the Respondent, in this cese, clearly

met.

I am, thZr., of the ,inion that, for a veriety of reasons, all of

ith are enunciated above, the Agency has failed to s1 that the Res!xxldent,

&n Wzod Preserving any, Inc., has violated the provisions of A in

the. particulars set th in the initial aid Mended tplairt since rae of

the facilities whidi they cçerate are units regulated i.uder .
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Since I es of the cpinicn that the gency has failed to sustain its

rden of proving that. the violations alleged in the tplaint did, in fact,

occur there is nc need to discuss the appropriateness of the penalty suggested

by the gency in its Oiplaint.

In &idition to the reasons given above, the record also suggests that

the Respxent, &n Wood Preserving Capany, Inc., .zld be entitled to the

ll quantity generator exaTpticrz since the record suggests that althgh the

sard filters in question bad been in operation, at least • since the mid-1970 • s

it cnly generated I)0l .lx3ge in an anit considerably lees then 2,200 lb..,

diid is the oxtoff limit. * The agency ‘a observation that the mall quantity

generator exeptiaa does nct apply to this facility based solely on the

nctiai that the )lding paid aid .ray irrigetion field. wre regulated

b*’aris wate nenegnt it. aid, therefore, any exeipticn to be eioyed

r one *io ld otherwise qualify as a esell quantity g.rator ild not be

availhle to this spxdeit. Since I ee of the opinion that the sderit

does- not, in fact, treat, handle, stor. or dispcee of )anicius ste on its

facility, the benefits aruing to ‘* q.alifi.e as a ll quantity

gerator old certainly be enayed this .pordent stld audi a deter

minatiai be necessary in the fit.

*See the testincny of plainant ‘a witness, Jass D. in at fj. 153 of

the transcript, •erein he states that the cleanxt of the old xx1ez filter

only generated aut a iieelbarrow load of ))0l s1dge.
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ORDER3

Fbr the rscns herein ave stated, I am of the iniQ1 that the

original and the nded CCltplaint, issued in this netter against the

Paspdent, &Qn WDod Preservirg Capany, Inc., should be and is hereby

dismissed.

May 30, 1986 S. C4)7t
±ninistrativ4aw JUdge

31less an aeai is taken prs -, the rile. of jzactic., 40 CJ.R.
22.30, or the Aninistrator .lects w this d.cisii ai his — nDtiaa.
the Initial 1cisicn shall beate t 1 order of the kid.nistrator. See
40 C.F.R. 22.27(c).



Reguiaton of Jastewater Trearent EUluent from Processei chat Cenerate

:<C01. and OO6 Wastcvater Trcatacnt Sludge -

1attcw Straus, Acting CioE
Wasto tdcnt±fication 3€aneh (W’l—562)

Janes 1. Scarbrough, Chicf *

asidua1s Lnagement aranch
Air and Wastc !anagement Division

This a in response to your questions concern.ing tnguiatiou of wastewacer

trea:nt effluent from K0l and FQC6 processes.

The Listing :<cOi includci any sludge forcd from waatewatr from wood

oregeri proccss wastes that se creosote and/or pentacblorophenol, regardless

:f here the sludge is formed. If a sludge is formed in the bottom or sides

of a surface impoundment, on a sand filter or on a spray field of a land

trectent,n.tt, it is XO0l siud e. The surface impoundment, the sand filter

aod, the spray ‘fi would be subject to all hazardous Waite p.rm.ittipg regulations.
I,

The axfluent remaining’ after the sludge settles out is not a listed hazardous

w.re. It would only be subject Co the characteristics.

• : . •

‘ovever, ,in th’o case’ of the sand filter, the water that drains from th. filter

beds is a hazardous waste.
.;, •.

This is based on t de.fin1tion:of hazardous waste, specifically 1261.3(c)(2)

which states hazardous waste includes:

. Any solid vasta generated fro. the treatment, storage or disposal :

of a hazardous waste, including an’. sludge, spill, residue, ash, emission

control dust or leacb.ate (but not including precipittien runoff), is a

hazardous taste.

Th. sludge that accumulites on the sand filter beds would be regulated as a

‘listed hazarcc.s waste from a specific souca per *261.32, waste code number

KDO1. The watr which drains from the filter beds would be regulated as a

hazardous waste since it would be leachate generated fro. the treatment and

storage of a hazardous waste (i.e., 001 sludges).

‘Lrnachate ii defined in *260.10 as:

any liquid1 including any suspended components in the liquid, that has

percolatid through or drained from hazardous waste.

The rcguIatioos would apply to 2006 sludge exactly the same way as described

‘,ve for the kCQl sludge.

I1’ f’ caur’s

e
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Request for Concurrence on Scope of FOO and- KOOl

Chief, esidua1s ‘HanagemenC Branch

Air and Waste Hanagemenc Division

atthew Straus, Acting Chief (W’rI—562)

Waste Identification Branch

,, The’purpose ofthis nemorandum is to request your concurrence wit)i our

interpretation of the listing for F006 and KOOl.

I am requesting rit’eti concurrence. Therefore I have provided our

interpretacioi in a response forac. I! you agree with our position, please

sign .he attached .rneo as soon as possible.

4 Because’ve, have svera1 permit actions and several enforcement actions

including arr Order we have issued pending, based on our interpretation, yoir

concurrence is requested within 10 working days; if no response is received,

concurrence wili be assumød.

-
)

If you have any questions please contact BLU Gallagher of y staff at

FtS 257—3016.

James H. Scarbrough

bcc: Beverly spagg
.WCs..

wEs’
7 WPS

Mickey Hartnect

I. I

Tii,

, •: •‘



BABST
CALLAND
CLEI\/JEIN1’FS

ZO4N1R
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

DONALD C BLUEDORN U

Attorney At Law

(412) 394-5450

March 23, 1989

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS

J. Arthur Prestage, Esquire

Special Assistant Attorney General

Bureau of Pollution Control

2380 Highway 80 West

Jackson, Mississippi 39204

RE: Mississippi Department of Natural Resources

v. Koppers Company, Inc.; No. 1440—88

(Before the Mississippi Department of

Natural Resources, Bureau of Pollution Control)

Dear Art:

Per our telephone conversation earlier today, enclosed

please find copies of the documents we have located which are

responsive to your discovery request. We are still attempting

to locate the engineering documents and any training manuals or

operating records for the wastewater treatment facility, and I

will forward them to you as they become available.

Sincerely,

Donald C. Bluedorn II

DCB/ tmm

Encs.

cc: James A. Bollenbacher, Esquire

Two Gateway Centet, Eighth Floor

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
412 I 394-5400



TYPEE
U.S. District Court

USDC District of Columbia (Washington)

CIVIL DOCKET FOR CASE #: 88-CV-770

AMER. WOOD PRESERV., et al v. EPA, et al Filed: 3/22/88
Assigned to: Judge Royce C. Lamberth
Demand: $0,000 Nature of Suit: 893
Lead Docket: None Jurisdiction: US Defendant
Dkt# in other court: None

Cause: 28:2201 Declaratory Judgement
Case type: 1. civil 2. null

AMERICAN WOOD PRESERVERS Stanley M. Spracker
INSTITUTE [COR LD NTCJ

plaintiff WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES
1615 L Street, N. W.
Suite 700
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 682—7000

KOPPERS COMPANY, INC. Stanley M. Spracker
plaintiff (See above)

[COR LD NTC]

V.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION Denise Ferguson-Southard
AGENCY (202) 786—4778

defendant [COR LD NTC]
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Land and Natural Resources
Division
L’Enfant Plaza Station
P.O. Box 23986
Washington, DC 20026—3986

LEE M. THOMAS, Administrator
defendant

T6IJ/
Docket as of October 4, 1988 12 00 pm Page 1

_____________



Pioceedings include all events.
1:88cv770 AMER. WOOD PRESERV., et al v. EPA, et al TYPE E

3/22/88 1

3/22/88 2

3/22/88 3

COMPLAINT filed, exhibits (4); summons issued (yep)
[Entry date 3/23/88]

RULE 109 Certificate of disclosure of corporate
affiliations and financial interests by plaintiff KOPPERS
COMPANY, INC (yep) [Entry date 3/23/88]

RULE 109 Certificate of disclosure of corporate
affiliations and financial interests by plaintiff AMER.
WOOD PRESERV. (yep) [Entry date 3/23/881

3/28/88 4 AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE of summons and
defendant LEE M. THOMAS on 3/25/88;
3/25/88; upon U.S. Attorney General
upon U.S. Attorney on 3/22/88 (gid)

complaint upon
upon defendant EPA on
on 3/25/88; personally
[Entry date 3/29/881

4/20/88 5 MOTION by plaintiff KOPPERS COMPANY, INC, plaintiff AMER.
WOOD PRESERV. for summary judgment; Attachments (gld)
[Entry date 4/21/88]

5/5/88 6 ATTORNEY APPEARANCE
Ferguson—Southard

for defendant EPA by Denise
CD/N (je) [Entry date 5/6/88]

5/11/88 7

5/11/88 8

5/17/88 9

5/18/88 10

5/25/88 11

5/31/88 13

6/1/88 12

ATTORNEY APPEARANCE for defendant EPA by Denise
Ferguson—Southard (gld) [Entry date 5/12/88]

MOTION by defendant EPA, defendant LEE M. THOMAS to extend
time to respond to plaintiffs motion for summary judgment
(gid) [Entry date 5/12/88]

MOTION by defendant EPA, defendant LEE M. THOMAS to extend
time to respond to plaintiff motion for summary judgment
(gid) [Entry date 5/18/88]

ORDER by Judge Royce C. Lamberth : granting motion to
extend time to respond to plaintiff motion for summary
judgment until 5/25/88 [9—1] by LEE M. THOMAS, EPA (signed
5/13/88) (N) (gld) [Entry date 5/20/88]

OPPOSITION by plaintiff KOPPERS COMPANY, INC, plaintiff
AMER. WOOD PRESERV., to motion to extend time to respond to
plaintiff motion for summary judgment [9—i] LEE M. THOMAS,
EPA (gid) [Entry date 5/26/88]

ORDER by Judge Royce C. Larnberth : granting motion to
extend time to respond to plaintiff motion for summary
judgment unril 6/1/88 [9—1] by LEE M. THOMAS, EPA (N) (gid)
[Entry date 6/3/88]

MOTION by defendant EPA, defendant LEE M. THOMAS to
dismiss; Exhibits (gid) [Entry date 6/2/88]

Docket as of October 4, 1988 12:00 pm Page 2
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Pioceedings include all events.
l:88cv770 AMER. WOOD PRESERV., et al v. EPA, et al TYPE E

6/3/8 8 14 REPLY by defendant EPA, defendant LEE M. THOMAS to

memorandum in opposition to motion for an extension of time

[11—1] by AMER. WOOD PRESERV.,, KOPPERS COMPANY, INC (gid)

[Entry date 6/7/881

6/7/88 15 MOTION by defendant EPA, defendant LEE M. THOMAS for

reconsideration of the Court!s Order of 5/31/88 (gid)

[Entry date 6/9/88]

6/15/88 16 MEMORANDUM by plaintiff KOPPERS COMPANY, INC, plaintiff

AMER. WOOD PRESERV. in opposition to motion to dismiss

[12—1] by LEE M. THOMAS, EPA ; Exhibit (gld)

[Entry date 6/16/881

6/27/88 17 REPLY by defendant EPA, defendant LEE M. THOMAS to

memorandum in opposition to motion to dismiss [16—1) by

AMER. WOOD PRESERV., KOPPERS COMPANY, INC (gld)

[Entry date 6/28/88]

Docket as of October 4, 1988 12:00 pm Page 3



BABST
CALLAND
CLEI\4ENTS

ZOtviNIR
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORA11ON I DONALD C BLUEDORN II

Attorney At Law
(412) 394545O

October 6, 1988

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS

J. Arthur Prestage, Esquire
Special Assistant to Attorney General
Bureau of Pollution Control
P.O. Box 10385
Jackson, Mississippi 39209

Re: Mississippi Department of Natural Resources v.
Koppers Company, Inc., No. 1440 88 (Before the
Mississippi Department of Natural Resources,
Bureau of Pollution Control).

Dear Mr. Prestage:

Pursuant to our telephone conversation regarding a
hearing date in the above—referenced action, enclosed please find
copies of the docket sheets, the Verified Complaint, and the
plaintiffs’ Motion for Summary Judgment and Statement of
Undisputed Material Facts in American Wood Preservers Institute
and Koppers Company, Inc. v. United States Environmental
Protection Agency, et al. (United States District Court for the
District of Columbia, No. 88—0770). As I mentioned to you during
our earlier conversation, Koppers and the AWPI instituted the
federal action to challenge the United States Environmental
Protection Agency’s contention that spray fields used to treat
wood preserving process wastewater are subject to regulation
under Subtitle C of the federal Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act. We believe that because the federal litigation is
likely to resolve the matter before the Bureau, the hearing on
the merits should be stayed pending the final determination of
the district court.

Two Gateway Center, Eighth Floor
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222

412 / 394-5400



J. Arthur Prestage
October 6, 1988
Page 2

If, after reviewing the enclosed documents, you agree

that a stay is appropriate, I will be happy to prepare a joint

motion to the Bureau. If you have any questions about the

enclosed documents or wish to discuss the matter further, please

do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

J41—zt
Donald C. Bluedorn II

cc: Billie S. Nolan, Esquire
Dean A. Calland, Esquire
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

x

American Wood Preservers Institute,
1945 Old Gallows Road
Vienna, Va. 22180

Koppers Company, Inc.,
Koppers Building
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219

Plaintiffs,

V.

United States Environmental Protection
Agency, and Lee N. Thomas,
Administrator,
401 N Street, S.W.
Washington,. D.C. 20460

Defendants.

LAMBERTh, J.
MAR22 1989

: Civil Action No.

Li.— %_1 •

x

VERIFIED COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs, the American Wood Preservers Institute

(“AWPI”) and Koppers Company, Inc. (“Koppers”), submit the

following complaint seeking declaratory and injunctive

relief, pursuant to the citizen’s suit provision of the

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (“RCRA”), 42 U.S.C.

§ 6972, the Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”), 5 U.S.C.

§ 551 et seq., and the Declaratory Judgments Act, 28 U.S.C.

§ 2201, 2202, on the ground that the Environmental

TvLLR 23 1988

icO?PES COMPAN’(, iNC.
Law Dept.
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Protection Agency (“EPA” or the “Agency”) has failed to

perform the nondiscretionary duty of conducting a rulemaking
proceeding before regulating under RCRA spray irrigation
fields (“spray fields”) managing or closing nonhazardous
process wastewater from wood preserving facilities.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

1. The jurisdiction of this Court is predicated
upon section 7002 of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6972, and section 1331
of the Judicial Code, 28 U.S.C. § 1331.

2. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to
section 7002(a) of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6972(a), and sections
1391(b), (e) of the Judicial Code, 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b), (e).

THE PARTIES

3. AWPI is a trade association of wood preserving
companies. AWPI represents the views of its approximately
80 treating member companies before Congress, the courts, and
federal agencies with regard to the formulation of policy and
law affecting the wood preserving industry. In this role,

AWPI has participated actively in the EPA’S development of

regulations governing hazardous waste management under RCRA

since 1980.

4. Koppers is a corporation organized and

existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, having its

2



principal place of business in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Koppers is a diversified enterprise engaged, among other

things, in wood preserving.

5. Lee M. Thomas is the Administrator of EPA, an
agency of the United States of America. Defendants are

charged under RCRA with the development of a regulatory

program regarding the management of hazardous wastes,

including some wastes from wood preserving operations.

STATUTORY BACKGROUND

6. Section 3001(b) of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6921(b),
authorizes EPA to identify the characteristics of hazardous

waste and in addition to designate specific wastes as

hazardous for regulation under the statute.

7. Section 3001(b) of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6921(b),

requires EPA to conduct a rulemaking proceeding including

provision of notice and the opportunity for public comment

before listing a substance as a hazardous waste. Section

3001(b) further requires that the Agency designate a

substance as hazardous in the form of a regulation.

8. EPA administers the hazardous waste regulatory

regime through a permit system. RCRA prohibits the

treatment, storage, or disposal of wastes designated

hazardous by EPA without a permit. See 42 U.S.C. § 6925(a).

3
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Failure to obtain a permit authorizes EPA to impose

substantial penalties or order a facility owner or operator

to shut down operations.

9. To avoid undue disruption of ongoing

manufacturing processes, however, the statute provides that

owners or operators of facilities in existence on the date of

enactment of the statute could submit a Part A RCRA, permit

application, which essentially provides EPA with notice of

the intent to manage a listed waste. By so doing, the owner

or operator qualifies for “interim status”, under which he
V can maintain operations under standards set forth at 40

C.F.R. Part 265 while-EPA processes his permit application.

42 U.S.C. § 6925(e).

10. To obtain an operating permit, facility owners

or operators must submit to EPA a supplemental application

(“Part B application”), which provides comprehensive

environmental analyses, strategies for maintaining

environmental quality during the period that the facility is

in operation, and plans for the safe and effective cleanup

and closure of any hazardous waste management units upon

completion of operations. Standards governing facilities

operating under final RCRA permits are set forth at 40 C.F.R.

Part 264.

4
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11. In 1984, Congress amended RCRA to require that
owners or operators of land disposal facilities subject to
interim status submit a Part B application within 12 months
of the enactment of the amendments (i.e., by November 8,

1985). Failure of any facility to make this submission would
result in the termination of interim status by operation of
law, thereby compelling that disposal facility to cease

operation. See RCRA § 3005(e)(2), (3), 42 U.S.C. §
6925(e)(2), (3).

12. Section 3006 of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6926,

authorizes EPA to delegate administration of the permitting
program to individual states that establish regulatory

requirements at least as stringent as the federal program.
Pursuant to the 1984 amendments to RCRA, EPA has promulgated
rules by which the Agency and the states to which EPA

delegated administration of the RCRA permit program share

authority to issue RCRA permits. See 40 C.F.R. § 271.19(f),
271.121(c) (3) (iii), 271.134(f).

THE WOOD PRESERVING PROCESS

13. Wood preserving involves the impregnation of

wood with chemicals designed to protect it from the damaging

effects of the elements and from attack by insects and

microorganisms.

5



14. Among the chemicals used in the wood

preserving process are creosote and pentachlorophenol.

15. Approximately 42 AWPI member companies

throughout the country treat wood with pentachlorophenol
and/or creosote at a total of 86 facilities.

16. Koppers treats wood with creosote or

pentachiorophenol at 15 locations throughout the country.

17. The wood preserving process generates “process
wastewater” containing dissolved and suspended materials and
constituents of creosote and/or pentachiorophenol in low
concentrations.

THE MANAGEMENT OF WASTES FROM WOOD PRESERVING

18. Pursuant to the Clean Water Act, EPA prohibits
the discharge into navigable waters of wastewater from

certain subcategories of wood preserving operations (“zero
discharge standard”). 40 C.F.R. § 429.70 et seq.

19. EPA’s promulgation of the zero-discharge

standard was premised in part upon the established industry

practice of discharging process wastewater onto spray fields.

20. To comply with the zero-discharge standard,

the wood preserving industry, in conjunction with, and with

the approval of, EPA, developed the following method of

6
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treating process wastewater from the covered subcategories of

wood preserving operations.

21. Typically, the final step involved in the wood
treating process is the separation and recovery of wood

treating solution from waters generated during that process.
This step is accomplished through the use of one or more

production process oil/water separators. These process units
permit gravitational separation of pentachlorophenol in oil
and/or creosote from the water. After suitable time is

allowed for separation, the pentachiorophenol in oil and/or
creosote are removed from the water and reused in the wood

treating process.

22.- The wastewater that flows from the final

production process oil/water separator may then pass through

one or more surface impoundments for further treatment that

may include settling, solar degradation, and/or biological

degradation of organics.

23. In surface impoundments where biological

degradation is promoted by aeration, naturally occurring

microbes consume pentachlorophenol and/or creosote

constituents and convert them to carbon dioxide, water,

additional microbes, and other catioriic or anionic species.

This treatment method has been described by EPA as “quite

effective” in reducing the concentration of hazardous

7



constituents in the wastewater. See EPA, Development

Document for Effluent Limitations Guidelines and Standards

for the Timber Products Point Source Category 181 (1981).

Even in surface impoundments that do not rely on

biodegradation, settling of pentachiorophenol and creosote

occurs due to the long retention times of the wastewater in

the surface impoundments. By the time the wastewater has

reached the final surface impoundment in the treatment

process, the concentration of constituents in the wastewater

is several orders of magnitude lower than the concentration

of constituents in the original process wastewater. In fact,

Koppers’ data demonstrates that these treatment methods

reduce the concentration of phenols in the wastewater by at

least 99% and the concentration of pentachiorophenol in the

wastewater by at least 98%.

24. As the wastewater flows through the surface

impoundments, suspended solids and bacteria settle on the

bottom of the surface impoundment to form a layer of “bottom

sediment sludge,” which was properly listed under RCRA as

hazardous waste KOOl. Bottom sediment sludge is

characterized by high concentrations of pentachiorophenol,

where used, and/or creosote constituents. These

concentrations in bottom sediment sludge are several orders

8



of magnitude greater than the concentrations in the process

wastewater flowing from the oil/water separators.

25. After the wastewater has passed through the

surface impoundment system, it is discharged either to a

spray field or other non-direct discharge point. No bottom

sediment sludge is discharged onto the spray field. The pump

and pipe system permits only treated process wastewater from

the upper water zone to be sprayed onto the field. The

sludge remains undisturbed on the bottom of the surface

impoundment. Furthermore, because wood preserving facilities

typically do not handle other wastes in their wastewater

treatment systems, no listed RCRA hazardous wastes of any

kind are discharged onto the spray fields.

26. This basic wastewater treatment method has

been used by a substantial nuither of wood treating facilities

operated by AWPI member companies.

27. Koppers has used this wastewater treatment

method at the following wood preserving facilities:

Oroville, California; Carbondale, Illinois; Green Spring,

West Virginia; Montgomery, Pennsylvania; Superior, Wisconsin;

Florence, South Carolina; Grenada, Mississippi; and Roanoke,

Virginia.
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REGULATION OF WASTES FROM WOOD PRESERVING UNDER RCRA

28. Pursuant to the requirements of Section 3001

of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6921, including the conduct of a

notice—and—comment rulemaking proceeding, EPA has listed as a

hazardous waste KOOl bottom sediment sludge from the

treatment of wastewater from wood preserving processes that

use creosote and/or pentachiorophenol.

29. EPA stated in its Listing Background Document

that the basis for designating bottom sediment sludge as

hazardous was the high concentrations of phenolic compounds

and polynuclear aromatic components of creosote present in

such sludge.

30. EPA and/or the states in which Koppers’ wood

treating facilities are located regulate wastewater treatment

surface impoundments as hazardous waste units because they

store KOOl bottom sediment sludge. Accordingly, Koppers and

other companies engaged in wood preserving have complied with

RCRA’s permitting requirements in connection with the surface

impoundments and are operating these surface impoundments

either pursuant to a RCR permit or under interim status.

31. Although EPA initially considered listing

wastewater from wood preserving as a hazardous waste at the
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time it listed KOOl bottom sediment sludge, it explicitly

declined to do so. See 45 Fed. Reg. 33,084 (1980); 45 Fed.

Reg. 74,884, 74,888 (1980).

32. The decision not to list process wastewater is

consistent both with data submitted to EPA during the

rulemaking proceeding and with subsequent sampling performed

by AWPI member companies and Koppers which demonstrate that

the concentration of hazardous constituents in process

wastewater is orders of magnitude below concentrations of

constituents in KOOl bottom sediment sludge.

33. EPA is in the process of developing a proposed

rule designating additional wastes from wood preserving

operations as hazardous under RCRA. See 52 Fed. Reg. 14,854,

14,897 (1987).

34. In February 1985, lacking sufficient

information and in anticipation of the proposed rulemaking,

EPA distributed to Koppers and other members of the wood

preserving industry a questionnaire designed to elicit

information about the characteristics of process wastewater

and other wastes from wood preserving. Also in early 1985,

EPA conducted site sampling at the facilities of several of

AWPI’s member companies, including Koppers’ Florence, South

Carolina facility, to increase the available information
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about process wastewater and other unrequlated wastes from

wood preserving.

35. Neither EPA, nor the states in which Koppers’
facilities are located, attempted to regulate spray fields
managing process wastewater under RCRA until 1984.

EPA’S INTERNAL MEMORANDA

36. On November 23, 1984, EPA issued a memorandum
that, for the first time, in effect designated process

wastewater from wood preserving operations as a hazardous
waste under RCRA. See Attachment A. The memorandum stated
that any facility managing wastewater. from wood preserving
operations, including spray fields, was subject to the

permitting requirements of section 3005 of RCRA, 42 U.S.C.

§ 6925.

37. The memorandum asserted without any supporting
data that biological action on spray fields similar to that
occurring in surface impoundments could generate KOOl bottom

sediment sludge at such fields.

38. The memorandum conceded that not all spray

fields would necessarily generate KOOl bottom sediment sludge

and that the owner or operator of any spray field should

therefore be afforded the opportunity to demonstrate that no

KOOl bottom sediment sludge is present in the unit. The
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memorandum provided no protocol for demonstrating the absence

of KOOl bottom sediment sludge or criteria for judging such a

demonstration.

39. The November 1984 memorandum was neither

published in the Federal Register nor subjected to public

comment.

40. On July 17, 1985, EPA issued a second internal

memorandum which concluded that spray irrigation fields

managing or which have managed wastewater automatically were

subject to RCRA regulation. See Attachment B..

• 41. This memorandum was based on the identical

theory relied upon in the earlier memorandum.

42. The July 1985 memorandum was neither published

in the Federal Register nor subjected to public comment.

43. Furthermore, EPA did not provide the industry

with any notice whatsoever of either of the two internal

memoranda. Indeed, some of AWPI’s member companies were

unaware of the existence of these memoranda until they had

become the subject of enforcement actions and obtained the

documents through discovery. Other companies only learned of

the existence of these memoranda upon receipt of

correspondence from EPA demanding submission of RCRA permit

applications for spray fields subject to these memoranda on

the authority of these memoranda.
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44. EPA continues to adhere to the view that the

memoranda are binding on it and on industry. On January 17,

1986, for example, J. Winston Porter, Assistant Administrator

for Solid Waste and Emergency Response, wrote to AWPI that

the 1984 memorandum “will necessarily remain in

effect. . . •“ See Attachment C.

ENFORCEMENT OF THE EPA INTERNAL MEMORANDA

45. Upon issuance of the November 1984 and July

1985 memoranda, EPA and the states began to enforce

vigorously the regulation of spray fields managing process

wastewater from wood preserving facilities as set forth in

the memoranda.

46. on the exclusive authority of these memoranda,

EPA wrote Koppers’ facilities in Florence, South Carolina and

Dolomite, Alabama to demand that Koppers undertake the RCRA

permit process with respect to the spray fields managing

process wastewater located at those facilities. On May 22,

1985, for example, EPA wrote to Koppers that unless it

complied with RCRA permit standards with respect to the spray

field at its Dolomite, Alabama facility, Koppers would be

required to close the field in accordance with applicable

RCRA regulations set forth at 40 C.F.R. § 265.110—265.120,

265.280.

14
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47. EPA wrote to AWPI’s member companies to make

similar demands.

48. Relying exclusively on the EPA memoranda, the

States of South Carolina and Illinois asserted that Koppers’

spray fields managing process wastewater located in Florence,

South Carolina and Carbondale, Illinois were hazardous waste

management facilities regulated under RCRA. These state

agencies demanded submission of RCRA permit applications for

Koppers’ facilities.

49. Also relying exclusively on the memoranda,

several other states have asserted that spray fields managing

process wastewater operated by AWPI member companies were

hazardous waste management facilities, and thus have required

submission of RCRA permit applications.

50. AWPI arid its member companies, including

Koppers, vigorously disputed the assertions of EPA and the

states that spray fields managing or which have managed

process wastewater are hazardous waste management units

requiring RC1A permitting.

51. Nonetheless, in light of the uncertainty

surrounding the regulatory status of spray fields managing

process wastewater and the November 8, 1985, statutory

deadline for submitting Part B applications for land disposal

facilities, Koppers was compelled to file protective Part B
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applications for its spray fields managing process wastewater

from wood preserving facilities. In each case, Koppers

objected to EPA’s attempted assertion of jurisdiction to

regulate spray fields based solely on the unpublished

memoranda.

52. Since the November 8, 1985 deadline for

submission of RCRA permit applications, EPA has continued to

process RCRA permit applications for spray fields managing or

which have managed nonhazardous process wastewater. In

processing permit applications, the Agency demands submission

of supplemental studies, performance of additional monitoring

and analytical work, and accumulation of other technical data

to support issuance of an operating permit.

53. EPA has asserted that the failure to comply

with these demands would lead to the revocation of interim

status, thereby requiring cessation of operations of the

spray field. For example, on April 10, 1986, EPA wrote

Koppers stating that it had lost interim status for its

Montgomery, Pennsylvania spray irrigation field and that

Koppers was therefore required to cease operation and submit

a plan for closure of the field pursuant to RCRA.

54. Koppers is currently incurring total costs of

approximately $1 million dollars to bring its spray fields
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into compliance with RCRA interim status standards as

required by the EPA internal memoranda.

55. AWPI member companies have filed protective

Part A or Part B applications, including closure permits, for

their spray fields managing or which have managed process

wastewater. They are incurring similar substantial

additional costs associated with compliance with RCRA

requirements, including closure requirements.

56. Koppers estimates that the cost of compiling a

Part B permit application for a spray field and for bringing

a spray field into compliance with RCA’s requirements for

hazardous waste management units, including closure

requirements, is approximately $1 million dollars per spray

field. Thus, the cost to Koppers of bringing all its fields

into RCRA compliance could exceed $10 million dollars.

57. AWPI member companies also would be required

to incur similar expenses to obtain permits, including

closure permits, pursuant to RCRA.

58. In addition to imposing substantial compliance

costs upon the wood preserving industry, EPA has aggressively

pursued the theory embodied in the internal memoranda in

administrative enforcement actions brought pursuant to

section 3008 of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6928. For example, EPA has

brought an enforcement action with respect to the spray field
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operated by Koppers in Florence, South Carolina. EPA has

also brought enforcement actions with respect to spray fields

operated by other AWPI member companies, including Brown Wood

Preserving Company.

59. In some of these enforcement actions, EPA

sought penalties from companies for failure to comply with

the memoranda. In other cases, the Agency has sought only

prospective relief in the form of su.bmission of a RCRA permit

application on the grounds that the regulatory status of

these fields was uncertain until 1984. Nonetheless, in In re

Brown Wood Preserving Co., No. RCRA-84-16-R, EPA contended at

the hearing that the spray field managing northazardous

wastewater was subject to RCRA regulation since 1981.

60. In the Brown Wood case, an EPA Administrative

Law Judge declared the November 23, 1984 and July 17, 1985

memoranda illegal for failure of EPA to comply with the

rulemaking requirements of RCRA and the APA. He further

prohibited enforcement of the memoranda and the theory

articulated therein until EPA complied with the rulemaking

procedures of RCRA and the APA. In re Brown Wood Preserving

Co., No. RCA—84—16—R, slip op. (EPA May 30, 1986) (opinion

of ALl Yost). That case has been appealed to the EPA

Administrator.
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61. The same Administrative Law Judge has refused

to treat his holding in Brown Wood as determinative in cases

involving similarly situated facilities. See In re Koppers

Co., No. RCR—85—45-R, slip op. at 2 (EPA July 24, 1986)

(order of AU Yost).

62. In addition, EPA contends that even if the

memoranda are held to be illegal in these enforcement

proceedings, facility owners and operators, including parties

to the enforcement proceedings, remain under an independent

obligation to comply with the RCR permitting process for

spray irrigation fields managing or which have managed

nonhazardous wastewater. Failure to comply with the RCRA

permitting requirements could result in the termination of

interim status, thereby requiring these facilities to cease

operations and close pursuant to RCRA.

63. Furthermore, in accordance with RCRA

regulations and in response to the uncertainty generated by

EPA’S memoranda, AWPI filed a petition with EPA on January

10, 1985, seeking reconsideration of the decision to classify

spray irrigation fields managing nonhazardous materials as

hazardous waste management facilities. The EPA has failed to

act on this petition. In 1986, AWPI further requested a

meeting with senior officials in the Office of Solid Waste to

discuss the regulatory status of spray irrigation fields in
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the context of EPA’s forthcoming rulemaking on the regulation

of additional wastes from wood preserving operations. The

Agency rejected any such meeting. Therefore, the only way in

which AWPI and Koppers can achieve relief from EPA’s illegal

regulatory action is through this lawsuit for declaratory and

injunctive relief.

HARM TO AWPI AND KOPPERS

64. IfKoppers is required to bring its spray

fields into compliance with RCRA requirements for hazardous

waste management units on the basis of EPA’s internal

memoranda, Koppers will be forced to shut down one or more of

its plants which, in the absence of alternative disposal

options for its process wastewater, currently operate spray

fields.

65. AWPI member companies may also be required to

shut down one or more of their plants if they are required to

come into compliance with RCRA standards, including closure

standards, on the basis of EPA’S internal memoranda.

66. If Koppers and/or other of AWPI’s member

companies fail to comply with EPA’S internal memoranda by

obtaining a Part B permit, they risk EPA enforcement actions,

including imposition of substantial penalties or issuance of

an order requiring them to cease operating those spray fields
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and close pursuant to RCRA. As noted above, EPA has already

brought enforcement actions against several facilities

operated by AWPI member companies, including Koppers’

facility in Florence, South Carolina.

67. If Koppers or any other AWPI member company

fails to comply with the RCRA permit process, EPA may deny

that company’s permit application and order it to cease

operations of the spray field. 40 C.F.R. § 270.73(b).

Indeed, EPA has specifically warned Koppers that “failure to

supplement and complete its Part B Permit Application will

inevitably result in a permit denial and an order to cease

operation.” See EPA letter to Jordan Dern (Feb. 6, 1987)

(Attachment D).

NOTIFICATION TO EPA

68. On February 26, 1988, AWPI and Koppers gave

notice to EPA of their intention to bring this action as

required by RCRA § 7002(c), 42 U.S.C. § 6972(c) in the form

prescribed by the Agency at 40 C.F.R. Part 254.

ABSENCE OF AN ADEQUATE REMEDY AT LAW

69. No statute permits recovery from the United

States of the costs attributed to EPA’s wrongful imposition
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of permitting requirements on Koppers or other members of the

wood preserving industry. Similarly, wood preserving

companies, including Koppers, have no recourse against EPA in

the event that enforcement of the illegal memoranda results

in the closing of one or more wood preserving facility.

Therefore, Koppers and AWPI have no adequate remedy at law to

address the Agency’s conduct that is the subject of this

action.

COUNT I

VIOLATIONS OF RCRA

70. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the

allegations contained in paragraphs 1-69.

71. RCRA imposes on EPA a noridiscretionary duty to

conduct a rulemaking proceeding before listing a waste as

hazardous. 42 U.S.C. § 6921.

72. EPA’s attempt to designate process wastewater

from wood preserving facilities as a hazardous waste through

internal memoranda without conducting a rulemaking proceeding

constitutes a violation of section 3001 of RCRA.
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COUNT II

VIOLATIONS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT

73. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the

allegations contained in paragraphs 1-72.

74. Section 4 of the APA, 5 U.S.C. § 553, requires

agencies to provide public notice and an opportunity for

comment before imposing “rules” on those they regulate.

75. Notice and comment is required where an agency

action (1) grants rights and imposes obligations or produces

other significant effects on private interests and

(2) narrowly constricts the discretion of agency officials by

largely determining the issue addressed.

76. The action of imposing RCRA permit

requirements on spray irrigation fields managing or which

have managed only process wastewater, a nonlisted waste, has

a significant burdensome effect on private interests and

narrowly constricts the discretion of agency officials by

largely determining the issue addressed.

77. The act of regulating spray fields managing

nonhazardous wastewater therefore constitutes a “rule” which,

violates the procedural requirements of APA.
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RELIEF

WHEREFORE, plaintiffs pray:

A. For judgment that defendants have violated

section 3001(b) of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. § 6921(b);

B. For judgment that defendants have violated

section 4 of the APA, 5 U.S.C. § 553;

c. For judgment that the EPA internal

memoranda of November 23, 1984 and July 17, 1985 are illegal;

D. That defendants and all persons acting in

concert with defendants, including their agents, servants,

and employees, be permanently enjoined from:

(i) Continuing to enforce in

administrative proceedings, judicial proceedings, or through

the RCRA permitting process, the EPA internal memoranda dated

November 23, 1984 and July 17, 1985, and the theory

articulated therein unless EPA promulgates a final non-

appealable rule pursuant to the requirements of RCRA and the

APA designating process wastewater as a hazardous waste under

RCA;

(ii) Continuing to process any Part B

RCRA permit applications for spray irrigation fields managing

nonhazardous wastewater unless EPA promulgates a final non

appealable rule pursuant to the requirements of RCRA and the
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APA designating process wastewater as a hazardous waste under

RCRA;

(iii) Taking any additional steps to

regulate spray fields managing or which have managed

processwastewater as hazardous waste management facilities

under RCRA unless EPA promulgates a final non-appealable rule

designating such process wastewater as a RCR hazardous

waste;

E.. That defendants be required to advise formally

all EPA Regional offices and all relevant state regulatory

bodies that the November 23, 1984 and July 17, 1985 internal

EPA memoranda that conclude that spray fields managing or

which have managed process wastewater are regulated under

RCRA as hazardous waste management facilities and the theory

articulated therein are void and unenforceable;

F. That defendants be required to pay to

plaintiffs the reasonable attorney fees incurred by them in

pursuing this action, pursuant to RCRA § 7002(e), 42 U.s.c.

§ 6972(e);
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G. That plaintiffs have and receive the costs,

disbursements, and expenses of this action; and

H. That plaintiffs have such other relief as this

Court may deem just and proper.

Of Counsel:

John F. Hall, Esq.
American Wood Preservers
Institute

1945 old Gallows Road
Vienna, Virginia 22180

Jill M. Blundon, Esq.
Billie S. Nolan, Esq.
Koppers Company, Inc.
1400 Koppers Building
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

Dated: March 22, 1988

Res ectfully sub tted,

Stanley M. Spracker Bar #3423
Randy S. Chartash Bar # 360593
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES
1615 L Street, N.W.
Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 682—7000

Counsel for Plaintiffs,
American Wood Preservers
Institute and Koppers

Company, Inc.
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SUSJZCTs Regato’y Status of SldGes fr r.and Trsa.zt ofbod Pr.s.rvinq Wam:.wag.rs
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‘Vir•ctor
U011i5. of Solid

TO: S. Scarro.aqh, i.f DEC 7 1384*esiduais ançin.nt SrandAir and ste Managent Oivision -•••-.........RgiontV
. ..1AFFAIP.

In a r.vious sarardua sent to you dated u1y 25, 1554,we indicated that we were still ealuatirsq the r.qu1atoy statu.q(under RCRk).pf spray irrigation fields used to tr•at wastewatersgenerated fr plants usii’ç cr•oaot• or peritachlorcphenol topr.s.r,. wood (se. AgtPi.ent).’ Since that tise, w hm.discuss.d the isau. vtth the OfLice of General Counsel and ‘aveconcluded that such spray irrigation units, or any ether landspreadirç of wastewaters fx weod presirvir operations, suchas plow in.ction or Lloedinq, to be land tream.nt of a hara.swaste——nely, UI Sasardous mte So. Ol, bottom sedintsludge ftom tP• trea.nt of westowaters fr woo4 pr•servirprocesses that us. creosote end/or pen:acP1eroph.nol. Therefore,such land spr.edirg mum weuld be sect to the huaz’dous— waste regulations, including prepriate peiittinq standards(Parta 244. 245, 270, 211. and 124).

Our basis for this conclusion is am follows. flI SqardssVaste ZOOl is fo.d in he mu in a land treatont emit towhich wastowatsia frm weed pr.s.r,inq procsses that use creosoteand/or pentashlosophenol are qp1iad. The medianiw. for foEInqt sludge is similar to eeratiag in lrick1in fillets orat the belt of surf ace iapoundnts .r. aerobic degredation

• Tou initially requested an tates’retation of the regulatory status’of surface ispoundnts tldinq wstewaters, sand filtrationunits, and th. effluents frm these sand filters in a eqo tome dated nay 21, 1554.



takes place. Iieloqicai action takir plac, in sih units willlead to an increase of sass fros the accusulatien of de or;anisssContinants in the wastater co.ild be sorbed on this biassor co-prcipitIte with it. Suspended solids also could be sep atedfr the wastewater by slaple filtration while passirç throughthe land tr.atnt unit satrix, fors.tng sludges. Dissolvedsubstances or suspended liquids (pentach1orhenol, creote,oil, and grease) could be absorbed onto the biosass, soil, oracculated organic substances in the land treaant wilt, alsoleading to increased sludge eolu,.e. Such build—up has beeno.rved at a m.isber land treaent operations.
S facilities have claised that no sludges are forsed inthese units or that no hasardous constituents of concern rsainin these units at regulatory significant levels. If a facilityis 1e to demonstrate that no bottee sediment sludg. isformed as described above, then th. land treant unit wouldnot be subject to regulation und.r *CA. (At the pr.sent tiJ5e,we at. not abl, to provid, any guidance as to how on. wouldsake such a demonstration.)

Alternatively, if sludges at. formed in the land tr•a.ntunit, but the facility is able to denstrat. that no hazardousconstituents rain in •iwiror.entally significant concentrations,then the facility would have the option of delisting the sludgespursuant to 40 CFR 8260.20 and 260.22.

I hope this r.spons. will answr any r.maininq questionsthat you may have. Please feel ft.. to contact Dr. Cat. J.nk insat 8—382—4788 if you have any questions or caiunts.
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UNITED STA I ES ENVIRONMENTAL. PROTECTION AGENCY
j WASHINGTON, D.C. 20450

JUL171985
O$)C1 O

101.10 WAIlS AND I1m01NCr miSPoPsa

RE: W!3C30285MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: Status of Sludges in Surface impounm.nts or
Land Treatment units when Wastewater Treatment
sludges are Listed in 5261.31 5261.32

FROM: John H. Skinner, Director t
Office of Solid Waste

TO: James H. Scarbrough, Chic
Residuals Management Branch, Region IV

In. your June 20, 1985 memorandum, you asked if wastewater
treatment sludge listings under 5261.31 or 5261.32 would
apply in all situations where land disposal or storage of
the asso:iated wastewaters was practiced. You cited a previous
memorandum from this office dated ?ovember 23, 1984, wherein
a determination was rade that wastewaters from wood preserving
facilities treated in spray irrigation fields generated
liste: K3i stewater treatment slud;es, and that such
units are subject to the hazardous vast, facility permitting
stariards

v tion abateent.technique such as the land
treatrent, dis:sa1, or storage of a wastewater will invariably
generate a slud;e. The mechanisms for sludge form.tion
involve either precipitation, adsorption, or accumulation
of biomass. These unjj.yould be subject to regulation
if the associated watewa€Irtreatrentsiudges are listed in
5261.31 and 5261.32 if the sludges exhibit a characteristic,
or if the wastewaters themselves ar. listed or exhibit a
characteristic. These units would therefore be subject to
S264, 265 and 270 requirements.

cc: e;iona1 Administrators
egional Branch Chiefs
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

i,4

Wf171986
OFFICE OF

SOLID WASTE AND EMERGENCy RESPONSE

Walter G. Talarek
General Counsel
American Wood Preservers

Institute JAN2286
Suite 405
1945 Gallows Road RECEIVED
Vienna, VA 22180

Dear Mr. Talarek:

This letter is in response to your inquiry of November 22,
1985, which requested information on the status of the American
Wood Preservers Institute’s “Petition for Reconsideration of
Decision to Classify Wood Preserving Spray Irrigation Fields
as Hazardous Waste Land Treatment Units and for Clear Definition
of 1(001 Sludge.” Currently the Agency is considering the
issues you have raised and intends to respond formally to
your petition as expeditiously as possible.

As part of our review we will examine closely some of
the technical conclusions you have advanced. Several of
these are of concern to us because the data you have presented
do not appear to support the conclusions stated in your
petition. For example, we question whether the concentrations
of toxicants in the wastewater applied to the spray field are
generally lower than the Ambient Water Quality Criteria. In
the course of our review we will make sure that we fully
understand the technical conclusions you have reached and
consider them carefully.

Again, I assure you that we are working to complete our
evaluation of your petition as quickly as possible, since the

current interpretation (as described in the November 23, 1984
memorandi.n from John Skinner to James Scarbrough) will
necessarily remain in effect until the Agency has ruled on

your petition. Thank you for your interest in this matter.

Sincerely yours,

p
..7/ Winston ortt
ásistant Admirtstrator for

Solid Waste and Emergency
Response
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

REGION IV

345COURTL.ANDSTREET
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30365

FEBOB1S87

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

1k::fl

4WD-RM

Mr. Jordan Dern, Manager
Environmental Regulatory Programs
Keystone Environmental Resources
436 Seventh Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

RE: Koppers Organics Plant, Dolomite, Alabama Facility
EPA I.D. Number ALD 085 765 808

Dear Mr. Dern:

Reference the letter of November 14, 1986, from Weil, Gotshal
and Manges concerning the subject Part B Hazardous Waste Permit
application.

In that letter, you reiterate your contention that the oxidation
fields at the subject facility are not regulated under RCRA
and, furthermore, that you cannot be required to complete your
pending Part B application for a hazardous waste permit.

Your assertion that you cannot be compelled to either submit a
complete, technically adequate Part B, agree in writing to
submit a closure plan no later than February 8, 1988, or face
denial of your permit (with the consequent shutdown of your
hazardous waste operations at the site) is in error.

In our letter of March 19, 1986, to Mr. Charles Brush of your
organization by which we granted a 60—day extension for responding
to our initial Notice of Deficiency (in response to your letter
of February 24, 1986), we stated clearly that the challenging
of regulatory status in an administrative enforcement action
does not relieve you of your responsibility to comply with all
applicable permitting requirements.
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In his opinion, Judge Yost ruled upon only those matters
which were before him; the specific requirements in the Order
provision of the Amended Complaint dated December 6, 1986.
The Order required that certain tasks be completed in order for
Koppers to be considered in compliance with the regulatory
standards established for interim status facilities under RCRA.
These requirements appeared in the Order as follows:

°implenient groundwater monitoring which complies with
40 CFR S265, Subpart F within 45 days and submit data
to EPA to substantiate such compliance within 50 days

°submit a sampling and analysis plan which meets the
requirements of 40 CFR S265.92 within 20 days

°take soil samples in the closed waste pile area to
determine contamination levels within 20 days

°submit a Part A which identifies all hazardous waste
units as required by 40 CFR S270.13(h) and (i) within
10 days

The Region acknowledges that the requirements as listed
above, in accordance with the opinion of Judge Yost were “stayed.”
The Stay resulted from the filing of an Answer and Request For
Hearing. However, the provisions of the Order related only to
Koppers’ regulatory requirements under 40 CFR S265 which would
enable it to retain its interim status. The requirements of
both 40 CFR S270(c)(1)(ii), which establishes the scope of
permit requirements and S264, which lists the standards applicable
to the permitting process, operate independently of S265 and
were not “stayed” as a consequence of Judge Yost’s Order.

Moreover, in the paragraph of the aforementioned Order which
immediately precedes the language cited in your letter of
November 14, 1986, Judge Yost states, unequivocally, that the
[EPA’s] “Amended Complaint and Compliance Order...reveals no
mention of the requirement to submit a Part B Permit....”
RCRA—85—45—R, Order On Motion, July 24, 1986 at Page 1. (Emphasis
in original). Further, the Judge opined that [he had] “no
authority to issue an Order concerning” [the requirement to
submit a Part B Application.] Order On Motion at 2. (Emphasis
added).
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Consequently, any relief granted Koppers as a result of
Judge Yost’s July 24 Order cannot and will not remove Koppers
from its so—called Hobson’s choice. The requirements of 40 CFR
S270 and S264 are continuing obligations applicable to the
Koppers facility. The spray field at Koppers’ Organics Plant
is considered a land treatment unit. If Koppers intends to
continue operation of this unit it must be under the auspices
of a RCRA permit. The Region cannot issue a permit unless and
until such time as it receives a completed Part B Permit
Application; otherwise the Region’s only option is permit denial.

The fact that the oxidation fields’ regulatory status has
been challenged in an enforcement action cannot serve to postpone
or defeat the lawful requirements of the RCRA permitting process.
Koppers’ continued failure to supplement and complete its Part B
Permit Application will inevitably result in a permit denial and \
an order to cease operation.

You also cite the Brown Wood Perserving Company, Inc. decision
(RCRA—84—16—R (May 30, 1986)) as a further basis of delaying
full compliance with regulatory requirements. However, on
August 6, 1986, (RCRA—85—45—R ORDER ON MOTION), Judge Yost denied
your motion for a dismissal of all claims made in the Complaint
against the oxidation field. In that decision, Judge Yost held
that no evidence had been presented to establish your claim
that the instant case is “indistinguishable” from Brown Wood;
and reiterated that the Brown Wood decision was limited to that
specific case. In plain fact, the Brown Wood case is not
applicable to your situation.

Our letter of October 16, 1986, (with enclosure) alerted you to
the upcoming land disposal ban and its applicability to your
oxidation fields.

Furthermore, soil and groundwater data on your facility show
evidence of significant contamination resulting from the application
of K035 effluent to the oxidation fields.

To further clarify your situation, there are two options available
to you as outlined in the guidance memorandum entitled “Permitting
of Land Treatment Units: EPA Policy, and Guidance Manual on
Land Treatment Demonstration,” dated September 17, 1986, (enclosed
for your reference):

1. You may diligently pursue your application for an operating
permit, responding to all Notices of Deficiency in a timely,
complete and conscientious manner, or

2. You may provide written agreement to submit a closure plan
no later than February 8, 1988, 180 days prior to the
effective date of the land disposal ban on 1(035 waste.
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Failure to exercise either of these options is grounds for
denial of your application for a permit. Such denial would
apply only to the operating permit, since a post—closure permit
would be utilized to implement any required corrective action.

If we have not received written agreement of your intent to
submit a closure plan, in accordance with #2 above, within ten
(10) days of receipt of this letter, review of your permit
application revisions will proceed.

Any questions pertaining to the above may be directed to Mr. Jack
Harvanek at (404)347—3433.

Sincerely yours,

Ja , s H. S”th, P. ., Chief
Riduals Management Branch
Wête Management Division

Enclosure

cc: Daniel E. Cooper, Alabama Department of Environmental Management
James W. Neal, Alabama Department of Environmental Management



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

x

American Wood Preservers Institute and
Koppers Company, Inc.,

Plaintiffs, ‘ 22

v. : Civil Action No.

United States Environmental Protection :
Agency, and Lee M. Thomas,
Administrator,

Defendants.

x

VERIFICATION

I declare under penalty of perjury that the

foregoing complaint is true and correct.

Executed this 23rd day of February, 1988.

_c,7

,?‘a{es R. Batchelder
ice President and Manager,
Technical and Environmental Services,
Tar and Wood Products Sector,
Koppers Company, Inc.



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

x

American Wood Preservers Institute,
Koppers Company, Inc., MAR22 1968

Plaintiffs,

v. : Civil Action No.

United States Environmental Protection :
Agency, and Lee M. Thomas, : L._) •

Administrator,

Defendants.

x

VERIFICATION

I declare under penalty of perjury that the

foregoing complaint is true and correct.

Executed this

______

day of February, 1988.

1

American Wood Preservers Institute
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

x

American Wood Preservers Institute, and : M4qR 22 1988
Koppers Company, Inc.,

Plaintiffs,
. 4 ‘.,

v. : Civil Action No.

United States Environmental Protection :
Agency, and Lee M. Thomas,
Administrator,

Defendants.

x

CERTIFICATE REQUIRED BY RULE 109 OF THE
LOCAL RULES OF THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT

• COURT FOR. THE DISTRICT Of COLUMBIA

I, the undersigned, counsel of record for the

American Wood Preservers Institute certify that to the best

of my knowledge and belief, there are no parent companies,

subsidiaries or affiliates of the American Wood Preservers

Institute which have any outstanding securities in the hands

of the public. These representations are made in order that

judges of this court may determine the need for recusal.

#3423 03
Weil, Gotshal & Manges
1615 L Street, N.W.
Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 682—7000
Attorney of Record for the
American Wood Preservers
Institute



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

x

American Wood Preservers Institute, and
Koppers Company, Inc., :

V.

Plaintiffs,

United States Environmental Protection
Agency, and Lee M. Thomas,
Administrator,

MR 22 1988

Civil Action No.

Defendants.

x

CERTIFICATE REQUIRED BY RULE 109 OF THE
LOCAL RULES OF THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT

COURT FOR THE DISTRICT Of COLUMBIA

I, the undersigned, counsel of record for Koppers

Co., Inc. certify that to the best of my knowledge and

belief, there are no parent companies, subsidiaries or

affiliates of Koppers Co., Inc., which have any outstanding

securities in the hands of the public. These representations

are made in order that judges of this court may determine the

need for recusal.

Stanley M. Sprac er Bar #342303
Weil, Gotshal & Manges
1615L Street, N.W.
Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 682—7000
Attorney of Record for

Koppers Co., Inc.



I3ABST
CALLAND
CLEMENTS

ZOMNIR
\ PROFE55OAL COR’ORATiON

CERTIFIED MAIL-
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

DEC -‘ 1988

Dpartmellt of Natural Re;. c

LINDSAY P. HOWARD
Attorney At Law

(412) 394-5444

December 2, 1988

Koppers Industries, Inc.
436 Seventh Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

Attention: Robert K. Wagner

Re: Order No. 1209—87 and 1208—87

Dear Mr. Wagner:

In connection with the pending acquisition of Koppers
Company, Inc.’s (“Koppers’”) Grenada, Mississippi facility,
enclosed please find a copy of the above-referenced documents
executed by the Mississippi Department of Natural Resources on
March 25, 1987.

If you have any questions or comments, please do not
hesitate to contact the undersigned.

Very truly yours,

Enclosure

cc: John I. Palmer, Jr.
Billie S. Nolan, Esquire

Two Gatea ay Center, Eighth Floor
Potsburgh, Pennsyivania 15222

412 1 394-5400

BABST, CALLAND, CLEMENTS & ZOMNIR, P.C.

By:



BABST
CALLAND
CLEMENTS

A\JD—

ZOMNIR
A PROFESSiO\AL COR’ORAT O

CERTIFIED MAIL-
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

LINDSAY P. HOWARD
Attorney At Law

(412) 3945444

December 2, 1988

Koppers Industries, Inc.
436 Seventh Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

Attention: Robert K. Wagner

Re: Administrative Order 1440—88

Dear Mr. Wagner:

In connection with the pending acquisition of Koppers
Company, Inc.’s (“Koppers’”) Grenada, Mississippi facility,
enclosed please find a copy of the above—referenced document
executed by the Mississippi Department of Natural Resources on
July 26, 1988.

If you have any questions or comments, please do not
hesitate to contact the undersigned.

Very truly yours,

Enclosure

cc: John I. Palmer, Jr.
Billie S. Nolan, Esquire

Two Gateway Center Eighth Floor
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222

412 / 394-5400

BABST, CALLAN7’ CLEMENTS & ZOMNIR, P.C.

By:



BABST
CALLAND
CLEMENTS
ZOMNR

4 PROFE5SIONAL CORPORATON

CERTIFIED MAIL-
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

LINDSAY P. HOWARD
Attorney At Law

(412) 3945444

December 2, 1988

Koppers Industries, Inc.
436 Seventh Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

Attention: Robert K. Wagner

Re: Administrative Order 1438—88

Dear Mr. Wagner:

Company,
enclosed
executed

hesitate

In connection with the pending acquisition of Koppers
Inc.’s (“Koppers’”) Grenada, Mississippi facility,

please find a copy of the above—referenced document
by the Department of Natural Resources on July 22, 1988.

If you have any questions or comments, please do not
to contact the undersigned.

Very truly yours,

Enclosure

cc: John I. Palmer, Jr.
Billie S. Nolan, Esquire

Two Gatewa Center, Eighth Floor
Pittsburgh, Pennsyivania 15222

412 / 394-5400

.C.BABST, CALLAD, CLEMENTS & ZOMNIR



BEFORE THE MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES BUREAU OF POLLUTION CONTROL

IN THE MATTER OF

MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES,

Complainant,

v. ORDER NO. 1440 88

KOPPERS COMPANY, INC.,
MS 0007027543

Respondent.

SWORN PETITION REQUESTING A HEARING

Dean A. Calland, Esquire
Donald C. Bluedorn II, Esquire
Babst, Calland, Clements & Zomnir, P.C.
Two Gateway Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
(412) 394—5400

Counsel for Respondent,
Koppers Company, Inc.



BEFORE THE MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES BUREAU OF POLLUTION CONTROL

IN THE MATTER OF

MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES,

Complainant,

v. : ORDER NO. 1440 88

KOPPERS COMPANY, INC.,
MS0007027543

Respondent.

SWORN PETITION REQUESTING A HEARING

Koppers Company, Inc. (“Koppers”), by and through its

undersigned attorneys Babst, Calland, Clements & Zomnir, P.C.,

hereby files this Sworn Petition Requesting A Hearing pursuant to

Section 49—17—41 of the Mississippi Code Annotated (1972), and in

support thereof states as follows:

1. Koppers owns and operates a wood preserving plant

located in Grenada County, Mississippi. The wood preserving

process involves the impregnation of wood with chemicals designed

to protect it from the damaging effects of the elements and from

attack by insects and microorganisms.



2. One of the wastestreams generated by wood

preserving plants is “process wastewater” containing dissolved

and suspended materials and constituents of creosote and/or

pentachiorophenol in low concentrations. In most such plants,

the final step of the wood treating process is the separation and

recovery of wood treating solution from the process wastewater.

The process wastewater is introduced into oil/water separators

for initial screening, then through wastewater basins for final

settling. As the process wastewater flows through the wastewater

basin, suspended solids and bacteria settle on the bottom of the

basin to form a layer of “bottom sediment sludge.”

3. This bottom sediment sludge has been designated as

the industry—specific hazardous waste KOOl by the United States

Environmental Protection Agency (“U.S. EPA”) pursuant to the

federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (“RCRA”). 40

CF.R. § 261.32. The U.S. EPA considered listing the process

wastewater as a hazardous waste, but decided not to do so because

there is insufficient data to justify the listing. 45 Fed. Reg.

33084 (1980); 45 Fed. Reg. 74884, 74888 (1980). Thus, the bottom

sediment sludge would be subject to the provisions of Sections

17—17—1 et seq. of the Mississippi Code Annotated (1972), but the

process wastewater would not.
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4. In the past, Koppers operated a process wastewater

treatment system such as the one described above. After the

process wastewater had passed through the oil/water separator and

the wastewater basin, the treated nonhazardous water was then

discharged onto a spray irrigation field for final disposition.

No KOOl or other RCRA hazardous waste was ever discharged onto

the spray irrigation field. Indeed, it was a design

impossibility for the KOOl to ever reach the discharge point to

the spray irrigation field.

5. On July 18, 1988, Koppers ceased operation of the

wastewater basin and spray irrigation field. By July 29, 1988,

all KOOl had been removed from the wastewater basin and has been

disposed of in accordance with all applicable laws, rules, and

regulations. A closure plan has been submitted for the

wastewater basin and the unit will be closed in accordance with

the approved plan.

6. By cover letter dated July 29, 1988 and addressed

to Keystone Environmental Resources, Inc., a subsidiary of

Koppers, the Mississippi Department of Natural Resources Bureau

of Pollution Control (“Bureau”) issued to Koppers Administrative

Order No. 1440 88 (“Order”), a true and correct copy of which is

attached hereto as “Exhibit A.” The Order and cover letter were

received by Keystone Environmental Resources, Inc. on August 3,

1988.
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7. The Order states that the spray irrigation field

“treats . . . the listed hazardous waste KOOl” and is therefore

subject to regulation as a hazardous waste management unit. The

Order further requires Koppers to submit an updated Part A permit

application for the spray irrigation field by August 7, 1988; to

cease operation of the wastewater basin (surface impoundment) and

spray irrigation field on or before August 8, 1988, unless a

national variance to the “Land Ban Restrictions” is issued for

KOOl; and, to submit a “Part B permit application for a post—

closure permit” for the spray irrigation field on or before

November 8, 1988.

8. At the time the Order was issued to Koppers, the

spray irrigation field and wastewater basin had been completely

removed from service. Moreover, the spray irrigation field had

never been used to treat, store, or dispose of KOOl, or any other

RCRA hazardous waste, and therefore was not a “hazardous waste

management unit.” Accordingly, the Order is improper and

unlawful in several respects, including but not limited to the

following:

a. Requirements 1 and 3 of the Order are improper

and unlawful because the spray irrigation field

does not require, and never has required, a RCRA

hazardous waste permit;
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b. Requirement 2 of the Order is improper and

unlawful because the “Land Ban Restrictions” are

not applicable to either the spray irrigation

field or the wastewater basin. RCRA 5 3004(d) &

(k), 42 U.S.C.A. §S 6924(d) & (k)(West Supp.

1988).

9. Requirement 2 of the Order is improper and

unlawful because the “Land Ban Restrictions” have been stayed by

the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia

Circuit. A true and correct copy of the Petition for Review

challenging the restrictions and the court order staying the

restrictions are attached hereto as “Exhibit B.”

10. The “Land Ban Restrictions” upon which the Order

is based were not yet promulgated at the time the Order was

issued and, to date, have not been published in the Federal

Register. For this reason among others, issuance of the Order

deprives Koppers of its constitutional right to due process and

affects an unconstitutional taking of private property.

11. The Bureau does not have the authority to issue

orders requiring compliance with the “Land Ban Restrictions.”
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12. Operation of the spray irrigation field and

wastewater basin never posed a danger to the environment or to

human health, safety, or welfare. Neither the KOOl bottom

sediment sludge nor any other RCRA hazardous waste was ever

discharged to the field. The only material discharged to the

spray irrigation field was the treated nonhazardous process

wastewater. The spray irrigation field and wastewater basin were

operated for years with the Bureau’s knowledge and tacit

approval. Indeed, the Bureau acknowledged that “neither the

surface impoundment nor the spray field appear to be the source

of groundwater contamination at the Koppers Grenada Plant.”

Letter from J. Hardage to C. Markie, February 10, 1987.

WHEREFORE, Koppers respectfully requests that the

Commission hold a hearing on the Order and issue a final order of

determination consistent with the above discussion.

Respectfully submitted,

LdLf/
Dean A. Calland, Esquire
Donald C. Bluedorn II, Esquire
Babst, Calland, Clements & Zomnir, P.C.
Two Gateway Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
(412) 394—5400

Counsel for Respondent,
Koppers Company, Inc.

Dated: August 16, 1988
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BEFORE THE MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES BUREAU OF POLLUTION CONTROL

IN THE MATTER OF

MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES,

Complainant,

v. : ORDER NO. 1440 88

KOPPERS COMPANY, INC.,
MS0007027543

Respondent.

AFFIDAVIT

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA :

COUNTY OF ALLEGHENY :

Before me, the undersigned authority, personally

appeared DEAN A. CALLAND, Esquire, who, after being duly sworn by

me according to law, deposed and said as follows:

1. I am a shareholder in the professional legal

corporation of Babst, Calland, Clements & Zomnir, A Professional

Corporation, and represent Koppers Company, Inc. in the above—

captioned matter.



2. The facts contained in the foregoing Sworn

Petition Requesting A Hearing are true and correct to the best of

my knowledge, information, and belief and are based upon reliable

sources.

3. I am providing this Verification on behalf of

Koppers Company, Inc. because the individuals with personal

knowledge of the facts are outside the jurisdiction or are

otherwise unavailable within the time allowed for filing the

Petition.

4? %/
DEAN A. CALLAND

Sworn to and subscribed
before me this 16th day
of August, 1988.

4.
Notary Public

My Commission Expires:
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MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Bureau of Pollution Control

P. 0. Box 10385
Jackson. MississippI 39209

(601) 961-5171

July 29, 1988

CERTIFIED MAIL NO. p 125261 162

Mr. Robert J. Anderson
Keystone Environmental

Resources, Inc.
436 Seventh Ave., Suiti 19110
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15219

Dear Mr. Anderson:

Enclosed Is Administrative Order No. 1440-88, which has been isSued by the

Mississippi Department of Natural Resources as a result of certaIn environ—

mental problems regarding KoppersCompany, Inc., TiePiant, Mississippi.

Your cooperation incarryln9 out the provlsláns of this order is encouraged.

As you know, appeals can be taken In accordance with State law.

If you have any questions in this matter, please contact Mr. Dave Bockelmann

at telephone 1601/961—5171.

Charles H. Chlsólm
Bureau Director

CHC:mh

Enclosure



11E MISSIS8!PPI DEPAr cF
A1JP.PL RES
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IN ‘tUE? C:

MISSISSIPPI DEPARThN CF
WL !PSJW

8 8
KOPPE1 CcIIPP,NY, D$.
?OOO7O27543

RPS

Ar!4xNss’rPM’IvE OPD

Under the aut1rity of Section 49—2—13, Mississiçi Coda of

1972, the a)va styled cause ce on this data for consideration and

the Executive Dixector, hiwlij heard and considered the sare, fh3s

as followsi

1.

The Respondent, oççers Ccmçany, Inc •, located In ‘tie Plant,

Grenada County, Mississii, ns and cçerates a od preservIng

plant which generates and subsequently manages hazardous waste, and,

as such, is subject to the provisions of laws of this Stat..

governing the treatnent, storage, and disposal of hazardous waste,

the sine a,pearing as Section 17—17—1, et. sq., and the rules and

regulations of the Mississippi Cmiissicn on Natural Resources.

2.

Re5pontient cçerates a spray irrigaticn field at its Ti. Plant

facility which contains and treats, by biodegradation, the listed

hazardous waste KOOl, and, as such, the spray irrigation field is a

hazardous waste nenagiaent tsiit miject to regulation wisr txes

applicable parts of t1 Mississippi Hazardous Waste Manageiant

Regulations (44R).



Part 270 of the Mississippi Hazardous Waste Managnent

Regulations requires that all. hazardous waste TMrag1ent units be

included in Part A of the facility’s permit application.

4.

Respondent has not ini1uded the spray irrigation field in Part

A of its permit application.

5.

Land Ban Restrictions (40 CFR Part 268 M*ê. Part 268) for the

first third scheduled wastes, which include the listed hazardous

waste 1(001, have been proposed and are scheduled to bee effective

on August 8, 1988. If the land Ban Restrictions are pras.ilgated as

proposed and if a national capacity variance is not granted for 1(001

wastes, then the land disposal of 1(001 wastes will be proh.thited

after August 8, 1988 wit&ut pretreabint by incineration or

ecjiivalent technology to specific standards.

6.

Prnises considered, the Executive Director fiMs that

Respondent is in apparent violation of Part 270 of the )4issis-lppi

Hazardous Waste Managezent Regulations and nst suheit an 1ated

Part A application which includes the spray irrigation field and a

cxmlete Part B post-closure permit application for the spray

irrigation field.

I? IS, 2!0I, O1ED that the Respondent, ahail ccsply

with the following sdedulea

1. * or before August 7, 1988, Respxident niat d.t an
atad Pert A application which 1ncls the spray
irrigation field.

2 • If proposed Land Ban Restrictis for the first third
scheduled wastes are prazulgated as regulations and a
national c9pacity variance is not granted for the listed
hazardous waste E)01, then Respcrdent taist cease operation
of Rezpcsent’ a .urface 1nrajrimnt an enra, ixx1aatim
field on or befor August 8, 1988. If a national cap”city
variance i granted for the listed hazardous waste 1(001
then Respondent Dust cease operation of the spray



irrigaticn field and surface iflçcumiTent on or before
Noviber 8, 1988.

3. i or before Novnber 8, 1988, Pespondent nvst sthid,t a
ccrplete Part B ap1ication for a ,st-cloaure pexmit for
the spray irrigiticn field.

rr IS EVRHER OEPUt AM) ADJUDGPD that Pescmient, if grieved

by this Order, shall file a s”rn petition with this C mission In a

t5nely manner as provided by Section 49-17-41, Miseiss4pi Qde

Annotated (1972), in whicth Pesctlent shill set forth the grounds

and reasons for said cxqlaint and shall ask for a hearing thereon.

SO O!D, this the

_____

day of ,J4.4 , 1988, by

the Executive Director of the Mississippi (Irtme of Natural

Pesairces.

MISSISIPP! bEPAR1W2T ‘
NAPAL

By,_____

DI1CJN1k
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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR Tilt DISTRICT OF COLUNBIA CIRCUIT

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL
PIOTSCflON AGUCY,

PETITIOR FOR. RtVIKW

Chemical Waite Management, Inc. hereby p•titions this

Court, pursuant to section 7006 of the Resource Conservation

and Racevery Act (“RCaA’), 42 U.S.C. S 6976, and Rule 15 of the

Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, for review of the final

rul• promulgated by the United States Environmental Protection

Agency (“EPA) entitled WLand Disposal Restrictions for First

Third Scheduled Wastea. These regulations were sLgned by the

EPA Administrator on August 8, 1988.

Respectfully sub1nittd,

J. Irian Halley
Mary F. Edgar
Janes P. Rathvon
Douglas H. Green
PIPER KARBURT
1200 19th Street, N.M.
Suite $00
Washington, D.C. 20036
(302)861—3900

Attorneys for Petitioner

CHEMICAL MAST! MANAGEMENT, I NC.,

Petitioner,

V.

)
)
)

No.

Respondent.

Of Counsel:

Joan I. Brnatein
Roger C. Rehatner
Philip L. Comelle
CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT, I NC.
3003 lutterfield Road
Oak Irock, Illinois 60531
(312)211-1500



• niteb $tate Olourt of PppeuIz
VOl TNt OSIT1ICT O COWUIIA CIICUIT

No. •Sl September Term, 19’

Ch.aicai Waste Manag.s.nt, Inc.,

j j United States Court of Appeals
Pet t crier Fo .01 umia Clrcut

v. ALED AU’9 1988

United Stat.. nviron.ental ONSXANCE LDUPR

Prot.otion Agency,

R•spondnt

flFOU: Duckley and Sentelle, Circuit Judge.

OflD1

Tpon corisid.ration of petitioner’s sotion for stay pending
revi.v, it ii

iüiiD on the court’. mm sotion that respondent. order
under review in this action b. stayed pending further order of
the court. Thu stay will give the court sufficient opportunity
to consider petitioner’s sotion for stay pending appeal. Lit
D.C. Cirçjit Mandbook of Practice and Internal Procedur.I 39
(1.9$?). It is

FURT ORDD that respondent file a response to the
iiotion for stay by 4:00 p.s., Friday, kugut 12, 191$, and
p.titien.r file it. reply, if any, by 4:00 p.s., Monday, August
iS, 1911. The parties are direct.d to hand deliver and hand
serve tir pleading..
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

‘I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the

foregoing Sworn Petition Requesting A Hearing was served by first

class US. Mail, postage prepaid, this 16th day of August, 1988,

upon J. I. Palmer, Jr., Executive Director, Mississippi

Department of Natural Resources, Bureau of Pollution Control,

P.O. Box 10385, Jackson, Mississippi 39209.

BABST, CALLAND, CLEMENTS & ZOMNIR, P.C.

By: 42 L/



S

BABST
CALLAND
CLEMENTS

ZONANIR
DONALD C. BLUEDORN II

A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION ttomey At Law
(412) 394-5450

I

August 16, 1988

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS , ‘N

I I
i5- 0f

Mr. Jolly McCarty
Chairman
Mississippi Commission on Natural Resources
Southport Center
Corner of Highway 80 and Ellis Avenue.
Jackson, Mississippi 39209

Re: Mississippi Department of Natural Resources
v. Koppers Company, Inc., MS0007027543
Order No. 1440 88

Dear Mr. McCarty:

Enclosed for filing please find the original and seven
true and correct copies of Koppers Company, Inc.’s Sworn Petition
Requesting a Hearing for the above—referenced Order.

Sincerely,

Donald C. Bluedorn II

DCB/swd
Enclosures

cc: James I. Palmer, Esquire
Mr. David Bockleman

Two Gateway Center, Eighth Floor
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222

412 / 394-5400



BEFORE THE MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES BUREAU OF POLLUTION CONTROL

IN THE MATTER OF

MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES,

Complainant,

V. : ORDER NO. 1440 88

KOPPERS COMPANY, INC.,
MS0007027543

Respondent.

SWORN PETITION REQUESTING A HEARING

Dean A. Calland, Esquire
Donald C. Bluedorn II, Esquire
Babst, Calland, Clements & Zomnir, P.C.
Two Gateway Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
(412) 394—5400

Counsel for Respondent,
Koppers Company, Inc.



BEFORE THE MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES BUREAU OF POLLUTION CONTROL

IN THE MATTER OF

MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES,

Complainant,

v. : ORDER NO. 1440 88

KOPPERS COMPANY, INC.,
MS0007027543

Respondent.

SWORN PETITION REQUESTING A HEARING

Koppers Company, Inc. (“Koppers”), by and through its

undersigned attorneys Babst, Calland, Clements & Zomnir, P.C.,

hereby files this Sworn Petition Requesting A Hearing pursuant to

Section 49—17—41 of the Mississippi Code Annotated (1972), and in

support thereof states as follows:

1. Koppers owns and operates a wood preserving plant

located in Grenada County, Mississippi. The wood preserving

process involves the impregnation of wood with chemicals designed

to protect it from the damaging effects of the elements and from

attack by insects and microorganisms.



2. One of the wastestreams generated by wood

preserving plants is “process wastewater” containing dissolved

and suspended materials and constituents of creosote and/or

pentachlorophenol in low concentrations. In most such plants,

the final step of the wood treating process is the separation and

recovery of wood treating solution from the process wastewater.

The process wastewater is introduced into oil/water separators

for initial screening, then through wastewater basins for final

settling. As the process wastewater flows through the wastewater

basin, suspended solids and bacteria settle on the bottom of the

basin to form a layer of “bottom sediment sludge.”

3. This bottom sediment sludge has been designated as

the industry—specific hazardous waste KOOl by the United States

Environmental Protection Agency (“U.S. EPA”) pursuant to the

federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (“RCRA”). 40

C.F.R. 261.32. The U.S. EPA considered listing the process

wastewater as a hazardous waste, but decided not to do so because

there is insufficient data to justify the listing. 45 Fed. Reg.

33084 (1980); 45 Fed. Reg. 74884, 74888 (1980). Thus, the bottom

sediment sludge would be subject to the provisions of Sections

17—17—1 et seq. of the Mississippi Code Annotated (1972), but the

process wastewater would not.
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4. In the past, Koppers operated a process wastewater

treatment system such as the one described above. After the

process wastewater had passed through the oil/water separator and

the wastewater basin, the treated nonhazardous water was then

discharged onto a spray irrigation field for final disposition.

No KOOl or other RCRA hazardous waste was ever discharged onto

the spray irrigation field. Indeed, it was - a design

impossibility for the KOOl to ever reach the discharge point to

th spray irrigation field.

5. On July 18, 1988, Koppers ceased operation of the

wastewater basin and spray irrigation field. By July 29, 1988,

all KOOl had been removed from the wastewater basin and has been

disposed of in accordance with all applicable laws, rules, and

regulations. A closure plan has been submitted for the

wastewater basin and the unit will be closed in accordance with

the approved plan.

6. By cover letter dated July 29, 1988 and addressed

to Keystone Environmental Resources, Inc., a subsidiary of

Koppers, the Mississippi Department of Natural Resources Bureau

of Pollution Control (“Bureau”) issued to Koppers Administrative

Order No. 1440 88 (“Order”), a true and correct copy of which is

attached hereto as “Exhibit A.” The Order and cover letter were

received by Keystone Environmental Resources, Inc. on August 3,

1988.
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7. The Order states that the spray irrigation field

“treats . . . the listed hazardous waste KOOl” and is therefore

subject to regulation as a hazardous waste management unit. The

Order further requires Koppers to submit an updated Part A permit

application for the. spray irrigation field by August 7, 1988; to

cease operation of the wastewater basin (surface impoundment) and

spray irrigation field on or before August 8, 1988, unless a

national variance to the “Land Ban Restrictions” is issued for

KOOl; and, to submit a “Part B permit application for a post—

closure permit” for the spray irrigation field on or before

November 8, 1988.

8. At the time the Order was issued to Koppers, the

spray irrigation field and wastewater basin had been completely

removed from service. Moreover, the spray irrigation field had

never been used to treat, store, or dispose of KOOl, or any other

RCRA hazardous waste, and therefore was not a “hazardous waste

management unit.” Accordingly, the Order is improper and

unlawful in several respects, including but not limited to the

following:

a. Requirements 1 and 3 of the Order are improper

and unlawful because the spray irrigation field

does not require, and never has required, a RCRA

hazardous waste permit;
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b. Requirement 2 of the Order is improper and

unlawful because the “Land Ban Restrictions” are

not applicable to either the spray irrigation

field or the wastewater basin. RCRA §5 3004(d) &

(k), 42 U.S.C.A. §5 6924(d) & (k)(West Supp.

1988).

9. Requirement 2 of the Order is improper and

unlawful because the “Land Ban Restrictions” have been stayed by

the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia

Circuit. A true and correct copy of the Petition for Review

challenging the restrictions and the court order staying the

restrictions are attached hereto as “Exhibit B.”

10. The “Land Ban Restrictions” upon which the Order

is based were not yet promulgated at the time the Order was

issued and, to date, have not been published in the Federal

Register. For this reason among others, issuance of the Order

deprives Koppers of its constitutional right to due process and

affects an unconstitutional taking of private property.

11. The Bureau does not have the authority to issue

orders requiring compliance with the “Land Ban Restrictions.”
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12. Operation of the spray irrigation field and

wastewater basin never posed a danger to the environment or to

human health, safety, or welfare. Neither the KOOl bottom

sediment sludge nor any other RCRA hazardous waste was ever

discharged to the field. The only material discharged to the

spray irrigation field was the treated nonhazardous process

wastewater. The spray irrigation field and wastewater basin were

operated for years with the Bureau’s knowledge and tacit

approval. Indeed, the Bureau acknowledged that “neither the

surface impoundment nor the spray field appear to be the source

of groundwater contamination at the Koppers Grenada Plant.”

Letter from J. Hardage to C. Markle, February 10, 1987.

WHEREFORE, Koppers respectfully requests that the

Commission hold a hearing on the Order and issue a final order of

determination consistent with the above discussion.

Respectfully submitted,

Donald C. Bluedorn II, Esquire
Babst, Calland, Clements & Zomnir, P.C.
Two Gateway Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
(412) 394—5400

Counsel for Respondent,
Koppers Company, Inc.

Dated: August 16, 1988
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BEFORE THE MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES BUREAU OF POLLUTION CONTROL

IN THE MATTER OF

MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES,

Complainant,

v. : ORDER NO. 1440 88

KOPPERS COMPANY, INC.,
MS0007O 27543

Respondent.

AFFIDAVIT

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA :

COUNTY OF ALLEGHENY

Before me, the undersigned authority, personally

appeared DEAN A. CALLAND, Esquire, who, after being duly sworn by

me according to law, deposed and said as follows:

1. I am a shareholder in the professional legal

corporation of Babst, Calland, Clements & Zomnir, A Professional

Corporation, and represent Koppers Company, Inc. in the above—

captioned matter.



2. The facts contained in the foregoing Sworn

Petition Requesting A Hearing are true and correct to the best of

my knowledge, information, and belief and are based upon reliable

sources.

3. I am providing this Verification on behalf of

Koppers Company, Inc. because the individuals with personal

knowledge of the facts are outside the jurisdiction or are

otherwise unavailable within the time allowed for filing the

Petition.

4’ C%I./
DEAN A. CALLAND

Sworn to and subscribed
before me this 16th day
of August, 1988.

Notary Public

My Commission Expires: S--,9
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MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Bureau of Pollution Control

P. 0. Box 10385
Jackson, MississippI 39209

(601) 961-5171

July 29, 1988

CERTIFIED MAIL NO.P 125261 162

Mr. Robert .1. Anderson
Keystone Environmental

Resources, Inc.
436 Seventh Ave., Sultó 19110
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

Dear Mr. Anderson:

Enclosed Is Administrative Order No. 11140-88, which has been isSued by the

Mississippi Department of Natural Resources as a result of certaln’envlrón—

mental problems regarding Koppers.Company, Inc., TiePlant, Mississippi.

Your cooperation In carrying out the provisions of this ‘order is encouraged.

As you know, appeals can be taken In accordance with State law.

if you have any questions In this matter, please contact Mr. Dave Bockelmann

at telephone #601/961—5171.

Charles H. Chlsólm
Bureau Director

CHC:mh

Enclosure



B’O! HE MISSISSIPPI DEPAM2T OF
NNLUPAL RFSJR
BUU OF PXi’ION Xt1rR

IN ) OF:

MISSISSIPPI DEPAM1EN OF
NA1JPAL R!3

,. _j4_4. 8 8
KOPPE1 CctP,NY, INC.
?OOO7O2754

NN3STR’IVE O?DmI

Under the aut)xrity of Section 49—2—13, Mississippi Code of

1972, the above styled cause cie on this date for consideration and

the Executive Director, vlng beard and considered the ernie, flrds

as foilsi

1.

The Respondent, oppers Ccnçany, Inc., located in Tie Plant,

Grenada County, Mississippi, ns and erates a od preserving

plant which generates and subsequently manages hazardous waste, and,

as such, is subject to tie provisions of lawe of this State

governing the treatnent, storage, and disposal of hazardous ste,

tie se appearing as Section 17—17—1, et. seq., and the rules and

regulations of the Mississippi Camiissicn on Natural sourcee.

2.

Respondent qerates a spray irrigation field at its Tie Plant

facility which contains and treats, by biodegradation, the listed

hazardous waste KOOl, end, as such, the spray irrigation field is a

hazar&,us wasta nenagesent ixdt .chject to regulation inr those

applicable parts of tie Mississippi Hazardous Waste Managenent

Regulations MIiP).



Part 270 of the Missi35iFpi Hazards Waste Managnt

Regulations requires that all hazardous waste management units he

inched in Part A of the facility’s permit application.

4.

Rependent has nct inluded the spray irrigation field in Part

A of its permit application.

5.

Land Ban Restrictions (40 CFR Part 268; ?* Part 268) for the

first third scheduled wastes, which inclu. the ilated hazardous

waste FOOl, have been proposed and are scheduled to becae effective

on August 8, 1988. If the Land Ban Restrictions are pzamilgated as

proposed and if a national capacity variance is not granted for KOOl

wastes, then the land disposal of 1(001 wastes will be prohinited

after August 8, 1988 withc*it pretreatint by iiineraticn or

.ojiivalent technclcgy to specific standards.

6.

Prenises considered, the cecutive Director finds that

Respondent is in apparent violation of Part 270 of the Mississippi

Hazardous Waste Managent Regulations aizi nst autmit an updated

Part A application which inctx2es the spray irrigaticn fielA and a

conpiete Part B post-closu.re permit application for the spray

irrigation field.

IT IS, 11Ot, O1E that the Pepondent, shall cxziçly

with the folldng sthedulea

1. or before August 7, 1988, Respondant aiiat subnit mu
updated Part A application uthidi incls the spray
irrigation field.

2 • If proposed Lend Ban Restrictions for the first third
scheduled wastes are prcixulgated as regulatkaas and a
national capacity variance is nct granted fOr the listed
hasardous waste 1(301, then Respor4ent mist cease operation
of Respazient’ s .urface iaranimnt a, zey irriaaUrsu
field on or beford August 8, 1988. If a national “city
variance ii granted for the listed hazardous waste 1(001
then Respondent st cease cperat ion of th. spray



irzigation field and surface lnp ndart ai or before
Noverber 8, 1988.

3. ( or before Novnber 8, 1988, Respondent nvst md.t a
ca1ete Part B aplicaticn for a st-c1osure permit for
the spray irrigition field.

Is WRflIER OIERE1 ND ADJtJDGFD that Resadent, if aggrieved

by this Order, shall file a srn petiti with this Camdsaicm In a

tiucly manner as provided by Sectixi 49—17—41, Missiesipi Qde

Annotated (1972), in whicti Respor!ent sMil set forth the grods

and reasons for said cxzplaint and shall ask for a hearing thereon.

SO O1D, this the 2 day of

_________,

1988,

the Executive Dixector of the Mississippt EIrtmez( of tura1

Rescirces.

MISSISIPPt btPAR1lr cw
NARAL --

BY,_____
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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

)

)
)

)
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL
PIOTECTEOS AGENCY,

Respondent.

__________________

)

PETITIOI roa PEVIEW

Chemical Wa.t. Management, Inc. hereby petitions this

Court, pursuant to section 7006 of the R.source Conservation

and Recovery Act (*RCR), 42 U.S.C. S 6976, and Ruli 15 of the

Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, for review of the final

rule promulgated by the United States Environmental Protection

Agency (EPAW) entitled wLand Diapesal Restrictions for First

Third Scheduled Wastes.w These regulations were s.gned by the

EPA Adinistrator on August 8, 1988.

Resp•ctfully su ittd,

-•“

3. Brian Molloy
Mary F. Edgar
James P. Rathvon
Douglas H. Green
PIPER MARBURY
1200 19th Street, N.W.
Suite 800
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202)861—3900

Attorneys for Petitioner

CHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC.,

Petitioner,

V.
No.

Of Counsel:

Joan B. B•rnet.in
Roger C. Eahntner
Philip I.. Comella
CHEMI CAl. WASTE MANAGEMENT, I NC.
3003 Butterfield Road
Oak Brook, Illinois 60521
(312)218—1500



ni1eb $tatei O.taurt of Pppea{s
Vol TN( OtITIICT Of COWMIP* CIlCjjfl

No. September Term, 19’

Chenical Waste Managen.nt, Inc.,

United States Ccw’tof Appeals
Petitioner

For Ulo DIsttilt 0$ Columbia C1rcut

v. FILED u’ 1968

United States Envirorisental ONs:rANCE LDUPR

Protection Agency,

Respondent

OPS: Buckl.y and Sentelle, Circuit 7iidqes

Upon consideration of petitioner’. notion for stay pending
review, it ii

O1DUID on the court’s oun sotion that respondent’. order
under review in this action be stayed pending further order of
the court. This stay will give the court sufficient opportunity
to consider petitioner’s notion for stay pending appeal. j
D.C. Ciriji Handbook of Practice end Internal Prccedur.S 39
(1957). It is

_______

that respondent file a respons. to the
notion far stay by 4:00 p.s., Friday, kuqit 12, 191$, and
petitioner Lii. its reply, if any, by 4:00 p.s., Monday, Augu.t
15, 191$. The parties are directed to hand deliver and hand
serv, their pleading..

•) -I



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the

foregoing Sworn Petition Requesting A Hearing was served by first

class U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, this 16th day of August, 1988,

upon J. I. Palmer, Jr., Executive Director, Mississippi

Department of Natural Resources, Bureau of Pollution Control,

P.O. Box 10385, Jackson, Mississippi 39209.

BABST, CALLAND, CLEMENTS & ZOMNIR, P.C.

By: 47
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FILED
PR 101987

BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES
BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES

STATE OF GEORGIA 1DJUDICATORy HEARiNG CLERK

IN RE: Record Nos.

FEDERAL PACIFIC ELECTRIC DNR-EPD-HW-AH 4-86
COMPANY DNR-EPD-HW-AH 5-86

FINAL DECISION /

I. Introduction

These two hazardous waste matters came on for hearing

on October 21 through 24 and November 12 through 14, 1986,

as a result of (1) The Federal Pacific Electric Company’s

(“Federal Pacific”) appeal of an administrative order (“Order

No. EPD-HW-269”) issued to Federal Pacific by the Director

of the Environmental Protection Division (“EPD”) of the Georgia

Department of Natural Resources (the “Director”) on April 29,

1986 and (2) a petition seeking a $51,500 civil penalty against

Federal Pacific filed by the Director on June 30, 1986. Because

the two matters involved the same electroplating wastewater

management operation at Federal Pacific’s Vidalia, Georgia,

plant and similar operative facts and legal issues, they were

consolidated for hearing.

The Amended Prehearing Order entered on September 9,

1986, limited the issues to be heard and contained a number

of agreed upon facts. In the principal issue, the Director

asserts in both matters that Federal Pacific generated, treated,



and stored or disposed of a listed hazardous waste, F006,

in two spray irrigation areas, or sprayfields, without complying

with numerous provisions of the Georgia Hazardous Waste

Management Act (O.C.G.A. T. 12, Ch. 8, Art. 3 - the “Act”)

and the regulations adopted thereunder by the Georgia Board

of Natural Resources (Rules of the Georgia Department of Natural

Resources Ch. 391-3-11 -- the “Rules”).” In addition,

the Director asserts that the placement of certain monitoring

wells for two surface impoundments at the plant fails to meet

regulatory requirements and that Federal Pacific’s alleged

violations concerning the sprayfields and the monitoring wells

and Federal Pacific’s admitted failure to obtain certain

required insurance coverages warrants the imposition of a

substantial civil penalty. Federal Pacific responds by denying

the Director’s allegations as to the sprayfields and monitoring

wells and asserting that the Director is estopped or precluded

from seeking any civil penalty as to the monitoring wells

or absence of insurance.

Having considered the provisions of the Amended

Prehearing Order, the materials presented at the evidentiary

hearing, and the arguments of counsel, Order No. EPD-HW-269

is AFFIRMED and a civil penalty of $27,500 is imposed.
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II. The Nature of this Case

This is a de novo review of the Director’s determi

nation to issue Order No. EPD-HW-269 and an original determi

nation as to any civil penalty and this Final Decision is

based solely upon the evidence produced at the evidentiary

hearing and the facts agreed upon in the Amended Prehearitig

Order. Rule 391-1-2-.22(1). The Director has the burdens

of going forward and persuasion on all issues in both matters

except as to the factual allegations upon which Federal

Pacific’s affirmative defenses depend. Rule 391-l-2-.07.

The standard of proof on all issues is a preponderance of

the evidence. Rule 391-1-2-.22(4).

III. Summary Discussion

A. The Sprayfields. From mid-1977 until March 1, 1986,

wastewater from an electroplating operation at Federal Pacific’s

Vidalia plant was managed by adding a flocculant, running

it through two successive surface impoundments, and pumping

liquid- from the second impoundment to the sprayfields. The

parties agree that a listed hazardous waste enumerated in

the Rules as F006, “wastewater treatment sludges from electro

plating operations”Z! was generated and is currently stored

in the two surface impoundments; the issue is whether F006

-3-
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was (1) sprayed onto or (2) generated in the sprayfields.

The preponderance of the evidence presented indicates both

these activities occurred.

The generation of F006 requires the treatment of

electroplating wastewater since the listing is limited to

sludges..2! In the instant case, the wastewater is first treat.ed

by mixing it in batch treatment tanks with a flocculant to

encourage the aggregation of particles in the wastewater.

The wastewater is then moved to the surface impoundments where

it is treated via a settling process by which some, but not

all, of these aggregated particles settle out over time to

the bottom of the impoundments. Both the flocculation and

the settling processes constitute treatment.1 as that term

is used in the Rules.

Subsequent to the wastewater’s treatment by floccula

tion and during its treatment by settling, liquid from the

second or lower pond is pumped to and sprayed upon the spray-

fields. This liquid is itself F006 since it is the product

of the treatment of electroplating wastewater but is not the

treated effluent from Federal Pacific’s wastewater treatment

plant. Alternatively, under a more restricted view of F006,

this liquid both contains the listed hazardous waste F006

-- the aggregated particles which have not settled to the

bottom of the impoundments -- and is itself a hazardous waste

since it is a solid waste mixed with F006, a listed hazardous

waste .--‘
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Moreover, the liquid moving from the impoundments

to the sprayfields is electroplating wastewater which is subject

to treatmentJ by microbial degradation and assimilation in

the soil of the sprayfields themselves. The product of this

treatment is F006 and the physical evidence indicates that

this listed hazardous waste, either as a result of its transpot

to or generation in the sprayfields or both, was and is present

in the sprayfields.

The conclusion reached herein that the sprayfields

contain hazardous waste is not an obvious one as is evidenced

by EPO’s own delay in reaching this conclusion. It is and

was, however, Federal Pacific’s responsibility to insure its

compliance with the Act and the Rules and Federal Pacific’s

access to and familiarly with its facility is much greater

than EPD’s. Federal Pacific has placed a listed hazardous

waste into the environment without complying with the multitude

of requirements that govern such placement and provide

protection for society. It is not unreasonable to impose

a substantial civil penalty for Federal Pacific’s failure

to recognize what it was doing and its failure to comply with

the law.

B. The Monitoring Wells. Since the surface impoundments

are used to manage F006, Federal Pacific is required to install

three hydraulically downgradient monitoring wells at the limit
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of this waste management area.2-” Although Federal Pacific

has in place two such wells, it has twice failed, with an

EPD employee’s assistance, to place properly a third well.

Federal Pacific now proposes to make another attempt at proper

placement but, twice burned, seeks written approval from EPD

before drilling another well.

The responsibility for proper placement of the

monitoring wells is Federal Pacific’s, not EPD’s, and an EPD

employee’s erroneous past advice does not relieve Federal

Pacific of its obligation to have in place a third complying

well. Nor is Federal Pacific entitled to any particular type

or level of EPD pre-approval. However, Federal Pacific

reasonably relied upon EPD’s assistance in the placement of

the two existing non-complying wells and the imposition of

more than a nominal civil penalty in such a case would be

unreasonable.

C. Liability Insurance. Independent of the status

of the sprayfields, Federal Pacific is required to maintain

specified levels of sudden and nonsudden liability insurance

for this facility since the surface impoundments contain FOO6.-”

While Federal Pacific once had the required coverages, they

were cancelled by the carrier on January 7, 1986, and have

not been replaced.
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The insurance required has become very difficult

for hazardous waste facilities to obtain and Federal Pacific

has made a substantial effort to obtain replacement coverage.

Federal Pacific has not done all it can do to obtain such

insurance, however, and part of the problem in obtaining the

insurance, the risk created by the nature of the facility

and its regulatory history, cannot be used by Federal Pacific

to shield it from the insurance requirement or civil penalties

for failing to meet the requirement. While the insurance

may be very difficult or expensive to obtain, the difficulty

and expense may be a good indicator of the need.

IV. Findings of Fact

A. The Sprayfields.

1.

Federal Pacific conducted electroplating operations

at its Vidalia, Georgia plant from the Fall of 1965 through

March 1, 1986..

2.

Federal Pacific’s electroplating processes at the

plant resulted in the generation of wastewater.
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3.

From 1966 until mid-1977, the effluent resulting

from the treatment of this wastewater was discharged to surface

waters pursuant to National Pollution Discharge Elimination

System (“NPDES”) Permit No. GA0002186 issued by the Director

under authority of the federal Clean Water Act (33 u.s.t.

S 1251, et sçq.)

4.

The treatment process for the wastewater has at

all relevant times included two successive surface impoundments

to and through which the wastewater was directed.

5.

From mid-1977 until the present, liquid from the

second or lower impoundment has been managed by pumping it

to the sprayfields at the plant. This process is known as

spray irrigation or land application.

6.

In 1976, EPD proposed to renew the NPDES Permit

for the plant with new limits which were stricter than presently

applicable federal categorical discharge standards. The

stricter limitations were based upon the inability of Little

Rock Creek to assimilate the volume of the discharge with

the constituent concentrations presented by operations at

the plant.
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7.

During the permit renewal period in 1976-1977, EPD

suggested as an alternative to Federal Pacific that it explore

use of spray irrigation as opposed to discharging effluent

from the Vidalia plant to surface waters. Of the three choices

potentially available to Federal Pacific at that time -- spray

irrigation, upgrading its treatment facilities to meet te

new NPDES permit standards, and discharge to the City of

Vidalia’s wastewater treatment plant -- spray irrigation was

the most economically feasible choice.

8.

As a result of the treatment of wastewaters from

the facility’s electroplating processes, F006, a listed

hazardous waste, has been generated arid has been, and is now,

stored in the two surface impoundments.

9.

Federal Pacific did not include the sprayfields

in its Part A or Part B Hazardous Waste Management Permit

Applications for the facility and has not attempted to comply

with many of the statutes or rules relating to hazardous waste

treatment, storage and disposal with respect to the sprayfields.

10.

Federal Pacific has included a hazardous waste drum

storage area and two surface impoundments in its Part A

Hazardous Waste Permit Application for the plant arid has
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included the two surface impoundments in its Part B Hazardous

Waste Management Permit Application.

11.

Federal Pacific operates the sprayfields under a

letter permit issued to the Company by EPD’s Industrial Waste-

water Program in April of 1979. Federal Pacific applied for

renewal of the letter permit in December of 1983 and tfe

Director has taken no action on that application due to the

ongoing dispute over the sprayfields’ status as hazardous

waste facilities.

12.

Federal Pacific operated the entire plant at Vidalia

until June 30, 1986. Effective July 1, •1986 operation of

the manufacturing portion of the facility was transferred

to Challenger Electric Equipment Corporation. Federal Pacific

continues to be the operator of the surface impoundments,

a drum storage area, and the sprayfields.

13.

Federal Pacific utilized cyanide in its electroplating

operations at the facility until July 10, 1984, when use of

that material was discontinued. Federal Pacific ceased electro

plating operations entirely at the facility effective March 1,

1986. Wastewater from other industrial operations and the

treated effluent of a domestic wastewater plant continue to

flow into the surface impoundments.
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14.

The total estimated quantity of F006 sludge reported

by Federal Pacific to be present in the impoundments at the

facility as of December 31, 1985, was 2504.25 tons. Presumably,

even more is present now.

15.

The capacity of the two surface impoundments is

1.25 million gallons each.

16.

The surface impoundments at the facility are con

structed totally or almost totally of earthen materials.

17.

Spray irrigation schedules provided by Federal Pacific

show weekly application rates for liquid at the sprayfields

during 1981, 1982 and 1983 ranging from approximately 150,000

to 207,000 gallons per week. The sprayfield spraying schedule

was and is designed to promote treatment, avoid runoff, and

minimize contamination of the groundwater.

18.

Facilities at the plant which treated the electro

plating wastewater stream included batch pretreatment or

flocculation tanks, the two surface impoundments, and the

sprayfields.
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19.

The electroplating wastewater was treated in the

batch pretreatment or flocculation tanks by mixing the waste-

water with a flocculant to encourage the aggregation of parti

cles in the wastewater. The purpose of the aggregation was

to create larger, heavier particles that would settle out

of the wastewater in later treatment.

20.

After the addition of the flocculant, the wastewater

was moved from the batch treatment tanks to the first or upper

surface impoundment. The wastewater was treated in this

impoundment by its retention for a period of time to allow

some of the particles in the wastewater to settle to the bottom

of the impoundment.

21.

The wastewater was then moved to the second or lower

surface impound where further treatment by settling occurred.

The total time wastewater typically remained in both

impoundments was in the area of 10 to 30 days.

22.

The settling process in both impoundments did not

remove all of the aggregated particles in the wastewater.

23.

The liquid from the second impoundment, which almost

certainly contains within it a portion of the aggregated parti

cles created by the flocculation process, was then pumped

onto the sprayfields.
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24.

Once in the sprayfields, the liquid from the second

impoundment and the solid particles within it underwent further

treatment including microbial degradation, chemical complexing

of metals, and removal of metals by soil particles.

25.

Unlike discharging wastewater or effluent into ,a

moving body of water which may dilute the concentrations f

any hazardous constituents, land treatment like that which

occurred in the sprayfields may increase the concentrations

of such constituents in the soil.

26.

The accumulation of metals in the sprayfield soil

has occurred and the occurrence of F006 constituents, specifi

cally nickel, in the soil matrix in levels in excess of back

ground indicates that treatment of the electroplating wastewater

has occurred in the sprayfields or F006 has been sprayed upon

them or likely both.

27.

The results of the spraying of the aggregated

particles on the sprayfields and from further treatment of

these particles and the liquid from the pond in the sprayfields

cannot be visualized at the sprayfields because they are spread

over a large horizontal area of several acres and spread

vertically through the depth of the sprayfield soil and because

the ground is covered with porous litter and other biodegradable

material.
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28.

While the process that removes the liquid from the

second pond to the sprayfields could theoretically cause scour

ing and the removal to the sprayfields of the material which

has settled on the bottom of the surface impoundments, there

is no evidence to indicate it is likely that such scouring

has occurred.

29.

No evidence was presented to indicate that any

of the wastewater or sludge or other materials involved in

the treatment process at Federal Pacific’s plant is hazardous

by characteristic. -

30.

At times, the effluent pumped from the lower pond

to the sprayfields has approached drinking water standards

and more than met EPA NPDES standards for discharge to a

publically-owried treatment works .-‘

31.

The fact that Federal Pacific stopped pumping electro

plating wastewater to the surface impoundments on March 1,

1986, does not mean that the treatment of such wastewater

previously placed in the impoundments stopped on that date

or that wastewater from electroplating stopped being sprayed

upon or treated in the sprayfields on that date. In facc

with impoundments the size of these, remnants of that wastewater

may still exist and may still be subject to treatment in both

the surface impoundments and the sprayfields.
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32.

Groundwater samples taken at the sprayfields indicate

I contamination of the groundwater has occurred.

33.

Samples taken in 1983 before the use of cyanide

was terminated at the plant evidenced elevated cyanide concei-
-

trations in the unsaturated zone at the sprayfields and one

of the surface impoundments.

34.

Samples taken from monitoring wells M-1, M-2, and

M-3 in June and July of 1985 showed statistically significant

increases in total organic halogen and total organic carbon.

These increases are considered indicators of groundwater contam

ination under the Rules. 40 C.F.R. § 265.92(b) (3).

Soil samples taken from the sprayfields on or about

July 1, 1986, indicate the presence of the constituents alumi

num, copper, tin and zinc in levels in excess of levels indicat

ed by samples taken from outside the sprayfield areas. These

four constituents are now and have been present to some extent

in the liquid in the surface impoundments which is applied

to the sprayfields.
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B. The Monitoring Wells

36.

Monitoring wells M-3 and M-1O of the facility are

not placed at the downgradient limit of the surface impoundment

waste management area. Wells N-i and M-2 are placed at the

downgradient limit but are the only ones so placed.

37.

On or about April 11, 1984, Federal Pacific informed

EPD of the proposed location of monitoring well M-3. No imme

diate objection to the proposed location was forthcoming, from

EPD and monitoring wells N-i, M-2, and M-3 were then installed.

38.

In January of 1985 during a visit from Mr. Tom Watson

of EPO’s hazardous waste program, Federal Pacific was notified

there might be a problem with M-3’s location although Mr.

Watson indicated to Federal Pacific his belief it was properly

located after physically viewing the site of the well.

39.

On May 28, 1985, the Director designated Mr. Watson

as the individual within EPD with whom Federal Pacific was

to coordinate the location of certain monitoring wells for

the sprayfields. Mr. Watson was and is the only registered

professional geologist on the EPD hazardous waste program

manager’s staff. There are other such geologists in EPD.
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40.

On July 26, 1985, Federal Pacific was formally noti

fied by Administrative Order No. EPD-HW-232 of the Director’s

I determination that M-3 was improperly located.

41.

Federal Pacific notified EPD by letter to the Director

dated August 27, 1985, of the installation of an additional.

groundwater monitoring well, M-10, in response to Administrative

Order No. EPD-HW-232. Monitoring well M-10 was intended by

Federal Pacific to be a replacement for well M-3.

42.

Mr. Watson was. informed by Federal Pacific of the

proposed location of M-10 on or about August 16, 1985, and

Mr. Watson indicated to Federal Pacific that he believed the

location to be reasonable.

43.

Federal Pacific sampled M-10 on August 29, 1985,

and so informed the Director by letter dated September 10,

1985.

44.

Federal Pacific provided the analytical results

and a report of the installation of M-10 to the Director by

letter dated November 15, 1985.
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45.

EPD acquiesced in the location of M-1O for over

six months before informing Federal Pacific that EPD believed

the well was improperly located. During this time EPD corre-.

sponded with Federal Pacific regarding other technical aspects

of the installation of M-1O.

46.

In May of 1986, Federal Pacific proposed a replacement

for M-1O on the condition that EPD provide written concurrence

with the well’s location before the well is installed.

47.

While placement of a third monitoring well at the

limit of the downgradient boundary of the surface impoundment

waste management area, i.e., at the toe of the dyke of the

lower pond, may present some logistical problems, such placement

is required and the evidence presented does not indicate it

is technically impossible.

48.

Fedeial Pacific’s reliance upon Mr. Watson’s con

currence with the location of wells M-3 and M-1O is understand

able. However, the responsibility for compliance lies solely

with Federal Pacific and the consultant utilized by Federal

Pacific for well placement was aware of this responsibility.
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C. Insurance.

49.

Federal Pacific’s insurance coverage for sudden

and nonsudden accidental occurrences, which covered the surface

impoundments but not the sprayfields, expired at 12:01 a.m.

on January 7, 1986. No replacement insurance coverage has

been obtained.

50.

Although this type of insurance coverage has been

difficult for hazardous waste facilities to obtain since, late

1984 or early 1985, such coverage might be offered by insurers

as part of an overall insurance package. Federal Pacific

made no effort to move all of its other insurance coverages

to a single insurer in order to obtain such accommodation

coverage.

51.

An environmental risk assessment report prepared

by TRC Environmental concerning the Vidalia facility was a

factor which led at least one underwriter of environmental

liability insurance to decline to cover the facility. The

portions of the report cited by the underwriter in declining

coverage included information on past administrative problems

regarding hazardous waste regulations at the facility as well

as the use of unlined impoundments to hold hazardous wastes.
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52.

On December 26, 1985, Federal Pacific filed a petition

for a variance from the sudden and nonsudden accidental occur

rence financial responsibility requirement as applied to a

drum storage area and two surface impoundments. The petition

was received by the EPO on December 30, 1985.

53

Federal Pacific has made, and continues to make,

good faith efforts to obtain replacement insurance on a stand

alone basis (as opposed to accommodation coverage). These

efforts began several months in advance of the termination

of its coverage in early 1986 and included applications to

all markets for such insurance reasonably known to Federal

Pacific and its broker.

54.

While the Director provided evidence that there

are at least five hazardous waste facilities in Georgia which

have obtained insurance of the type Federal Pacific needs,

no evidence was presented to indicate these five operations

are comparable from an insurability aspect to the Federal

Pacific plant at Vidalia.

55.

Federal Pacific has in place financial assurance

for closure of the surface impoundments and drum storage area.
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56.

Federal Pacific submitted an Interim Status Closure

Plan for the surface impoundments shortly after its insurance

lapsed. The Director has not yet provided a written response

to the plan although its proposal to empty the impoundments

by pumping the liquid to the sprayfields makes it an unlikely

candidate for approval in light of the determinations includd,

in this Final Decision.

0. Civil Penalties.

57.

Three enforcement orders have been issued prior to

Order No. EPD-HW-269 with regard to this facility:

a) Final Order No. 84-07-R, entered into between Federal

Pacific and EPA, dated May 30, 1984;

b) Consent Order No. EPD-HW-106, entered into between

Federal Pacific and the Director, dated May 31, 1984; and

c) Administrative Order No. EPD-HW-232, issued by the

Director, dated July 26, 1985.

58.

Federal Pacific paid civil penalties by consent

with the filing of two of the orders as follows:

a) Consent Order No. EPD-HW-106, dated May 30, 1984

- $2,000.00; and

b) Final Order No. 84-O7-R - $4,000.00.
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While the entry of these orders and the payment

of civil penalties thereto were made without admission or

adjudication of the violations cited in the orders, their

entry provided Federal Pacific with more than adequate notice

of the need to comply with the Act and the Rules.

59.

Federal Pacific was late in submitting its HazardoIs

Waste Annual Report for 1983 (due on or before March 1, 1984)

to EPD. It was received by EPD on March 29, 1984, after EPD

sent Federal Pacific a notice of violation.

60.

Federal Pacific failed to meet the following deadlines

for compliance with financial responsibility requirements

in 1982 and 1983:

a) July 6, 1982 - closure assurance and post-closure

care assurance;

b) July 15, 1982 - liability coverage for sudden acciden

tal occurrences; and

c) January 16, 1983 - liability coverage for nonsudden

accidental occurrences.

Although Federal Pacific apparently believed at the time of

these failures that it was a small quantity generator under

the Rules, that belief was ill-founded and incorrect.

61.

As part of Consent Order EPD-HW-106, dated May 31,

1984, Federal Pacific agreed and was ordered to monitor the
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groundwater at the sprayfields in accordance with 40 C.F.R.

Part 265, Subpart F, and evaluate the resulting information.

Federal Pacific was unable to comply with Subpart F monitoring

requirements because it was unable to determine the direction

of groundwater flow and chose to put wells in the middle of

the sprayfield rather than upgradient or downgradient as re

quired by 40 C.F.R. § 265.91 and Order No. EPD-HW-106.

62.

Federal Pacific derived economic benefits from waiting

until 1984 to install regulatory complying monitoring wells

which were legally required to be installed in 1981. These

benefits included avoiding three years of quarterly analyses

of groundwater monitoring data at a cost of about $3,000.00

per quarter. Although Federal Pacific apparently had three

other monitoring wells in place during this period, amounts

spent on those wells do not somehow replace the savings from

not having the required wells and doing the required testing.

63.

Federal Pacific derived economic benefits from its

failure to obtain and pay for the sudden and nonsudden liability

insurance coverage required for the plant.

Many of the constituents for which F006 is listed,

including those found in the sprayfields, are highly toxic

and some are suspected carcinogens. Thus, the hazard or danger
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to the environment created by the use of the sprayfields for

the disposal of F006 is potentially great and is enhanced

by the threat of the accumulation of increasing volumes of

toxic or dangerous constituents in plant, animal or human

tissues as it moves up the food chain.

65.

Another danger is presented by the potential over-

utilization of the sprayfields’ soil matrix by contaminating

the soil with excess levels of hazardous constituents which

would result in the leaching of contaminants to groundwater

and runoff of constituents to surface water.

66.

By not recognizing and treating the sprayfields

as a hazardous waste facility and despite the presence of

certain indicators of contamination, Federal Pacific has not

taken the required steps to monitor the sprayfields as a

hazardous waste facility. The existing monitoring system

contains an insufficient number of wells and fails to monitor

the unsaturatd zone or properly monitor groundwater flows.

Additionally, Federal Pacific has failed to collect soil water

samples or do any complete organics testing such as a full

Appendix VIII analysis to reveal the extent of any

contamination. It is Federal Pacific’s failure to do the

required monitoring that makes evaluation of the risk posed

by the sprayfields very difficult.
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67.

The
fact that the effluent sprayed upon the

sprayfields may not exceed federal drinking water standards

does not mean that contamination has not occurred or should

be disregarded; contamination is determined by comparing

I upgradient background levels of contaminants to levels in

the sprayfield soil and underlying groundwater after spraying

has begun.

V. Conclusions of Law

1.

The appeal of Order No. EPD-HW-269 is a novo

proceeding based solely upon the competent evidence presented

at the hearing. Rule 391-1-2-.22(1).

2.

The determination on the Director’s petition for

civil penalties requires an original decision based solely

upon the competent evidence presented at the hearing in which

the factors set forth in O.C.G.A. § 12-8-81(c) are to be con

sidered.

3.

The burdens of going forward and persuasion lie

with the Director on all issues in both matters except that

Federal Pacific bears these burdens as to its affirmative

defenses. Rule 391-1-2- .07.
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The standard of proof on all issues is by a preponder

ance of the evidence. Rule 391-1-2-.22(4).

A. The Sprayfields.

5.

“Wastewater treatment sludges from electroplating

operations” is a listed hazardous waste enumerated as FO0.

40 C.F.R. 5 261.31.

6.

As a listed hazardous waste, any material determined

to be F006 is a hazardous waste subject to regulation under

the Act and the Rules unless the specific material at issue

has been delisted under 40 C.F.R. §5 260.20 and 260.22. 40

C.F.R. 5 261.3(a) (2) (ii).

7.

Moreover, unlike a solid waste determined to be

hazardous by characteristic, see 40 C.F.R. § 261.3(a) (2) (i)

and Part 261, Subpart C, material determined to be F006 is

regulated as a hazardous waste whether or not it is actually

shown to be somehow dangerous to the environment. Thus, for

example, the actual concentrations of the constituents for

which F006 was listed in any specific material determined

to be F006 is relevant to the question of whether that material

is to be regulated only in the context of a delisting petition.
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8.

The constituents for which F006 was listed are

cadmium, hexavalent chromium, nickel, arid cyanide (complexed).

40 C.F.R. Part 261, Appendix VII.

9.

“Sludge” is defined in the Rules as “any solid,

semisolid, or liquid waste generated from12! a[n]. . .industria1

wastewater treatment plant . . . exclusive of the treated

effluent from a wastewater treatment plant.” 40 C.F.R.

§ 260.10(a). This definition is considerably broader than

the traditional view of sludge expressed by Federal Pacific’s

expert witness, Dr. Wallace,’1.” as excluding liquids and being

limited to solids or semisolids that have settled on the bottom

of a surface impoundment.-1.” It is likely that it is the

expansion of the meaning of the term sludge in the Rules that

has caused some of the delay and difficulty that both parties

to this matter have experienced in recognizing the possibility

that a wastewater treatment sludge, namely F006, might be

sprayed onto or generated in sprayfields. The definition

in the Rules is, however, explicit and clear.

10.

Although the term “treatment” is defined in the

Rules only in terms of processing hazardous wastes,’1” the

addition of the flocculant in the batch pretreatment tanics, the

settling process in the impoundments, and the biological and

chemical processes occurring in the sprayfields all constitute

treatment of the wastewater or liquid from Federal Pacific’s

electroplating process.
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11

Once the electroplating wastewater is changed by

treatment with the addition of a flocculant in the batch treat

nient tariks,1’ the resulting material, the products of that

change, is F006 except that portion which can be labeled

a “treatment effluent from a wastewater treatment plant.”

40 C.F.R. S 260.10(a).

12.

Neither “treated effluent” nor “wastewater treatment

piant”i-! is defined in the Rules.

13.

There is no reason not to give the term wastewater

treatment plant its obvious meaning, that is, those facilities

at any particular industrial operation which function to treat

that operation’swastewater. In this instance, the term would

include at least the batch pretreatment tanks, the surface

impoundments, the sprayfields, and related pumps and piping.

14.

Federal Pacific’s attempt to limit the term wastewater

treatment plant so as to exclude the sprayfields (and thus

make the liquid leaving the impoundments the treated effluent

from the wastewater treatment plant, i.e., not sludge and

thus not P006) is inconsistent with the “cradle to grave”

scheme for handling hazardous waste intended by the Act and
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I Rules, and, perhaps more importantly, with the listing concept

for specified wastes, including F006, where an examination

of the actual chemical make up of the waste is not required.

Federal Pacific’s position that the sprayfields should not

be considered part of the treatment process depends upon a

showing that the treatment accomplished in the impoundments

was so successful as to eliminate concern about its output

and the results of subsequent treatment. There is a place

for such showings -- in delisting proceedings under 40 C.F.R.

§ 260.20 and 260.22. The F006 present at Federal Pacific

I has not been delisted and this is not a delisting hearing.

15.

Nor can Federal Pacific escape regulation of its

sprayfields by focusing on the term treated effluent. As

outlined above, trying to define this term in qualitative

terms is inconsistent with the concept of the Act and the

Rules and the listing concept. Moreover, were treated effluent

intended to be judged by some qualitative standard, surely

those standards would be provided in the Rules and the Act.

Similarly, the inclusion of liquids in the definition of sludge

means treated effluent cannot be judged on a percent solids

basis.

16.

The impoundment effluent discharged to the sprayfield

is not a treated effluent. This material undergoes significant
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additional treatment in the sprayfields, and would not, Without

additional treatment, qualify for an NPDES discharge permit.

17.

Accordingly, as a product of the treatment of electro

plating wastewater that is not the treated effluent of a waste-

water treatment plant, the material entering the impoundments,

in the impoundments, and leaving the impoundments to tte

sprayfields is FOO61.J.

18.

In the instant case, considerably narrower readings

of the Act and the Rules than that expressed in conclusions

of law 11 through 17 above still put F006 in the sprayfields.

These are expressed in conclusions of law 19 through 21 below.

19.

The aggregated particles resulting from the addition

of the flocculant in the batch pretreatment tanks constitute

F006 which is sprayed onto the sprayfields since not all of

these particles settle to the bottom of the surface impound

ments.

20.

The mixture of these aggregated particles and the

liquid in the surface impoundments in which these particles

are suspended is a hazardous waste under the mixture rule

since the liquid is a solid waste, the particles are F006,

and the mixture has not been delisted. 40 C.F.R.

§ 261.3(a) (2) (iv).
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21.

In addition, even if the liquid being pumped to

the sprayfields is neither F006 nor contains F006, that liquid

is wastewater from electroplating operations which is being

treated in the sprayfields with the generation of F006 as

the result.

22.

The discharge from the lower impoundment to the

sprayfields is not a “point source discharge subject to

regulation under Section 402 of the Clean Water Act” as- that

phrase is used in 40 C.F.R. § 261.4(a)(2) and is not excluded

from being a solid waste by that provision. The preamble

provided by EPA when it promulgated 40 C.F.R. Part 261 and

the statutory basis for the exclusion found at 40 CF.R.

§ 261.4(a)(2) make it clear the exclusion is limited to point

sources subject to NPDES permits under Section 402 so as to

avoid duplicative regulation under the Act and Rules arid the

Clean Water Act. 45 Fed. Reg. 33084, 33098 (May 19, 1980).

See 42 U.S.C. § 6903(27) (“solid waste. . .does not include

solid or dissolved material in. . . industrial discharges which

are point sources subject to permits under [Section 402]”).

Section 402 permits are for discharges into navigable waters

and not for discharges into a storage or disposal facility.

33 U.S.C. § 1342. See 45 Fed. Reg. 33084, 33098 (May 9,

1980).
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23.

The sprayfields constitute hazardous waste management

units for the treatment and storage or disposaliZJ of hazardous

waste as defined in the Rules.1-’

24.

As hazardous waste management units for the treatment
1:

and storage or disposal of hazardous wastes, the sprayfields

are subject to a number of rules governing their operation.

These rules include, but are not limited to:

a) Rule 391-3-11- .04, requiring the owner or operator

of a hazardous waste storage, treatment, or disposal facility

to notify EPD of such activities on specified forms;

b) 0.C.G.A. § 12-8-68(a) and Rule 391-1-11- .05, which

require the demonstration of financial responsibility (Rule

391-1-11- .05 incorporates 40 C.F.R. Part 264, Subpart H and

Part 265, Subpart H by reference);

c) Rule 391-3-11- .10, setting forth standards for owners

and operators of hazardous waste treatment, storage and disposal

facilities and specifically:

(1) 40 C.F.R. § 265.13, requiring a waste analysis;

(2) 40 C.F.R. § 265.14, requiring securing of the facil

ity;

(3) 40 C.F.R. § 265.31 through 265.56, dealing with

preparedness and prevention and contingency plans and emergency

procedures;
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(4) 40 C.F.R. 5 265.70, 265.73 through 265.75, and

265.77, dealing with manifests and other record-keeping and

reporting;

(5) 40 C.F.R. 265.90 through 265.94, regarding ground

water monitoring;

(6) 40 C.F.R. § 265.110 through 265.120, dealing with

closure and post-closure care; and

(7) 40 C.F.R. §5 265.270 through 265.282, dealing with

land treatment and disposal of hazardous wastes.

25.

EPD’s role in the late 1970’s in Federal Pacific’s

decision to utilize the sprayfields in the management of its

electroplating wastewater is not relevant to the legal status

of the sprayfields under the Act and Rules. F006 was first

listed in 1980.

B. Insurance.

26.

Federal Pacific does not have the sudden and nonsudden

liability insurance required for its facility. Because the

surface impoundments contain F006, this requirement is appli

cable independent of the status of the sprayfields. 40 C.F.R.

§ 265.147.

27.

While Federal Pacific has actively and in good faith

sought to obtain the required insurance, it has not attempted
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all feasible steps to correct this violation in that it has

not explored obtaining such insurance as a matter of accooda..

tion by a carrier providing all of Federal Pacific’s insurance

needs. Federal Pacific has limited its efforts to obtaining

the insurance on a stand-alone basis. Moreover, a part of

Federal Pacific’s problem in obtaining the insurance is of

its own making due to the nature of the facility and Federl.

Pacific’s regulatory compliance history at the facility.

28.

Although certainly worthy of consideration, EPA’s

policy on good faith efforts to obtain the required insurance

is neither directly relevant nor still in effect. Moreover,

as to the civil penalties question in this State action, good

faith efforts by Federal Pacific are but one of several factors

to be considered under O.C.G.A. § 12-8-81(c).

29.

The force majeure clause of Consent Order No.

EPD-HW-106, entered into by the parties on May 31, 1984, is

not availableas a defense against the assessment of a civil

penalty in this proceeding for Federal Pacific’s failure to

have the required insurance since:

a) the failure to have the insurance is not entirely

due to factors “beyond [Federal Pacific’s] control”; and

b) the operative effect of the clause is limited to

an attempt of the Director to enforce the agreed upon S500
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per day automatic penalty imposed by the paragraph of the

Consent Order of which the force majeure clause is a part.

This is not such an attempt.

C. The Monitoring Wells.

30.

Since the surface impoundments constitute a waste

management area, Federal Pacific is required to install three

hydraulically downgradient monitoring wells “at the limit

of the waste management area.” 40 C.F.R. 265.91(a)(2).

This limit is the “waste boundary (perimeter)” of the surface

impoundments. 40 C.F.R. § 265.91(b) (1).

31.

While Federal Pacific has two properly placed wells,

M-1 and M-2, its two attempts at properly placing a third

well, M-3 and M-10, have failed as neither M-3 or M-10 is

at the limit of the waste management area but are instead

some distance away. In the Matter of Landfill, Inc., pp. 17-18,

RCR.A-IV-85—62—R (Sept. 16, 1986) (“Landfill”).

32.

The responsibility for properly placing the wells

lies solely with Federal Pacific as the owner and operator

of the surface impoundments.

33.

While Federal Pacific’s reliance or deference to

Mr. Watson’s opinions is understandable, the expressions of

opinions by an EPD employee do not constitute acts binding
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upon the Director. At most, the Director authorized Mr. Watson

to coordinate the placement of certain wells in the sprayfields;

there is no indication the Director authorized Mr. Watson

to make binding determinations as to M-3 and

34.

While the Director is authorized to determine and
I.

ensure compliance with the Act and the Rules, O.C.G.A. § 12.-8-

65(a)(4), it is the Board of Natural Resources which possesses

sole authority to determine what monitoring is required,

O.C.G.A. 12-8-64(1)(A)(iii). The Director is not authorized

to waive the Board’s monitoring requirements to the detriment

of Federal Pacific’s neighbors nor would the Director be

estopped by an erroneous determination made by him or a properly

designated employee. Corey Outboard Advertising v. Board

of Zoning Adjustment of the City of Atlanta, 254 Ga. 221,

224-226 (1985); In Re Wade H. Kelly, Record No. DNR-EPD-DS-AH

1-86 (Order on Motions for Summary Determination -- February 12,

1987).

D. Civil Penalties.

35.

In determining the imposition and amount of any

civil penalty, several statutory factors are to be considered.

They are:
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“a) The amount of civil penalty necessary to ensure

immediate and continued compliance and the extent to which

the violator may have profited by failing or delaying to comply;

b) The character and degree of impact of the violation

or failure on the natural resources of the State, especially

any rare or unique natural phenomena;

c) The conduct of the person incurring the civil penalty.

in promptly taking all feasible steps or procedures necessary

or appropriate to comply with this article or to correct the

violation or failure;

d) Any prior violations of, or failures by, such person

to comply with statutes, rules, regulations, orders, or permits

administered, adopted, or issued by the Director;

e) The character and degree of injury to or interference

with public health or safety which is caused or threatened

to be caused by such violation or failure; and

f) The character and degree of injury to or interference

with reasonable use of property which is caused or threatened

to be caused by such violation or failure.” O.C.G.A. § 12-8-

81(c).

Good faith alone is not an absolute defense to a

civil penalties action by the Director. It is but one factor

to be considered.

36.

With regard to the failure to operate the sprayfields

in compliance with all the requirements of the Act and Rules

the following analysis of the statutory factors is entered:
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a) Federal Pacific has profited by substantial sums

by not operating these facilities in compliance with all the

regulatory requirements applicable to hazardous waste facilities

since 1980. These savings include the costs of groundwater

monitoring, record keeping, and insurance;

b) There is no evidence of any rare or unique natural

phenomena in the area and the character or degree of impact

on the State’s natural resources is not known with any certainty

although the potential risks are significant due the constitu

ents of F006 that are involved. It is Federal Pacific’s failure

to comply with the Act and Rules that is in large •part

responsible for the lack of specific information about the

risks involved;

c) While some delay in recognizing the sprayfields

are hazardous waste facilities might be understandable, Federal

Pacific was notified of their status in early 1984 by EPD

but has yet to remedy the violations by compliance with the

Act and the Rules;

d) Federal Pacific’s past regulatory history for the

facility includes a number of failures to comply with deadlines

and an inability to properly determine the status of the facili

ty claim of small quantity generator status, monitoring

well locations, etc.)

e) The potential threat to public health and safety

by the release of F006 into the environment is significant

although, as outlined in subparagraph 36b immediately above,
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the actual threat is unknown due in part to Federal Pacific’s

failure to comply with the Act arid Rules; and

f) The character and degree of injury to or interference

with use of the property is unknown again due, in part, to

Federal Pacific’s compliance failures.

37.
I

With regard to the failure to have in place the

required sudden and rionsudden liability insurance for the

plant, including the impoundments, the following analysis

of the statutory criteria is entered:

a) Federal Pacific has profited by not having to. pay

for the required insurance since expiration of its policy

on January 7, 1986;

b) The absence of insurance does riot directly relate

to any impact upon the environment although its absence could

impact upon Federal Pacific’s financial ability to respond

to any need to correct a release to the environment;

c) While Federal Pacific has taken all feasible steps

to obtain the insurance as a matter of a single line of cover

age, it has not explored obtaining it as a matter of accommoda

tion coverage. Moreover, Federal Pacific’s choice of type

of facility and regulatory history has impacted its ability

to obtain insurance;

d) See subparagraph 36d immediately above. Moreover,

by erroneously asserting small quantity generator status

initially, Federal Pacific failed to obtain the required

insurance until after the entry of Consent Order EPD-HW-106

in 1984;

“I,



e) See subparagraph 37b immediately above; and

f) See subparagraph 37b immediately above.

38.

With regard to the failure to have in place a third

properly placed monitoring well:

a) Federal Pacific has profited substantially by no.t

having the third well in place or performing the required

testing as to that well. Amounts expended on noncomplying

wells are no substitute;

b) While the absence of a properly placed monitoring

well does not impact directly the State’s natural resources,

it increases the possibility that suchan impact may go undetec

ted or become more severe than if detected sooner by a properly

placed well;

c) Federal Pacific has attempted to put in proper place

a third monitoring well in good faith and in understandable

reliance on an EPD employee’s opinion;

d) See subparagraph 36d immediately above;

e) See subparagraph 38b immediately above; and

f) See subparagraph 38b immediately above.

39.

Based upon all the conclusions listed herein, a

civil penalty in the amount of $27,500 is determined

appropriate. In the event an allocation of the civil penalty

among the violations found is required, the following allocation

is determined appropriate.
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a) Sprayfields - $25,000;

b) Insurance - $2,000; and

c) Monitoring Wells - $500.

VI. Conclusion

Based upon the evidence presented and the above

discussion, findings of fact, and conclusions of law, Order

No. EPD-HW-269 if AFFIRMED and a civil penalty of $27,500

imposed. Accordingly, Federal Pacific is ORDERED to:

1. Comply with all requirements imposed by Order No.

EPD-HW-269 on the schedule imposed by said order with

April O , 1987, serving as the effective date of Order No.

EPD-HW-269; and

2. Pay a civil penalty in the amount of $27,500 to

the State of Georgia within thirty (30) days of the entry

of this Order.

So ORDERED, this /O” day of April, 1987.

MARK A. DICKERSON
Administrative Law Judge
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FOOTNOTES

iJMost of the Rules merely reference or incorporate
provisions of the federal Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended,
particularly by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
of 1976 (42 U.S.C. 5 6901, et seq.) and the regulations adopted
thereunder (40 C.F.R. PartsT24, 260-266, and 270) by the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”).
References in this Final Decision to the federal act or
regulations will generally omit any citation to the
incorporating Georgia provision.

V40 C.F.R. S 261.31.

C.F.R. 55 260.10 and 261.31.

J40 C.F.R. 5 260.10.

J40 C.F.R. § 261.3(a)(2)(iv). See 40 C.F.R. § 261.2.

‘40 C.F.R. 5 260.10.

V40 C.F.R. S 265.91(a) (2).

C.F.R. 5 265.47(a) and (b).

1”There are no standards in the Act or the Rules relating
to the effluent of a listed hazardous waste stream and the
drinking water and NPDES standards are not incorporated by
reference.

can be argued that the use of the preposition “from”
means a material becomes sludge only when it exits a wastewater
treatment plant. In the instant matter, such an interpretation
would require the conclusion that the material on the bottom
but still within the surface impoundments is not sludge and
therefor not F006 contrary to the facts to which both the
Director and Federal Pacific have agreed.
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(Footnotes Continued)

!1JDr. Wallace did not purport to offer an opinion as
to the meaning of the term sludge under the Act and Rules.

should be noted that at least one listed hazardous
waste, 1(001, is explicitly limited to “bottom sediment sludge.”
40 C.F.R. § 261.32. The definitions of F006 and sludge contain
no such limitation.

C.F.R. § 260.10(a) (“. . .any method, technique,or process, including neutralization, designed to change thephysical, chemical, or biological character or compositionof any hazardous waste, so as to neutralize suchwaste, . . ., or so as to render such waste non-hazardous
or less hazardous; safer to transport, store, or dispose of;or . . . amenable for storage, or reduced in volume.”). Inthe instant matter, at least until it is first treated inthe batch pretreatment tanks, the electroplating wascewater
itself is not a hazardous waste. The F006 listing is limited
to sludges. Compare, e.g., the F006 and F019 listings (sludges)
with the K104, Kill, and K117 listings (wastewaters); 40 C.F.R.
§ 231.31 and 231.32.

‘.“Although not emphasized by the parties, treatmentby neutralization also occurs in the batch pretreatment tanks.

--“Wastewater treatment unit” is defined in the Rules.40 C.F.R. S 260.10(a). In In re Brown Wood Preserving Co.,
Inc., RCRA-84-].6-R, USEPA (May 30, 1986) (“Brown Wood”), theEPA Administrative Law Judge, without explanation, chose touse this definition to define waste water treatment plant.Such a unit may be part of a plant but the definition is not
helpful in determining what the entire plant is.

may be argued that once the electroplating wastewateris treated and the wastescream rendered F006, any further
treatment would not generate F006 since it would be F006,and not electroplating wastewater, that was being treated.
However, the product of the treatment of any F006 would also
be a hazardous waste. 40 C.F.R. § 261.3(c) (2).
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4

(Footnotes Continued)

C.F.R. S 260.10(a). Whether the sprayfields are
used for storage or disposal depends upon whether the hazardous
waste will remain after closure (disposal) or will be removed
(storage).

i&”Federal Pacific relies heavily on two earlier
administrative cases to oppose the conclusion that F006 s
present in the sprayfields. Neither is applicable to the
facts presented in this matter. In re The Torrington Company, 1

DNR-EPD-HW-AH 14-85 (June 17, 1986) turned on the failure
of the Director to demonstrate any treatment occurred in the
surface impoundments in question; Brown Wood, supra, turned
on EPA’s failure to demonstrate any material (i.e. sludge)
was generated by the treatment of the wastewater in the
sprayfields in question. Both treatment and a resulting sludge
have been demonstrated by the Director to have occurred in
Federal Pacific’s sprayfields.

the Landfill matter, the EPA Administrative Law
Judge determined that South Carolina’s equivalent of EPD
“approved” the location of the monitoring wells in question.
Landfill, supra, at p. 6. The factual predicate for that
approval is unstated and, in any event, I do not find that
EPD, as opposed to one of its employees, approved the location
of M-3 or M-10.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCYBEFORE THE ADMINISTRATOR

IN RE
) RCRA 84-16-H

BROWN WOOD PRESERVING COMPANY, INC. ) BRIEF OF APPELLANT
Respondent.

I. INTRODUCTION
—

This is an appeal from an Initial Decision of the Aornin
istrative Law Judge (“AU”) dated May 30, 1986 in the above—reterencecmatter. In the decision, the AU dismissed the Complaint and ComplianciOrder issued to Respondent, Brown Wood Preserving Co., Inc. (“Brown

Wood”) by Appellant, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region IV
(“EPA”), pursuant to Section 3008 of the Resource Conservation anc
Recovery Act (“RCRA”), as amended, 42 U.S.C. S6928. As will be set
forth in more detail herein, Appellant asserts that the AU incorr:t1y
interpreted regulatory language so as to improperly determine the
regulatory status of the Brown Wood facility.

II. STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
A. Whether the AU improperly interpreted the regulatory

definition of a “tank”.

B. Whether the AU improperly interpreted language contained
in the regulatory detinition of “sludge”.
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III. STATEMENT OF THE NATURE OF THE CASE AND FACTS RELEVANTTO THE ISSUES PRESENTED FOR_REVIEW
A. Relevant Facts

The Respondent Brown Wood Preserving Company, Inc.(“Brown Wood”) owns and operates a wood treatment plant in Brownville,Alabama, utilizing creosote in its treatment process. In the l7O’s,in an attempt to comply with the Clean Water Act, Brown Wood developeda system for the treatment of the process water used in its wood preserving process. Tht system includes settling and flocculationtanks, followed by sandbed filtration, a holding pond, and finallya spray irrigation field. It is the regulatory status of the lastthree units — the filter, pond and field—which are at issue in thisproceeding.

On August 11, 1980, Brown Wood submitted to EPA aNotification of Hazardous Waste Activity as required by Section 301uof RCRA, 42 U.S.C. S6930. In its notification, Brown Wood statedthat it did or would generate hazardous waste listed at 40 C.F.R.S261.32 as “KOOl—bottom sediment sludge frojn the treatment of waste-waters from wood preserving processes that use creosote and/or pentachiorophenol.” (EPA Ex. 1—A) On November 18, 1980, Brown Woodsubmitted to EPA, and amended on January 29, 1981, a Part A permitapplication as required by Section 3003 of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. S6925.In its permit application Brown Wood stated that it did or wouldtreat, store, or dispose of hazardous wastes. Specifically, rowiWood stated that it did or would dispose of its KOOl sludge by
land application. (EPA Ex. 1, Ex.. 10) On 3’Llne 11, l931, theVice—President of Brown Wood r ned the detinitions for train,storing, or disposing of hazardous waste and intorrnd EPA that thc
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company wished to add that activity to its original NOtitjcatjo.
(EPA Ex. 2, Tx. 352)

Pursuant to Section 3006(c) of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. S6926(c),
the State of Alabama was granted Phase I Interim Authorization on
February 21, 1981,. and became authorized to entorce itsHazardous
Management Regulations of 1978, as amended. Thus, the State regula
tions referred to above were applicable to Respondent in lieu of the
comparable federal requirements. However, on August 1, l94, Alaarna
was denied Final Authprization for its hazardous management program,
and Phase I of its interim authorization reverted to EPA. Therefore,
after that date Brown Wood became subject to dual regulation by EPA
and the. State of Alabama Department of Environmental Management
(ADEM”).

B. Nature of the Case

Appellant refers the Administrator to the discussion on
pages 2—3 of the Initial Decision for a statement as to the nature ot
the case. In short, Appellant, in its original and Amended Complaint
and Compliance Order, charged Brown Wood with violations of RCRA
interim status standards for owners and operators of hazardous waste
treatment, storage, and disposal (NTSDW) facilities, including the
failure to have a groundwater monitoring program, closure plans, and
the failure to demonstrate compliance with the appropriate tinancial
responsibility requirements.

Brown Wood, ih its Answer and at the hearing held on tnis
matter, argued that it did not treat, store, or dispose of hazarccuS
waste, and was therefore not subject to the interim status stanards
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applicable to TSDfacilities. Specifically, Brown Wood argued trat
the treatment of process water in its holding pond and on its spray
irrigation field did not generate 1(001 sludge. Further, Brown Wood
argued that a sandbed filter with four wooden sides and a clay bocton
met the regulatory definition of a “tank,” and that Brown Jood there
fore was not in violation of the RCRA regulations when it operated
such a unit without groundwater monitoring, and when it closed
the unit without a closure or post—closure plan. The AL.3, in his
Initial Decision. agreed with those assertions and, therefore,
dismissed the EPA Complaint.

rv. ARGUMENTS

A. THE AU INCORçTLY INTERPRE’ED THE REGULATORY DEFINITIONOF A TANK BY CONCLUDING T_R4 WOOD’S SANDBEDFILTER MET THAT DEFINITION.

At pages 16—18 of his Initial Decision, the AU discussed
a wooden sandbed filter previously utilized by Brown Wood, and deter
mined that the unit met the definition of a “tank” as set forth at
40 C.F.R. S260.10. A hazardous waste management unit which meets the
definition of a tank is exempt from compliance with certain
interim status standards, including the requirement of groundwater
monitoring. See, 40 C.F.R. S265, Subparts F and J. The
regulatory definition provides:

“Tank” means a stationary device, designedto contain an accumulation of hazardous wastewhich is constructed primarily of non—earthenmaterials (e.g. wood, concrete, steel, plastic)which provide structural support.
40 C.F.R. §260.10

Appellant, at the hearing in this matter and in its rietS.

maintained that the terms “provide structural support” require that the
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constructed unit be able to support itself absent surrounding
earthen materials. In fact, E?A has consistently interpreted thedefinition in this manner arid in fact has so informed the regulatedcommunity. See, e.g. 49 Fed. Rag. 44719 (November 8, l94) whicrprovides:

In applying this definition, the Agency has•provided guidance that a unit is to be evaluated as if it were freestanding and filled toits design capacity with the material it isintended to hold. If the walls or shell of theunit alone provide sufficient structural supportto niafntain the structural integrity of theunit under these conditions, the unit is con—sidere.d to be a tank. Alternatively, if theunit is not capable of retaining its structuralintegrity without supporting earthen materials,it is considered to be a surface impoundment.
The AU, at page 17 of his Initial Decision, asserts that“Obviously, the Agency’s position on this matter is at oads with tnewritten definition of a tank as it appears in the regulations...’.ri fact, the contrary is obvious, as the Agency’s position is corisistent with the regulatory language. The AU and Respondent attachedgreat significance to the portion of the definition requiring

a tank to be constructed of “primarily non—earthen materials.”
The position of the AU and Respondent implies that as long as
the unit is so constructed, it is a tank. This position ignores thefact that the regulations require that those non—earthen materiaLsmust, pursuant to the definition, provide structural support. Thus,a unit which is reliant upon surrounding earthen materials for its
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structural support is not, by definition, a tank.1!
Appellant’s position is likewise Consistent with that

of the State regulatory agency in this matter, the Alabama Dpartentof Environmental Management (ADEM), which notitied Brown Wood as
early as September 28, 1982, that its sand filter beds dia not meetthe regulatory definition of a tank. See Resp Ex. Ii, in whichan ADEM representative notified Brown Wood that “[sjince the sand
filtration units are not “tanks” as defined by the regulations, tneywould require ground*ater monitoring as surface impounarnents.” Infact. it was at the suggestion of ADEM that Brown Wood concreted itsfilter beds for the specific- purpose of meeting the regulatory efini—tion. See Resp. Ex. 13, 21, 22, and 30. It is interesting to note

that it was not until after Brown Wood had taken such action and then
learned that the regulatory agencies considered it liable for
failing to comply with certain interim status standards before the
unit was altered so as to be exempt from such requirements, that
Brown Wo9d began to argue that the previous unit had met the detini
tion of a tank.

In addition, Appellant feels compelled to protest the AU’s
dismissal as irrelevant the fact that Brown Wood’s previous tilter
bed was not in fact containing its accumulation of hazardous waste, as

!!. It is incorrect to state, as the AL3 does at page 17, that ‘aulof the witnesses agreed that the wood sides ot the original srfilter do provide structural support.” In tact.. the. EPA witness testified that they did not agree with that position. See, e. Ir. 254.Rather, the EPA witnesses maintained that the wooden sides ot tt’e 3rDWnWood unit were dependent upon surrounding earthen materials tor theirsupport. Id.
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a tank by definition must be designed to do. See Initial
Decision, p. 17. The AU correctly asserts that even tanks
consisting of steel will on occasion leak; however, such a Possibility
does not relieve an owner/operator of the responsibility to desirt
a tank with the purpose of containing its waste. It is not, as the
AU states at page 17 of the Initial Decision, the Agency’s position
that a filter with a clay bottom cannot, under any circumstances, be
considered a tank. Rather, it is the Agency’s position that there
is a factual issue at to whether the bottom of the Brown Wood filter
was actually part of a constructed unit designed to contain waste
or was, in the alternative, merely a natural topographic depres
sion, man-made excavation or diked area in the natural clay at the
site. The latter interpretation would suggest that the unit more
closely met the definition of a surface impoundment as set forth at
40 C.F.R. S260.10, which was the assertion of both ADEM and EPA. The
evidence demonstrating that the unit at the Brown Wood site was in
fact leaching contaminants into the environment supports the position
of the agencies that the unit should be treated as a surtace impound
ment, thus subjecting it to the requirements designed to minimize
just such damage from such units.

Further, the AU attaches significance to the fact that the
Brown Wood sandbed filter was specifically designed so as to allow
wastewater to drain from that unit into a holding pond, and suggests
that such a process renders “ludicrous” the Agency’s contention
that it is relevant that the iaynot have been containing its
waste. Again, Appellant must v-ree with the AU’s assertion.
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Respondent has asserted that its filter was designed with a collection
manifold at the bottom, from which wastewater flows into a holding
pond. Appellant fails to recognize how this would impair the
Agency’s position. There is an obvious and distinct difference
between wastewater filtering into a collection manifold and contarnjna
leaching into the groundwater. While both may be occurring at the
same unit, the latter occurrence would still suggest that the unit
was not properly designed so as to contain its waste.

Appellant rges the Administrator to modify or set
aside the conclusion of. the AU that the original wood—sided sand
filter utilized by Brown Wood as part of its treatment system met
the deeinition of a “tank” as set forth in the regulations. Further,
Appellant asks that the Administrator remand this matter to the AU
for a determination, or exercise his own discretion to make a deter
mination as to the appropriateness of the civil penalty assessed
for Brown Wood’s failure to comply with requirements •applicable to
that unit.

B. THE AU INCORRECTLY INTERPRETED THE MEANING AND EFFhCTOFLANGUAGE CONTAINED IN THE REGULATORY DEFINITION OFSLUDGL.
The AU determined that Appellant did not satisty its

burden of proof in demonstrating by a preponderence of the evidence
that RCRA and its regulations are applicable to the holding pond
and spray irrigation field in use at the Brown Wood facility. The
AU, in the Initial Decision, expressed a number of reasons for
this conclusion without a clear exposition as to which reason was
controllina. One such reason was his determination that those
units were exempt from RCRA regulation because of language in the
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definition of Msludge’ excluding from that definition “treated
effluent from a wastewater treatment plant.” (See pp. 19—20 and 36
of the Initial Decision).

As will be set forth below, the effect of the AU’s
interpretation of that language would be to prohibit RCRA from
regulating hazardous waste management units which it was clearly
intended to regulate. Although it does not appear to be the basis
for the outcome of the Initial Decision in this matter, the AU’s
interpretation of th’definition of sludge could have a determinative
effect on other Agency proceedings. Further, neither party to the
instant proceeding argued that the language quoted above had any
relevance to the outcome of the case. As a result, neither party
provided testimony or briefs on this point. Thus, the AU decided
a matter which was not properly before him and deprived the parties
of an opportunity to testify to and brief this important issue
which could have a significant impact on many actions taken by the
Agency. For these reasons, Appellant urges the Administrator to
set aside the AU’s findings and conclusions with regard to this
matter so as to prevent a detrimental precedential effect. If the
Administrator chooses to modify the findings and conclusions regarding
this matter, Appellant urges that he adopt the findings and conclusions
set forth by the Agency in the discussion below.

At pages 19—20 of the Initial Decision, the AU discusses
the regulatory definition of “sludge” and its relevance to the waste—
water treatment system at the Brown Wood facility. 40 C.F.R. 2bLJ.1O
provides:
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“Sludge” means any solid semi—solid, orliquid waste generated trom a municipal, corn—mercial, or industrial wastewater treatmentplant, water supply treatment plant, or airpollution control facility exclusive of thetreated effluent from a wastewater treatmentplant.

The AU focused on the latter clause of the detinition rgar—ding the exclusion for treated effluent from a wastewater treatmentplant, and determined that the wastewater leaving the tank at the
Brown Wood facility2! is entitled to such an exclusion. Appellant
must disagree, as thai determination was based on erroneous inter
pretations of the regulatory language and contradicts the language
and intent of RCRA and its regulations.

The AU errs first by determining that in the absence
of a regulatory definition for a “wastewater treatment plant,” the
appropriate point of reference is the definition of a “wastewater
treatment unit.” Such a comparison is not supported by the plain
eaning of the words to which the AU refers, or by other statutory
or regulatory language.

Initially, the words “plant” and “unit” are not ordinarily
considered to be interchangeable in meaning. The regulations them
selves describe a wastewater treatment unit as a irt of a wastewater
treatment facility, and a facility is defined to include all con
tiguous land, structures, and other appurtenances as well as improve—

2!. The AL.J found that the wooden sand bed filter in use at theBrown Wood facility until 1984 was a “tank.” Appellant disagrees with that determination, but agrees that the concretefilter currently in use at the facility meets the regulatorydefinition of a tank.
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rnents on the land, used for treating, storing, or disposing of hazarcwaste. While it is correct to state, as the AU did at pagt2 19 otthe Initial Decision, that the regulations do not provide a definitionof a wastewater treatment plant, the common, ordinary meaning ot tr,eword “plant” suggests that it is more closely analogous to a waste—water treatment facility than a wastewater treatment unit.
It is a fundamental canon of statutory construction thatunless words are otherwise defined, they will be interpreted as takingtheir ordinary, contemporary, common meaning. Perrin v. United States,444 U.S. 37, 42 (1979). Webster’s New World Dictionary of theAmerican Language (2d. College ed. 1972) defines “plant” as“...4. the tools, machinery, buildings, grounds, etc. of a factoryor business...” As noted above, this definition more closely resemblesthe regulatory definition of a facility than that of a wastewatertreatment unit.

More significantly, the AU erred in his interpretation ofthe term”treated effluent” and in his determination that the wastewaterexiting the tank at the Brown Wo1acility was ia &ct treatedeffluentexclude4 rm the definition of sludge. This conclusion wasa result of his determination that the tank at the Brown Wood facilitywas a wastewatertreatmentJt. A careful analysis of the relevantstatutory and regulatory language suggests that such a determinationdoes not support the AU’s resulting conclusion.
The Agency, at 40 C.F.R. S265.1(c)(10), excluded trom thinterim status standards those units meeting the regulatory deriniionof a wastewater treatment unit. 40 C.F.R. S260.1O provides:
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“Wastewater treatment unit” means a devicewhich:

(1) Is part of a wastewater treatment facilitywhich is Subject to regulation under eithersection 402 or Section 307(b) of the Clean WaterAct; and
(2) Receives and treats or stores an influentwastewater which is a hazardous waste asdefined in S261.3 of this chapter, or generatesand accumulates a wastewater treatment sludgewhich is a hazardous waste as defined in S261.3of this chapter; and
(3) Meets the definition of a tank in S260.l0of this chapter.

As noted above, the U..J found, at pages 19—20 of the Initial
Decision, that once wood preserving process wastewater has been treatedin such a unit, it becomes treated effluent; and held further that anymaterial produced during subsequent wastewater treatment is excluded
from the definition of a sludge by the exclusion for “treated etflu—
ent from a wastewater treatment plant.” That conclusion would
in effect prohibit RCRA from regulating any subsequent treatment,
storage, or disposal units whenever the wastewater which they received —

had been reated in such a tank prior to being discharged to those
later units. This result is clearly contrary to relevant statutory
and regulatory language which suggests that a wastewater is not a
“treated effluent” until it is discharged to navigable waters and thus
subject to Clean Water Act jurisdiction, and that any treatment,
storage or disposal of the wastewater occurring prior to the point
at which it falls within the provinces of the Clean Water Act will
bR subject to regulation under RCRA.

For example, Sectic 14(27) of RCRA, 42 U.S.C. S6903(27),
and 40 C.F.R. §261.4(a) exciw. :.nthe definition of solid waste
(thus exempting them from the regulation) industrial waste watcr
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discharges that are point source discharges subject to regulation
under Section 402 of the CleanWater Act, as amended. The
comment to the regulatory provision states:

This exclusion applies only to the actualpoint source discharge. It does not excludeindustrial wastewaters while they are beingcollected, stored or treated before discharge,nor does it exclude sludges that are generatedby industrial wastewater treatment.
Comment, 40 C.F.R. S261.4(a).

In a passage in the May 19, 1980, RCRA rulemaking, in which EPA
addressed the applicability of RCRA at NPDES Treatment Train Facilit4es
the Agency stated:

...EPA...construes the exclusion for pointsources to apply only to actual dischargesinto navigable waters, not to industrialwastewaters upstream from the point ofdischarge.

* * *

...EPA has decided to rely on [the Clean WaterAct programs] to regulate the discharge ofwastewater effluents (which may be hazardous)to navigable waters.

It must be recognized, however, that thisuse of Clean Water Act programs to regulatehazardous wastes only extends as far asthe jurisdiction and goals of those programs.

* * *

...[A)ny impoundment containing a hazardouswaste is covered by these regulations, particularly with regard to their effect onair and groundwater, until the hazardous wastein the impoundment comes within [Clean WaterAct] jurisdiction.

45 Fed. Reg. 33172 (May 19, 1980).
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The language cited above suggests that the exclusion
which the AU foUnd relevant was in fact intended to apply only to
wastewater effluents once they have been treated to the point at
which they can be discharged to navigable waters.3/ In contrast, th
Brown Wood treatment process was designed to include additioral
wastewater treatment after the wastewater left the tank,. thus th
wastewater leaving the tank was not in fact a treated effluent
ready to be discharged to navigable waters. While that wastewater
continued through treatment in the pond and on the spray irrigaciori
field, it was not yet w.ithin the jurisdiction of the Clean Water
Act; rather it was subject to the jurisdiction of RCRA if it generated,
contained, or was a hazardous waste. This is logical in light of
the environmental objectives pertaining to the treatment, storage,
or disposal of such wastes which Congress addressed through RCRA
rather than the Clean Water Act.

This matter was further clarified in the rulemaking
published at 45 Fed. Re_g 76074 (November 17, 1980) in which the
Agency specifically, discussed its decision to exempt from certain
RCRA requirements those units meeting the 40 C.F.R. S260.l0 defi
nition of wastewater treatment unit. There the Agency stated:

The regulatory controls imposed on waste—water treatment facilities under the NPDS

/ This conclusion is supported by the fact that the definitionsapplicable to the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systr(NPDES) suggest that effluent is synonymous with point source oischarg.See, e.g. 40 C.F.R. 5122.2, at which “effluent limitations” is t1flas restrictions imposed on point source discharges into waters orthe United States.
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and pretreatment programs of the Clean WaterAct focus on cQntrol ot effluent dischargesirto surface waters or Publically OwnedTreatment Works (POTW)—not on potentialenvironmental releases to the land, groundwater or atmosphere.
45 Fed. Reg. 76077

The Agency stated with respect to the exclusion which it was
promulgating:

It also covers...[wastewater treatment tanks]....in industrial wastewater treatment systemswhich (1)produce a treated wastewater effluentwhich is discharged into surface waters or intoa POT sewer system and therefore is subject tothe NDES or pretreatment requirements of theClean Water Act or (2)produce no treated waste-water effluent as a direct result of suchrequirements. This definition is not intended to include surface impoundments. Nor isit intended to include wastewater treatmentunits which are not subject to regulation underthe Clean Water Act, including systems that arenot required to obtain an NPDES permit becausethey do not discharge a treated effluent.45 Fed. Req. 76078

This language, as well as the other statutory and
regulatory provisions analyzed above, suggests that RCRA regulation
is intended for the treatment, storage or disposal of hazardous
wastewaters up until the point at which they are actually discharged
under the jurisdiction of the Clean Water Act.

The language cited above suggests a very clear and
consistent delineation between those units intended to be regulated
by RCRA, and those to be regulated by the Clean hater Act; ana
suggests further that at facilities subject to the jurisdiction of
both, one Act will regulate where the other does not. To the
extent that the AL3’s language in the Initial Decision regarding
the “treated effluent from a wastewater treatment plant” exclusion in
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the definition of sludge would prohibit RCR.A regulation at treat
ment storage or disposal units outside ot the jurisdiction of the
Clean Water Act, Appellant urges the Administrator to reject ttac
portion of the Initial Decision and thus prohibit a detrimental
precedential effect.

VI. CONCLUSION

As set forth in the arguments above, the AL.J incorrectly
interpreted regulatory language so as to reach erroneous deterrni
nations regarding thregul-atory status of certain units at the
Brown Wood facility. With regard to the wooden sandbed tilter,
Appellant urges the Administrator to reject the conclusion of the
AU that the unit was a “tank”, and to ,allow for assessment ot an
appropriate penalty for Brown Wood’s failure to comply with the
standards applicable to the unit. With respect to the AU’s tiridings
and conclusions regarding the relevance of language contained in
the definition of sludge, Appellant urges the Administrator to set
aside those findings and conclusions because the applicability of
that language to the facts at hand was not a matter before him and
was not fully developed, through either testimony or briefs, for
decision. Alternatively, Appellant urges the Administrator to
adopt the findings and conclusions regarding this matter set fortn
herein by Appellant.

Respectfully submitted,

Da ted: ‘i9t

__________

ANDREA E. ZELMAN
Assistant Regional Counsel
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCYBEFORE THE ADMINISTRATOR

INRE:

RCRA 84-16-RBROWN WOOD PRESERVING COMPANY, INC. )
NOTICE OF APPEALRespondent.

COMES NOW the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), and notifies all interested parties of its appeal of
rulings contained in the Initial Decision in the above—referenced
matter, as explained in •the accompanying appellate brief.

Pursuant to 40 C.F.R. S22.30, Appellant sets forth the
following alternative findings of fact, alternative conclusions regard
ing issues of law or discretion and a proposed order.

ALTERNATIVE FINDINGS OF FACT*

1. Brown Wood, until approximately 1984, treated, stored
or disposed of hazardous waste in a sandbed filter which was
a surface impoundment as defined at 40 C.F.R. S260.l0.

2. With respect to the sandbed filter, Appellant hereby in
corporates the Findings of Fact set forth as numbers 1—12 in Complainai
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order (filed April 7, 1986).

* Appellant is somewhat handicapped by the fact that the AU, in nisInitial Decision, failed to delineate which portions of the languagecontained therein were findings of fact, which were conclusions otlaw and which were merely discussions thereof. In order to proposealternative findings or conclusions, Appellant must make assumptionsas to just what findings the AU made and what conclusions he reached;and to the extent that those assumptions are incorrect, Appellant apolOgizes for any mistakes or rnischaracterizations.
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ALTERNATIVE CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. Brown Wood, by failing to manage its former sand filter

bed in accordance with the management standards appropriate to such

units, violated several provisions of 40 C.F.R. Part 265, including

Subparts B,C,D E,F,G,H and K.

2. With respect to the wooden sandbed filter, Appellant hereby

incorporates the Conclusions of Law set forth as numbers 1-15, 17 and

18 in Complainant’s Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order

(filed April 7, l986.

3. The language contained in the definition of sludge found

at 40 C.F.R. S260.10, in which treated effluent from a wastewater

treatment plant is excluded from that regulatory definition does

not prohibit RCRA regulation of treatment, storage or disposal of

hazardous wastes occurring subsequent to treatment

in a wastewater treatment unit.

4. A penalty of

_____________

is appropriate in light of the

seriousness of the violations and any good faith efforts made by

Brown Wood to comply.

ORDER

Pursuant to Section 3008 of the Resource Conservation

and Recovery Act (“RCRA”), 42 U.S.C. §6928, the following

order is entered against Respondent, Brown Wood Preserving

Company, Incorporated:

(a) A civilpena. . assessed against the Respondent

for violations of RCRA as described herein.
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(b) Payment of the full amount of the civil penalty

shall be made within sixty (60) days after receipt of this Final

Order. Payment shall be made by forwarding a cashier’s check or

certified check in the amount of —______ , payable to the Treasure:
United States of America, to the following address:

EPA—Region IV
Regional Hearing Clerk
P.O. Box 100142
Atlanta, GA 30384

So Ordered.

Dated:

_______________________

Ronald L. McCallum
Chief Judicial Officer
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1 • eoirce Os.rvatim an] ozvery Pact - me A is d by the clear
language of its a rTati aid ny rat. ftr any prpce.. d to or
wte1ish the definitias itair therein to suit it n ideas of what
the r.gu1atis ian.

2. Heeairc Ceervatii aid cvvery ct - finiticx - A devio 1iri.d
in t gr aristiU of f.ir (TT’.’x’a ei aid a clay ttQn,
i.uider the facts in this s, is a tank as defin.1 in 40 C.P.R.
$ 260.10.

3. so.rce servatiai aid HeocY.zy ct — Effect of Internal ‘rar*a —

The us. of r Uahint.rna1 rrai çort an icnt
actia against a facility nsr rarding Lmits, whith had pr.visly
been coriderad izirsuiatad, is I aid in violatii of the rovi—
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4. curce Qservatii aid very t — &den of Proof — lire the
rT55_auegetlaWIn tW LAt a prder
ar of the .viden, the ocrlaint suet be dieeiseed.

M’ea E. 7b’mn. Esquire
For Ciplainant, U.S. wirazintal Protectiai Igency
Atlanta, Georgia

1s H. am, Esquire
Sirote, Prniitt, Pri.d, Fri.ien. Held & Içiolinsky
For Hexdent, ni Pr.eeng ny, .
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ITIAL ISICt4

This is a proceeding bro.ight pJrsant tO Secti 3008 of the Solid Waste

Dispra1 ?ct, as a,terded ‘ the 1so.ce nservaticr ar2 xvery Act of
1976 (“A or “The Act”), 42 U.S.C. 4 6928. Section 3008 of k provided1

in pertinent pert:

(a) Qç1iance Cdere—(l)...W)hen.ver on the basis of
arxl inforzlBticxi the id.riistratcr det.rznea that any
p.raon is in violation of any ruirwnts of this sub
diapter, the id.nistrator nay issue an order requiring
cxnçiiance ilTIne.cliat.ly or within a specified tina
period. .

(c) . . .Any order issued ‘.uder this section nay...
assess a palty, if any, *idi th id.nistrator deter
minas is r.aecriable taking into ec.iit the .rio.azs
of the violation ard any good faith .fforts to ly
with the licebl. r.uirsesnts.

(g) . . .My p.recn violate.. any requirwrzt of this
subdiaptar shell be liable to the Litad States for a
civil p.alty in an esazit not to exceed $25,000 for
.adi sudi violation. dz day of sudi violation shell,
for ppo.es of this subs.cticm, titut. a lacerate
violation.

i rdi 31, 1984, the U.S. &ivirxiit.al Protection Agency, eg{ai IV

(‘iA”) issued a plaint, liance dar, naent Agi..it, ard Rtice

of the Riat to Request a Isring diarging the ..padent, &z Wod Preserv

ing Omny, Inc. (“m t ) • with violation of certain require.wits of

. ecifivally, the pla1nt diarged &mi *od with violationa relating

1 My references to k ar, to the Act as it s in effect in rdi of
1984 ‘*en the original ip1.aint ar ip1iarce der s issued to —

spcrent. In 1bvw 1964, Omgre.s enacted the ‘rd lid at.
Marztents of 1984, Pub. L. b. 98-616, 9 Stat. 3221 (1984), (IB’) idi
significently amed Rk. . dange br4it abit by I a r.v.ion
ard reorganization of Section 3008, 42 U.S.C. 4 6928. Thus, the aut)ity to
assess penalti idi is cited in the text be1I as it s forrtarly fon at
143008 Cc) ard(g) 3008(a)(l), (3) and(g). Se.42
U.S.C. 4 6901 t. (1984).
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to financial responsibility ruire,ents fo.u in the interjit status

standards for ers and erators of brdxzs e.ste treatztmnt, storage, and

disposal facilities, 40 C.F.R. Part 265. Stpart H. i ?‘rcth 29, 1985,

plainant n to arrend that 0tplaint to inciLde additional violations of

RA rsuirerents. That notion ‘.as granted on April 24, 1965. The Anended

p1aint and O:rpliance der (“The der”) alleged violation of additional

ruirerents of the interim status standards, inclz1ing the failure to have a

grozter naiitorirq program in accordance with 40 C.FR. Part 265, S.b—

part F, and an aduate ciceure plan in ifornenc. with 40 C.F.R. Part 265,

9.tçart G. Th. (der inclid a ediedul. 4iid set forth dat ‘ tiidi

&n Nzod s to cculy with the specific provisions of **idi it - in

violation. In addition, The Cder pred the asswit of a civil penalty

in the anczit of $24,000 (tiity-f taM kllars). The d.r a1

prc.s1 stipulated penalties fornW’ s iplianc. with the sdiedule

set forth in the der.

n Wd filed an Mr in %tidi it denied that it treats, stores or

dispesofb*rs st., and therefor, denied that it s or sIld be

s.ct to the interim stata standards pliceble to eu± )r ste

nenageswlt faciLities. flving the ortizity tDr the parties to settle

inforne.Uy, an diange of information ves ordered. The parties exdianged

lists of witnesese expected to be celled, pred iibits, aid additional

information r.gerding this netter. i Jaiziary 29-30, 1966. a Hearing on the

matter s held in Atlanta, rgia.

Fl1ing the availability of the Hearing tranaorlpt, the parties filed

aid exdianged initial subzd.ssiorw of firdii of fact, ncl’. of law,

briefs in suçort thereof, and . The k*ricen W1 Pre..rrs Insti—

tute (“AE4iI9, an iistry asec / ;:n, moved r leave to file an arnicus

brief. The parties filed no qo.ition aid the notion s granted.
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In rerering this V Initial tcision, I have carefully sidered all of

the i.nfonnat.icn in the record. Any prsed firings of fact or lusions

of law inccistent with this decision are rejected.

Factual Backgr

The Respxdent, avn 1’id Preserving Oipany, Inc., is a creceote

tp1ant located in &arjriville, Alabana. In the 1970’. in association

with the State of Alaban* ter I CTznissiai ard in pliance with

the Clean ter Act, &n •i established a systan for the treatiit of the

process ter generated in nectiai with its ‘.od preserving process.

The systa,n mists of Uecticn pita ard ssipe that collect the process

‘.‘tar; it is tJi prp.d into t large settling tanks er the eo.ot.

sinks to the bottan ard is recycled. me proceas ter is then r.ited to tr

n borizaital tanks, iii.re ed4tional settling takes place ard the creosote

is recycled. at.r is t1i entered into tic quidc-nixer tanks, *ere

flocilatiai ti’ place. The tar azd the resulting floc is then psiped onto

a bill into a ftlr r. the floc is filtered a.zt as J)0l bottan

edinent slidge. Th process eater then progrses thm4i sard into a

collection neriifold at the bottan of the filter, aid flm into a bolding

pord. tar is thenp onto a spray irrigation field ere iditicnal

stter treat*t os aid any overflow or Lzderflow &u this cçeration

is returned to the boiding przd.

Th above-described treet.uent for the preserving process ter

folio. specifically the state-of-the-art netIlegy established ‘ A aider

the Clean ter Act in order for the aident to nest the ruiretits of

that Act ard to receive an NPtS perndt.
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in 1980, pursi.iant to the ruireTents of RRA, Ft. Heath, the .rt-er

of &n 1od filed a rtificatia .rder The t which indicated that they

re a generator of ardcxis ste KOOl (bottan sedinnt slge fran the

wood preserving industry). In that notificatiai, Mr. Heath indicated that

the facility .s ailya generator of ai.x s1izge and rt a treator, storer or

disposer thereof.

In tzverber 1980, Mr • Heath filed the facilities Part A alicatiai and

i this form indicated “Yes” to the qussticri: “Des or will this facility

treat, store or dispose of ba9ry.s ste?” Mr. Heath dedced that x

because at that tiie the facility bed a fiti. intsntiai to disk plai the

K00]. sli.g. generated in its filter beds into the earth rather than having it

taken off site for disposal in a lic.m.d solid st. disposal facility.

Sirios that tizr, &n &x1 has di4ed rt to dispose of its bvr,a sta

in that fashiai bt rather to have it sbiçed off sit, for lied disal.

Fran the its.t, &n Wzod never i4ered itself to be a T facility and

did nc neirir the 1di.ng px4 or the sway field, or the sand

fiitssr.

Iien the .ent filed its original Part A açlicatixi. it identified

the n.r of the facility as being the City of 1s’e1qo. cmos that City

s the 1.l ——-— of that fa{lity, inawudi as it issued revet nds to

fin.z the fIl{ty and as’ sudi 1ldc title to the pcerty. EPA subeueitly

edvised the Paeporit that this s r a çez diaticn and an air.d

Part A açliticxz ms thei filed sing that Brim Wd s the ner and

cerator of the facility. Sb.eqiitiy, a fdfl-up rtificatiai and reqist

for infornat.iai s sent to the spondent, and all others eieiI.arly situated,

by EPA as)d.rq to clarify ther or rt they r a T facility or
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ned a TSD facility. Ti*xd thinkirg that there wes still sare question

abjt the actual nership of the facility riarked the x that they were a

TSD facility. V

with that beJco. there r transpires a rather Byzantine series of

rtifications arxl interpretations by EPA ard the State of Alabena as to the

nature of the Respordent • s facility ard to what extet the varic.ia portions

of its treatient regin. are governed by ._ ard its aasiated regulations.

At several tiziws beei l9O ard the esent, the spzrit asked that

its rt A aplicatiai b. wit)drawn since it did r nsider itself to be a

regulated facility. The .ixxdant s rational, for this assertion wes that

they allY that thiy do 0 in sC Ute whidi

is a
.trutL••

V let in the with xden sides ard a clay

bttan. They tcdc the pitiai that inaen.th as this strtur. n.t the

definition in the regulations of k $ar, th t.r.frrt.

to regulation er Rk. They also asserted, on r*rs ooicns, to th

the State of Alab’ ard the A that they were exenpt fru regulation mae

iTudi as they were a .,1l quantity gerator as that term i. defined in the

regulations. The reuasts were n.t with statzts to the effect that

since a are a regulated ‘acility y n z withrmrt yir rt A alica

tion ard as to the Il quantity grator
arg.lient, the goverriiental eititiee

&lvised that ine.iudi r aipxting data wee fort1ixing whidi i.ild sub

stantiate this c1*4m. c_ nct n&e any. ruUzw thereon. The record

does z reveal that any goveriiiital ageicy ever edvise2 the spa3ent just

exactly what sort of infornatiai wee ruired in order for then to dercnstrate

that they were, in fact, a wall quantity g.rator. r.gulatia seen to

suggest that - nay b.ccna a siall quantity generator by r.ly ziaking the
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assertion iat it fallS into that categoty arz1 that if sare,kere in the

future it is determined that they are zxt, then they zmt suffer the nse—

quences for tir take in interpretation.

In any vent, ‘diile all this ‘.s transpiring, the requireents for

financial responsibility becaiTe due wder the regulations aid nctifications

re sent to the spc*dent telling it that it needed to provide prf of

insurance and financial responsibility to the State of Alabeie. The sad

ant aitinued to argue that it s rt governed by the provisions of R for

the reascns above-etated aid thee. pl.as ‘re net with u*21C ruests for the

financial responsibility .rentattcri.

Sathere in this tin frame, the Stats of Alabene s relieved of its

aut)iration to atid.nister certain portions of the xan aid k

into the picture. The Agency then filed its first Ozplairzt diidi prcice.d

to assess a penalty of $5,000 (five t)sard llar.) for the faile of the

facility to ct forth with the necessary financial aid irmuraz docstita—

ticxz. An &r s filed diith aentially i.d that they r governed

by aid varia.is eettl.diL Lfer betei A. the sdent aid

p.rik.raily the state of Alab re held. rtly after a of the nejor

.ettlai*t ne.tings, the cy uved to i1 its çlaint to add the

i’iitional violati vliith it had discovered sube.q.it to the issuanc. of

the first Qaiplaint. Th. notiai all aid the rlaint a issued

Aidi r diarg.&th.p_t with violating rt aily the financial reepon

sibility of the regulations bot alSo the failur. to have in place

r itorirq for the three regulated tts aid other adin

etrative aid internal zmntaticsi whidi the r.gulati rsiuir. that auth
-

faci j have in place.
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The rerd reveals that at flO tilTe did tie ?ese nort1- ccd

processing industry genarally1 derstand that the spray fields whLdi re

installed pusiijt to I’ter ct and, in sate cases, the storage

p.EDrdS as ll mre regulated units under . This state of affair. s rt

clearly enunciated to the Rsspndent until or &rtly before the bringing of

this action. In order to fully understand the Agency’ a rationale in regard

to this facility, as mil as other. in the d preserving industry, a review

of certain internal nTorarda is required.

Aarently as early as May or Jxe of 1963, the State of Alabane, which

at that te bed the autrity to ninister in that State, had sate

queetici a1x.it the alioability of A to certain faciliti in the d

treating izstry. This erii s icated to Begion IV R and by

letter dated rdi 13, 1984. ?t • Janes H. Scerbra4i, Cif. Beeidual Manage—

nsrit &ardi, wrote a letter to It. Bernard Ozx, Oj.f of the Industrial and

aArjyJg ste Section of the A1aban Irtient of iviraitzta1 Ibnageient

(bfrfh “A4”) This latter a:mtair scenarios whidi in essence

described t different treatnent .ystei. at — seçarate facilities and then

azswered questions relative to the licatiai of ._- to thea. first

scenario describe, essentially what is fxz1 at the n1 facility with

the .xction that the scenario suggests that ther. is th ot.. and

pentad1orcisrl treat..at. of the involved. The r.d in this case

suggests that at all relevant tines n W.od n used pentadilorl

as a treatseit nwtd bt only used crejiote. The first question erezsed

by Mr. Scara4i s$ I. the esteter which drains frca t.h filter beds

a listed best because it tes fran the treat.at of a listed

har&,is mste?” It. Scarbr -‘ arr ss Yes, the mter is a

regulated zardi,is stew and sad this inion on the definition of a
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ste which incles a leaate. sgests that since leachate
is defined in 40 C.F.R. § 26010 as “any liid, incliing any suspended
canerits in the liquid that has perlated thror4i or drained fran hazard
.is ‘aste” that therefore the ter which drains tr,igh the sand bed filter
and the 01 slge ntained therein m.st of necessity be a leadiate and as
such is therefore a listed b’rus ate.

The next question is: ‘Wxald the spray field be subject to ]CA if the
ter is I rr.kus rmn t4 it is regulated by the ter Divisii which
r.uires rrting to then?” The anr is: “Y, sinc, the tente
slge filter beds iold be regulated as a b*a-c.is ste, as explained
above, any subeeguent treatient. storage or dispeal of the veter ld be
subject to the regulation by . The ay field ild be a form of land
treatient subject to regulation i.xer 9içert N of Section 265. F further
states tht. regulatici ‘xder a State ld not .x.ipt. & lard

eatwIt. facility fran ri by the Rk prcarn.

m. third question asked is: “A ning the t.r is 1ara uld

just the filter beds be regulated bvieus the bottan is clay due the sl.dge

acomijation.” Th az i that: “gardl.ss of the status of the reter,

the iziit idiere the sl.dge is a .,iilated is a regulated Lmit iar Sakçerts 1

thro4i L or Q derding on the type of azetructiaz. I rig sets that the

sard-avel beds would xbly be regulated rd.r 9i)art Q. also stated

4jzq pordfl4 be a regulated surface isçcLsirent der SiIpert K

and that delisting m4t be acpriat. in ae cases for the at.r of the

sand filters.

Alti41 I can i.nd.rstand why th. filter beds nd4it be a regulated .mit,

assisTing as . Scaroi4i did that the etar is not I i7rdous • a can not

understand his reasoning that the 1lding pond .ild be a regulated surface
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unit under Su1art K because it u.ld not, under the scer.rio described,

t.ajjn any waste.

In any event, this letter fran . Scarbrgh to the Alabeina official

stated that the spray fields, holding pnds and said pits .ild a.U be

regulated units was based essentially, at least as to the holding pxd or the

spray field, on the rtiai that the water hith is disda.rged fraTi the said

filter is a hazardcias waste. It shc.ild be zted that this interpretation is

itrary to pr.via.s decisions r A rt iider the waste.ter fran

sh facility to beahazar&us waste aid it was sp.cificaily excluded fran

regulation .sder the Federal gister listing idi established IO1 as a

hzards waste in the first place.

Since the industry aid other persa ritinued to protest this inter

pr.tation, rrence on this issue was reguted r . Scarbr4i r

urardsn dated ?‘hy 21, 19e4. This uxorarsn was i rdtted as an

.thibit in the case, zt becaus, it provides an essential pert of the dircno

logical scenario b4lith gev ris, to the“4-sion of fo].1- uard.m,

it will be z an .iiibit In this case as Ots .thit b. 1. This

riorardan essentially sets forth giai IV’. int.rpr.tatiai of its rationale

that the holding paide aid spra)’ fi.lde ar. regulated ixiits aid asks icur

rar ‘ auartars, k. in this fby2lst srarn. . Scarbr4i

states as oUs ‘fl listing 1Ol ir1ud any sludge L1 £r ‘d

preserving process waste that uses orot. aid/or pentadl *i.1, regard

less of e the sludge is fornd. If a slu is &u*1 in the bottan Or

sides of a surface 1içczi.nt, or a said filter or on a spray fi.ld of a

lard treatnnt xiit. it is ))Ol sludge. The surface iiçzLit. the sand

filter aid th. spray filter iiit i1d be subct to all waste

permitting regulations.” (tasis supli.d.) He then goes on to state that
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in the case of the sand filter, the ‘eater that drains fran the filter is a

hazardcs ste • He then proceeds to rat his rationale for that ocnclusion

on the basis that the ter is a leadate and, therefore, a hazarda.is “ste.

The reason the urt sought this iiranum and included it as an .ibit, in

addition to the reasons inTlediately ave stated, is that the reply to this

randrfran let. J&n Skinner, Director of the Office of Solid Waste in

Waahirton, D.C., itains_language tiidi suggests that t*re is an assi.zp—

tiai in rquestthet..sludge is gerrated in the pa and the spray field.

The norandin f.u let. Scerbrc*4i to Washington. D.C. sesking 1currence

state. as a axKiition of his hypothesis that a sludg, is fortad th in the

surface izi.u1rcent and the spray field.

The nrandi.tn in reply to this request for %hidi is

spxent • s th.thit 1b • 36 dated 25 July 1964. stat that atraxy to let.

Scarbra4i ‘5 previous iniai on the subject, the stt.r fran the oil

t.r seperature tanks and d.nianl flocculation tanks are rt classified as

list_i st., after the listed sttar tr.att

sludges ha settled out, i t.4i s flocculated neterials is cerried

along with effluent strn He goes on to itate that n the racy listed

stterre it it sludge. frau d pr.rving prissi it 41U.t_i

b.en the sludges didi settle out £r .o.esiv. treaunmits of prpess

stt.rs aid the .tmtar str itself. E therefore anclu that

the stter effluents the t tanks ild be sub.ct to regulation.

only if they net a or . of the diaracteristice of a b’ardou. ‘st. as

set forth in the regulation.. There is r suggestion in this record or

e1se*iere that the mstmatr esenating £Qu the rious trat...t processes

etployed by &n Wod ieset any of the TMdiaractaristicsmas set forth in the

regulation..
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f.t. dnner’ s nro then goes on to state that, althoi4i the wa.steater
erLnating fran the sar filter is not a hazardous waste, th the sar filter
aM the 11ding x,ds ild be subject to all ha2ardcals waste regulations and

permittir stazarda since they are surface irrprents used to nnage a
hazardcus waste (i.e., the sludge). The ttraMn is silent as to hc this
sludge gets into the ldirg ixxds. does state that if a sludge is forned

in a wastter treatirent tank, filtration device or surface innent it
is a IOl sludge. Sinc, the ?y 21, 1984 raMun fran Mr. Scarbra4,
kerein he seeks Iacuarters icurre with his cinion on the status of

the ixiits involved, states that: TMtf a sludge is fad it isaNCOl sludge.

The prenise has then r beei laid that 1Ol sludge is in fact fci.u in th

the sface in.it aM the spray field as wall • Mr • Scimz ‘i

rard.xn cludes that as to the .pray field irrigetion field, diidi is th•

final step in the wastter systmn. no decision has n ‘wi ‘ Iadouazters

as to ieth.r or not that Eart of the systan is a regulated xiit. states

that he is airrently investigating th. status of this sit aM that he expects

to get beck to the Region on this point in the naar futur..

Therefore, the July 25, 1984 on its face, aerent1y seem to be

of help to the r.gulated camuiity in am ztiadi as it rfutes Mr. Sceraigh’s

earlier aitentiai that sinc, the wastter esnating friu the filter beds

is a h*ai-,.i. waste, therefore, of r4csity any )1ding pxzl or subeegit

treatient facility *iidi nages that waste uld be a regulated isiit ier

Mr. cirraer • s ‘ then, with no açerent justification, iniediately

leap. £rcan the decision that the wastewater is not a hasardc,us wast. to the

ca1usion that the pani idiidi receives this ncn’d waste will, of

necessity, be a regulated iit sinc, it nenage. the sludge. t this

.s1udge iidi is a listed b*’ris waste is generated ran a

____

wastter axstituent is not explained at this tue.-

—
---

----- —.—-
--- -
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The next r orarmi in the &irocly is fr Mr. Skinner to . scar

brough dated bverer 23, 1984 which is sxxent’s thibit ,. 44. Th.s

uaTD apparently is a -fo1li- to the earlier n which left wresolved the

decision as to whether the spray irrigation fields ere regulated ixiits xder

RCR. t.t. Skinner states that since the last nrrandi, he has discussed the

issue with the Office of General Cxisel and has concl.d.d that such spray

irrigation i.wiits or other land spreading of staters fran d preserving

cperations stitut. land treatt of a b r&1j5 mste, ne1y the IOl

battan sedinnt shdge. Ther.for., such lard spreading or spraying ild be

subject to the regulatia aid The ?ct. * then describes the basis for this

ic1usion to the effect that the 1isste 1(001 is forned in the soil

in a lard treatt ziitto which stters cinod pr.rving processes

are applied. The n.dianiEn for forming this sldg., he says, is similar to

t1se q*rating in tridling filters or at the bottaiz of surface iitprat.

where aeric degradation takes place. 1 states that biological action

taking place in such ir*its will to an inor.es. of ess. frce the aciila

tiori of deed organi. itanth*tes in the stmter ild be abeorbe1 on

this biatess aid oc-jz.cipitat. with it. a*pded solids also could be

sqerated fru the stter by si!pls filtration while ssing through the

laid treatiTent izit netrix fornd.ng alidges. 1 then states that sa facili

ties have clain that y sludges are for in these izita or that r hazard—

ais ocnstitzts of ern resein in these r*its at regulatory significant

levels • 1 states that if a facility is able to deaistrate that r bottan

aedirients sludg. is formed as described above, then the lard treatient iriit

uid rt be subject to regulation irdr k. 1 parenthetic*lly states

that: “at the present tine i a’ t able to provide any guiderce as to h

one ild neke such a deiustr . cludss by stating that if

V)
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sludges ar forrred in the land treatzrent unit bit the facility is able to

dicnstrate that no hazardous stituents rin in an envircntnta1ly

siiificant centrations then the facility .ild have the ctton of delist

ir the sludges pursuant to 40 C.F.R 260.20 arx2 260.22.

We naw have a situation where initially EPA, at the regional level, had

decided that all of these zrtions of the treatztnt systeu, i • e., the filter

beds, the lciding d arxl the spray irrigetion field, re a.U eubject to

A ar1 th.re.for. regulated wita for the reason that the t.r esnatir

frau the filter bed s a bk7rdous ‘st.. itiai of sludge fornation

s used as a justificetion for that initial 1usion. The noy thai at

the acuarter. • level icluded that the ter .nating fru the filter

zit not in fact a bria st. bit that since sludges, naist of naces

sity, form in both the bolding pord ard the spray fi.ld dus to the interaction

of the orgenic constitiants with the steter with the nat*aily ocoirring

bacteria that is fmd in the soil. cbviaisly any sudi smt.rial fnd, ild

d.r the regulatory be ‘asidred !Ol tan sediziit sludges. It

is this latter conclusion that ceuses e cern both on the part of this

sporderrt ard all other .—.ers of that ira.txy as ll as tb kricen

1’aod Pres.rrs Irtitute. They suggest that this internal int.rpr.tatiai of

the fonitiai of the sludge. anyi.r. in the trestL , ar., of

necessity, )Ol sludge. rqx.iting a i regulation, the

effect of tidi is to place portions of the stter treatit systwa urder

the provisi of ._- dir b.r.tofor. the Agency aM the regulated cmi.inity

bed aw2,ed that thsy e f regulated since they itain no IOl sludges.

At the Earing, th r1cy, at least at the regional level, tcdc the

position that they have alys have felt that ail of the.. ziits regu

lated. 3.it a cereful reading of ti m.irarda involved suggts that the
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Region ‘s original basis for considering then to be regulated ‘re that they

handled a biris aste, i . e., the ter fran the said filter, aid not

because IOl sludge •—- generated therein. Since the Region has beei cvr

rected on j that the ter s a b7rdoJ.s ste in of itself,

the ne theory seei to be that since sludges will inevitably form in these

units due to the interaction of the stewater aid naturally occurring bac

teria in the soil that si sludges, biatesses or atever description accu

rately describes this naterial is, isder the regulation, KOOl sludge that

they n ar. regulated on that basis.

Ixiring al] of this tijie, the spxdent, Wod, itirz.2 to urge

its case upa the State of Alabarra aid the Federal A to the effect that:

(1) they are rall quantity generators; (2) that the said filter is under

the definition in the regulations of a W.)N aid, therefore, rt a regulated

Lnlit; aid (3) that the storage d aid spray field are rt regulated .uits

since they r’t zranag. a b zrda mste as th industry has historically

rderst that term. epit. these stxgly felt beliefs as to the ri

alicability of M to their facility, &oin W ocritinuel, throi4i its

consultants aid other., to ra into açlianc. aid to satisfy the derards pt

çon than by riai. goverraiital regulatory ag.icies. At e pint in tisa,

the State of Alabara indicated to n W.od that if they ild rlac their

said filter devic, with a *ted aid dwcnstrat. that the d

s rt leaking that they oculd be relieved £ran the obligation of installing

a grE.tdater miitoring systan for t1.. xiits. Apperaitly at this mint in

tine, the State of Alabama did rt .ider the spray irrigation field to be

a regulated zait. suant to t). instructions, the Resdant ramcved the

od-.ided said filter aid replaced it with a te filter midi .v.rye

n agre is a utan)cN mir e the ncet stringait interpretation of the
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regulation’ s definition. The Respcrdent also atttpted to satisfy the

ency’s icerns abc,it financial resnsiility by providir the ency with

a tnist agreerent tii& the Agencf apparently did not feel to be satisfactory.

Examination of Regulatory Sch

Since the beginnir of this itroversy the Pespordent has steadfastly

argued that its den said filter ileats the definition of a tank, a ition

whidi the regulatory agencies have ‘ust as adanently denied. Since the status

of this unit, in my i.dgeent, play. a crucial role in the application of the

regulations to this facility, eaae .xand.nation of this position is

rranted. As diso.issed ahve, th. original send filter wployed by the

Respondent as an essential pert of its mItt.r treatnent systwi is a

device consisting of a 20-by-20-by-15 inszt with a natial clay bottan

aid sides constructed of preserved .od, having a depth of approxinately

five (5) feet. 40 C.F.R. 260.10 ita1ris the definition. *ai zvern the

applicability and the administration of the k In that section,

a tank is described as a “a stationary device, iied to contain an accimu

lation of 1avis st. *ii is ctructad prmn.rily of raa-earthen

nateriels (e.g. • wood, x,.te, steel, plastic) *iidi provide .tructal

sujjrt.” Sinpl. rtheaatica1 ca1c,i1atia reveal that the original said

filter is constx’acted prmnerily of rai-earthen neterials, that is to say,

wood. aid that aily the bottan is of .art1 net.rial • In arriving at its

lusion that this device doe. rt nest the regulatory definition of a

tank, the Agency takes the position that in order for it to be a tank,

it nust naintain its structural integrity ien reaDved fr the grand and

essentially mort itself in add-air. _ Agencys position is that since

the bottan of the tank is ned. of earth aid clay neterials, it .ild fall
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cut if reroved fran the ound and, therefore, it cannot rreet the definition

of a tank • See the testirrony of aTp1ainant’ s witness, William l1agher,

3r., at page 254 of the ‘1anscript erein he says: “Fr purposes of rreeting

the definition of a tank rraintain that if the earth s rwoved fr

around this tank, it uld surt itself. Since it has r bottcii, it cannot

soz-t itself.” Cbvicusly, the Agency’s position on this netter is at a3ds

with the written definition of a tank as it azs in the regulations, which

are binding upon the Agency. ditionally, expert witnesses aearing on

b&alf of the sxxdánt, wt are profeseors of engineering at their respec

tive universities, aleo disagreed with the Agency’ • interpretation thereof.

They take the p*iticri that if a device is n’ede prinrily of ncn-earthen

nteria1s *iidi provide structural sirt, it ri.ts the definition of a

tank. The Agency in its arg.at1t has added additional languag. to the regula—

tions thidi a cereful reading thereof dr,.s nct mrt. All of the witnesses

agreed that th. od sides of th. original said filter do provide structural

sufçort. The Agency’s exn ssai. to be that sinc, the bottan of the

filter is nede of clay, it cennct, i.uder any circ’.ai.tances, be idered a

tank. lf this s the Agency • s intent, the d,firziticm it provided to the

regulated oiinwity aid to the other v.riiztal regulatory ci .ld

have been mr. cer.fully written to suggest that the bottan of the device has

to be “wi priserily a2t of ncn—earthen natarials • Th Agency attapts to

bolster its position on this issue by suggesting that clay is nct inçervicus

to all .ubetances aid that, therefore, it 3,.e r contain ‘the

ste treated ther.in. 1*ither or nct the device leeks is z at issue here

since the Agency has long since disvered that even tanks axsistirç of

steel will on occesion leek and that wt1 or nct a device is entirely

ateroof or irrpervio.s to all iraterials itain.d therein is nct pert of
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the definition of a tank. This contention is obvi.asly 1udicrs since the
filter bed is designed with a srp in the bottan frau whidi the wasteater is

suoged to drain into the lding pond. If it .re constructed in any other

fashion, it ‘ald not acouplish its reguired function and .ild overflow onto

the ground. I am, therefore, of the inion that. the original -sided

sand filter ecployed by the ?espcndent as part of its treattmnt systen net

the definition of a “tank” as contained in the regulations and that the

Agency • a atteçt to inforually re-write the definition ccritainei in their n

regulations is an inprcçer exercis, of prceeo.itorial disetion.

All parties agre. that a treatnent device whidi nests the definitions of

a tank is exept fran certain aspacts of the regulatory sth.ie a A

including the necessity to have in place a grater niitoring systen. LAS

indicated above, the spaent, s)rtly rior to the filing of the Med

Otplaint, had replaced the od filter with a iorste device whidi evezya

ee. easily nests the regulatory definition of a tank. The nein icern

aareritly in regard to this portion of the treett diie is whether or

not the old ‘d-ir3ed filter bed s closed p.ar.ant to an aoved closure

plan. stinaiy at the Hearing indicat that the spcndeit is attmtpting,

thr4i its engineering ultants. to ivinoe the regulatory agencies that

the old filter bed sMclean-closed aid that, ther.for., it ‘s closed in a

nenner ista,zt with the regulations. Since I ee of the inion that th.

old cd-.ided filter bed net the definition of a tank, any further discus

sion azic.rning its clcs. is for purp.e. of this decision, xncessary.

Having detanninel that th. old said filter bed net the regulatory

definition of a tank aid since ever’a agrees that the i ret.. filter

clearly nests the definition of *, additiona3 .xeid.natiai Cf the regula

tory definitions is apprciate arnne the effect of this ruling.
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The above-cited section of the Federal regulations ii& contain the

definitions a1icab1e to RZRA define slge as: “any solid, seTi-sojid, or

liquid waste generated fran a nt.ricipal, caiiarcial, or industrial wastewater

treatzrent plant, hater suly treatint plant, or air l1utiai tro1 fa

cility exclusive of the treated effluent fran a wastter treatzit plant.”

(Ebphasis sup1ied.) Everyxie agrees that KDO1 bottn sedixtent sludge is

generated at several locations in the treattent sdiwe eTployed by the Rescnd

ant, i . c., at the ttonof the oil waste esparator and clearly the rieterial

to iidi the floc has been edded whidi settles oit on .urface of the

saId gravel filter bpd. There is also açerently siiversal agreenant anag

the perties that the wastter whidi leaves the sand filter is rt a

barzs waste .rder the regulatory thee tablished by the EPA. We then

are faced with the beseline question of determining whether or rt a J0l

slidge is g rated by this raihazarris wastter at sa other pzrtions of

the treatt sdi.ie, in this case, prinarily the surface 1xlding pcxd and

the spray irrigetion field. Altø.4i the phrase ‘wasttar tr.att plant”

is rt defined in the A regulations, ther. is a definition whidi seere

açrcriat., oontaiz in the sai. section of the Federal Register, that

being “wast.t.r tratt ixijt” This device is defined as: “(1) as part

of a wasttar treant far!illty whidi is subject to regulation nder

either 4 402 or 4 307(b) of the Clean Weter Act; and (2) receive, and treats

or stores an influezt wast.ter whidi is a hazardis waste as defined in 4

261 • 3 of this dapter, or rates and accLlTulates a wastter treatxrent

sludge whidz is a )*rds waste as defined in4 261.3 of this diapter, or

treats or stores a wasttr treatnent sludge whidi is a 1’’da. waste as

defined in 4 261.3 of this diapter; aid (3) zr.ets the definition of tank in 4

260.10 of this dapter.” The sand bed filter is a pert of a wastter treat

e
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rrent facility whith is subject to regulation under 402 of the Clean Water

Act aid it does receive, treat and store a hazardous ‘stawater treatnnt

sludge aid it does rreet the definition of tank, as I have previa2sly dis

cussed. .plying all of these definitions to the facts at hard, —- arrives

to the conclusion that any itaterial produced by the interaction of the non

hazardc,.is ‘stater contained in either the storage lagoon or the spray

irrigation field with naturally cocurrirq bacteria in the soil is excluded

fran the regulatory definition of a sludge since this naterial is a treated

effluent fran a stter treatTent plant. This reasoning a suorted by

the language contained in the footrt. to J’t. Scinner ‘ s JUJy 25rardvn.

_

----------

(1sdent’s Ethibit !,. 36.)

Altlx*4i I aim of the qiinion that the analysis presented a.bzve is an

acCurate _. as it apli to the situation in this ces., a need nct rely

entirely upi 5L1 analysis to c to the lusicn that ‘xder the regula

tions neither the storage poid or spray irrigation field ax. regulated its

1w Act or the regulations praiiilgate3 pursuant thereto. Am discussed

earlier the cy’s decision that these i.xiits ar. regulated .aiits rr The

Act has its genesis in their zpiblis) thecxy that any meterials oreated by

the rih*w*rd,js sttar and soil bacteria is, of necessity, 1Ol sludge.

The 4ta.
-fi1 I14e astbs d.umstrated by aathing . than ziere

U—

to -
the rigors

associated t)ith of a regulated facility. The ave-desori

nicrarda ft t.. Sd.ruwr itain r data to s4ç<rt the nctiai that, of

necessity, 1Ol bottan sedint sludge is alys present in these units. Cxi

the contrary all of the testizcny fran the expert witnesses presented by the

spxdent that to the extent any

is generated by sudi interaction it does nct cortitute 1U301 bottam sedinent

----------

e
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slge. The Respxdent ‘S witnesses t.rüformly testified that a s1e, as
that term is ‘.riiversally accepted in the ergineering ui.r4ty, neans a

viurable suletance resLi1tir fran the treatitent or nanagerent of

sane form ofmste. Their testincny s that even if sa rraterial is gen

erated by the biological action ich takes place in the soil, Lt nc longer
has the ctha.racteristics of the istitents of concern in solution in the
-ars stter since that is a of th finictions of biological

treatlTent. ‘ that it is meant that the bacteria idi thra.gh evolution or

acclijtion, have the ability to f.ed on sudi organic nterials, dare its

nature by the very act of their interaction with it ar4 that the resulting

uaterial nc longer ha.. thesane dienica.t uek.- that ‘s originaily present.

me agency takes the position that the slig. generated in these — its,

j .., the lagoon and the spray irrigation fi.ld, mey, in fact, invisible

and ineasurable by nornl mea, b.it since they ar. of the cpiniai that sudi

nterial is, in fact, ierat.d, it. is, by definition KDO1 tau sediment

.lig.. It is this regulatory 1.sp of faith is of primery cern nct

aily to this spaent 1t to the entir. od tratment industry since it is

contrary to th. scientific oiminity’ s wics nctiaiof these meterials

are geratad.

f’t • James vid hgan II, one of th gmy’s primexy witnesses on the

issue of the ase of 1Ol .l2ge in the treatt pxd, testified on this

issue at .aes length. It is felt that a recitation of this witnesses testi

ncny is iqrtant to detarnd.n. th. validity of the Agency’s position on this

issue • This witness, is an inspector and etployi of the State of

Alabeu& s har&*IS st. Division, testified that he s IOl slge in the

lding lacx and that a a of the besis for his agency • 5 as wll as

EPA’. assuiption that that is certainly a regulated sait. The following

dialogu, takes place on pages 165, 166, 167 and 168.
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“. BJN: Just a fey rrore1 Jge.

BY MR. B:

Q. n’ you explain what uld hapen if surface oil s
on the pznd?

A. &rface oil?

Q. t.h-iuh (a.ffiztive).

JUEDGE YOST: i’1at kird of oil are ‘.* taUcirw aut?
Just any kird of oil?

MR. B: Riit, any kird of oil, oil associated
with eceota.

JUDGE YOST: (Icay.

ThE Wt2: Yai’ re ta1)cing e1zt the cerry oil or
the fractions of .osot.?

MR. I: Lit fractions.

1 WI’INESS: They ild ficat on the surface of the
i1Tp.r&ent.

BY MR. B:

Q. Is surface oil K-OO]. type surface oil that ‘re
ta?

A. b; it ld rt be considered to be K-OOl.

0. W.zld it stain the soil along the bank isi the wind
bley the ter arxd?

A. P.sibly.

0. (Icay. if the t.r lr,el drqçed . it ild
lea that stain?

A. F.ily.

Q. gd the bladc subetaz. that ya ey ard the
edge of that pond have n a stain rather than a sli.dge?

A. The bladc substance that I s s a sludge. :It ut
the definition of a sludge in the Alabas5 1’st
Manageint regulations. That s the only deternd.riation at
that point that I s rir.d to nak. N
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“Q. Could it have teen a s1ge?

A. It wes a sl.xge. A slge can be a stain; a stain
can be a shge.

. at’s the difference between a stain and a slxge?

A. I’m not sure there is a difference.

Q. ckay. S, that could have been a stain fran oil,
couldn’t it? I rtean you didn’t test it to find out if it has
any K-OOl stituents, did you?

A. It net the definition of a sludge.

0. Did you test it to see if it bed any K-OOl stituents?

A. b, bit, as I’ve alr.edy described, that’s r
nssary to neet th. listing cription for K-OO1.

Q. *at you saw on that bank of that pond could vezy
well hav, been a stain fran an oil residue, il&z’t it?

A. It wee also a sludge.

JtIXE YOST: kll, I don’t xderstand. You kefp
referring to this regulation. Iee the regulation describ
this sludge?

WIESS s Yes, sir; it gives a specific definition
for sludge.

3TJx ‘ioer bll, ,tiat is the definition?

1!E WThz It is the —

JtE( YOST: i.thing that results fr the oess
that they’re engaged in?

1 WI’NS: Its any solid, .eei-soli.d, liquid west.
generated ft a iexidpal, m’icrcial or irótria.L west. wet.r
tr.at,.1uit f{1ity, is.riicipe.l wet treetnent facility or air
ollutiai itrol facility, and it’s exclusive of the efflit
fr t)e facilities.

BY ?. B:

Q. bw, that’s the general sludge definition. Is that
riit? Is that t you’re qting t?

A. 14it.
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“Q. (kay. Well, you’re not claiming that any and
every sludge is a hazardous waste, are you?

A. .

Q. (ily sludge — Pr purposes of this case, only
sludge cxx’itaining K-OOl Constituents ‘.ald be a bi’t-ds
waste, oilci’t it?

A • fez. Sludge generated in a waste water treatztent
facility fran the treatzTent of waste water that es fran a
cd preserving facility that uses penta&aorienl or
creosote is K-OOl, irrespective of its constituents.

Q. at rulatjon says that?

A. 1t $ in the identification aid listing of th Alabe
zarda.is Weste t’ntnt regulations, Section 234. 4—234
thro4i 4—235.

Q. Let ne ask y this. If at YJ on the side of
that pcrid was an oil stain, do you 1tent that that is K-OOl
bottan sedijtent sludge?

A. I hay. nc awls5g. of wh.ther that is an oil stain
or —“

me ,ia.is inability of this witness to provide any sort of logical aid

eeibl. arrs to the qsticns posed, In n’ dgesent, points alt the

obvious flaws in the Agency. thy concerning the generation of KOOl bottan

sedizient sludges. At a point the witness states that the dark stain he

oerved on the edge of the lagi, if it war. .fac. oil, it ild nct be

axeidered KOOl aid yet he then - to stat that if he saw .aiething there,

it zmist, of necessity, be KOOL sludge.

Profis.cr Werrui S. ThciiL.cn. .aring a. an .rt witness on balf

of the RespDident, di.i...d the Agency’s theory as to the generation of ICOOl

sludge th in the poid aid the spray irrigation field at ai lth.

Professor Thcnp.on, bed visited the .porent’a facilities on neny

occasions, eiç*iatically testified that at nc point bed he ever observed

LYJY reesbi KOOtslwlg., either intheJNingJc
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spray irrigation field. He agrees that the spray irrigation field is a bio

logical treatent syaten and it is for that reason that the EPA retunded

its use in order to neet the “zero disdiarge” limitations ie by the

clean 1’ater Act. He also eatically stated his cpinion that the rterials

forrred in the spray irrigation field by this biological activity can in no

y be nsidered as KDO1 sludge, as that term is defii in the regulations

and as the scientific ainiity has vie.ed auth a sliz2ge. Ci page 221 of the

arcript he e*asizel the Agency’. position by quoting frca Lis (rroll ‘s

bodc Through A Lking Glass to the effect that: “*ien I e a d, liaipty

Drpty said, in a rather srnfui tale, it rar ‘ust dlat I d’boome it to

zn, nothing r., nothing le...’ The witness then goes to say:

“And this is a d that EPA is using, sludge. It can’
refer to carload quantities, or it can refer literally
to roleai1ar layers *ien urn’ re ta])cing about spray
irrigation fields. Che cannot identify visually or by
nesurwnt a )Ol sludge on a spray irrigation field.

“So I say that I disagree with It. d.m.r, that
is the reason, is that he is ov.r1cding his i r.gula—
tiorle in that regard.”

Professor Thompson tastities again on this qiestion on page. 224 and 225 of

the Transcript, uon cross-.xandnatiaa by EPA cxel. irilen asked: Isn’t

it tru, that biological activity that i.e going to take plac,. at the tsp,

takes place riit at the tq layer (1iw’u.sing the spray irrigation field)?”

He anm*rs:

“Ther is biological activity that take. place in. the
uwar 1,11 say 12 indies of th. soil, pririly in th•
tcp six india. of the .il • ?, this biological
activity is activity associated with the breaki of c
the dis.ol prervativ. lstitz1ts in solution
in the sts uater. and with the “mod sugars — There’s
still aciu* - 5LS fin the d preserving
that are also in solution, and these are d.gxaii bio-.
logically and ptzto-di.nica1ly on the spray irrigation
field.’
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“Qesti: k ian t it true that that biological rrass
that’ a breaking .dn those cstituents is cisidered
I(X)Ol sludge?

Ansrmra This is a mint where I disagree with that.
The fact that there is a biological activity taking
place does not necessarily ITean that a s1izge is
forning.”

Professor Jdn Bail, also aearing as an expert witness i balf of

the spcndent, addressed both the questiai of the Agency ‘a nterpretatii of

the definitiai of a tank aid its notiai ait the forti of KOOl sludge

both in the lding pcaad aid the spray irrigaticzi field. Qi page 395 of the

transcript, • Ball discuss.. A’ a itmiticri that the biass terial,

whidi is generated in th. spray irrigetion field aid p.irprtedly generated

in the bolding pd, stitut.s KOOl sludge. Ha stat., that as to all the

sludges that he has r had anything to do with, be has been able to distin

guish then aid —- preserving sludges he can easily distinguish. Ha

asked whether he had r seen or heard of. prior to the ttinExty in this

case, either an invisibi. sludge or a sludg. a ith

,eqr asl.4 cnot as.re sd.ra starrd test. Hi stats. that

other than before the KOOl questiai up. . • .1 ir heard or ran oss

• ane has clain.d that h is r)d.ng with a sludg, that is sa sort of

sludge that ya can’t s, invisible type sludge. • Qi peg. 396 of the tran

script. . Ball also di.ws the iysical aid biological dngea that

our when bacteria attadc aid sizes org.nic dienicals, m.i as neiththa

lens or other o.titu.nts of the d preserving stter• Ha sgests
i4Sr? Ii94

that a do not ad up with the sai n.t.rials yi started with because

the bacteria eat into the nolecules aid it b.ccines another org,nic uBt.rial

entirely, whidi is certainly not KOOl sludge.

Ci page 407 of the transcript, . ll discusses his cpinior* ic.rning

whether or not the oden filter that has n been rsplaced by the cxorete
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filter and hi&i is identical to the one still re!raining is or is riot a tank

in the EPA regulations. He stated he believes, under

that. definition, that it is a tank. He explained that: “It is made prirrar

ily of . “ en i think ab.at that, ‘prirrily’ to ne nns ncet of

it is made of od, nt of the structural part, and it is i’tim of

Ukder the definition it says •prizrarily rede of ricri-earthei materials, tij

to ne .ild rtean saie Of it uld be nede of earthen materials.” Cn page

4, . 11 itiri.ies his discussion abit his problie with EPA’s exten

sial of the definition of a tank a. it appear. in the Pideral gister and

stat that he thinks that they are going t far with that regulation in

that they ld suelt that y.z take the device in qstion and suspard it

in mid-air and if it is abl. to Ild itself tngther and maintain its inte

grity it is a tank and, if rt, it is rt a tank. It ‘s his qanion that

this tei.ion of the written definition is i.zrranted and iier. .

Ball, also visited the facility on several oxesioi and tcdc siples of

the material in the lding ud and in the ay field, testified that on

rRmers ocsions he has been there, he has never seen anything in either of

t. ti areas that ‘uld vegu.ly res.l. 1Ol slge or anything similar.

Zn l4ticn, the tasting perrned . ll at the Baepxmit’s facilities

did rt reveal the presence of any )Ol sludge, or, as to the ay field any

of the Ol stitit.. in any sigoificent qusntiti Iiidi 1d rser

then subjact to regulation iz3r The t. . ll also •3assed his vigor—

.is disagreeit with . cinner ‘s (EPA Heeusrtars) theory at the

generation of biatess idi .ild be idered )Ol bottan sedinmait sludge.

He suggests sud a theory is only that. !b data ham been preited r EPA or

. Sd.nner to stistantiate his theory. His many years of .riaice in
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dealing with .ADod processing Cçerations and the generation of slges by

that industry, as 1l as by the petro1en industry, leeds him to believe

that there is staflce to Mr. S.inner’ s suxitiai in this area.

Discuss ion

As indicated in the letter fran Mr. Scarbrough, A gion IV, to

Mr • Bernard Cox, Alabaira HazardQls 1’ste nagetent Office, the sole reason,

at that tilTe, for the Agency isiderirç the I1ding and the spray

irrigation field to be regulated iiiits ‘s that they ETenaged a hazardcxis

iaste. i . e. • the t.r wenating the bottan of the sand filter. tbthing

in that letter suggeats that Mr. Scarbr4a azreid.r.d thee. xats to be

regulated for the reason that there s s 1(001 slxg. generated therein.

It s only after the later i.uaients Mr • d.mer thati (1) th.

astter is rt a 1ris ste: and (2) any slge naterials gerated

in thee. t ‘.zaits of necessity, be 1(001 bottan iqdipit shzge that

the Agency aared to d’iange its pDeitial as to the rational, for regulating

these inits. The regulated ix3.istry, on the other hard, having reed ‘A s

prior decisions in 1980, to the .ffect that the mstmter generated sudi

a filter is rt a )avariii.i. mste, n ccxidered faciliti suda as the

1lding pcnl or spray irrigation field to be units regulated zder . It

s only ti r.eding Mr. ScilTier s rather r,1 arcada to this issue did

they beccz .eria.1y ccrerned a1t k’s d*nge of position aid have, in

fact, foriiefly petitioned A 1auarters to review aid dang its inicn

on this question about the generation of 1(001 sludge in surface inp.uents

aid spray irrigation fi.lds. The record izdicetae that R 1brt.rs is

teicing this question ixder vi aid has r yet iss’..3 a reply to the

petition for reconsideration. 7
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The rerd is ually clear that r one fran e.ther EPA or the State of

abana as ever sanpied any of the nteria1s in the holding pond or spray

irrigation field ard subjected sudi sarTples to 1aratozy ana.lysis to deter

mine the presence of either the steiIater istituents of rn or 1(001.

sldge. The qency ‘S jxsition is that anything generated fran the inter

action of this zxzi-hazardous stter with naturally occurring bacteria is,

by definition, 1(001 sldge, ard that if the regulated caim.nity wishes to

dispute that ocntentiai, they ns.st do so by proving th. negative to the qency

thrcugh a de—listing petition. The Agency has also .Apressed its pition,

in writing, that they have r idea of 1cwi a regulated facility .ild neke

sudi a dnetration to EPA.

The evid in this cese shm. by a substantial prderance of the

evidence, that the Agency has failed to prove its theory as to the spitar.as

generation of a hazar. sl.dge fan a ra1.4mrdous st.tar. Qi the

itrary, th. only evidencs given on this question by any is qualified

by virtue of his ed.tiai aid .xp.rienc. to ruder sudi inions disagrees

violently with . cinner • s contention that all r nat.rials eated by

aai biolical activity flo4ng the said filter portion of the atter

treatnent device is a regulated ste. i.e.. 1Ol btan s.dinent

slidge.

The Agency’s position in this netter has placed the regulated iimsiity

in an itale position 1ier.in by the ixjzsion of a .mmubstantiated

scientific theory they have required that aimiity to desastrat to it the

non-existenc* of thee. net.rials when they are rable to provide any guidance

iatsoever to the regulated. camainity as to I this might ha &itplished.

Since nc one at EPA or the Stat. of Alabane has ever seen. neased. tted or

anelyzed any sud freely occurring .lidge, their position in this netter

reisine solely that of an xdocineited theory.
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ile it nay ‘.mll be tze that- sate- d .pressing facilities do. gener

ate 1(001 s1ge in their 1ding. rz2s or spray .fields, the rerd is devoid

of any evidence idi suggests that such sludge is generated at facilities

iployir the PA-reiii ad treatnent systen utilized by this Pesprident.

I am also of the c’piniai that the t msrranda sent by .t. cinner to

Mr. Scarbrough, erein this r theory is articulated, have r regulatory

force or effect since it aizø.xits to an extensicn of the previcusly recognized

realm of r.gulated facilities aid is, therefore, in violatiai of the provi

sias of the d.nistrative Procadi.ue t (APA) diith clearly rire that

such pctznceents be tJ subject of pblicatiai, aid final .prauil—

tiaa in the Federal gistar. This argzt ccncerning the invalidity of

EPA’s atteipt to cir.mw.nt the .provisicz. of the d.niatrativ. Procedure

Act ti igh the us. of internal n.,iorarda s discussed at ate leEth in the

amicus brief filed by the Pt aid th ceses cited therein. I am. therefore,

of the inicai that i if there r ite scientific validity aid suort

iv. data to aid t.t • ScurRier’ 5 r int.xpr.taticxi, it still ‘mild have to

through the APA process of rtic. aid caient with the ortwiity of the reg

ulated ccxmunity to scrutinize the scientific basis for si

An excellent disa.auiai of this r,ticn, as it a,lies to EPA activities,

is fcxTd in ti jiattr of U.S. ilat. Osieny, spDrdent, k 1dcet b.

8441-0012. issued by the Oief J.dieial Officer of EPA ai ?‘rdi 31, 1966.

That decisicxa cczicluir1 by etatir:

TMC1e.rly, these reference were izufficient to give
U.S. ‘effective er4i 1ledge so that it
might easily aid certainly assertain the axditi by
tiidi it wes to be bozd. • Based u1 th inprecis.
references, U.S. im1at. could rt have been expected
to, or i suspect, that the cy oxeidered
sludge fran the tdiing fran stainless steel to be
‘P006 we,bI •N
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In that case the Agency atteTpted tO 1d U • S. ep1ate resons ib le for

irenaging its sludge fran stainless steel etding as a regulated b&zardou

waste ‘.Aiei rither the listir docent, the beckgrou cment nor other

xiateria].s uld suggest to U.S. ZTeplate that the sludge that they were

generating was included in the definition given in the regulations. The

Agency in that case argued that they had, in fact, listed and indexed the

crerzts referred to and that, therefore, that was sufficient .rer the

APA to pit the geral piblic on notica as to the r.!uir.ient.. Th ninis

trator disagreed with the cy .nforcant. staff on that question and

stated that nr. piblishing and ind.xir of the Tat.ria1s was i sufficient

xder the APA to advise the regulated cmsxzity as to its responsibilitie. in

hardlirç sudi west. er A.

In the instant case. the Agency has not ei ax.lisI the her. eini—

mii suaited r the AM either thrc4i .t1icaticn, indexing or otherwis•.

Th. only notic, to the regulated piblic in this case ‘ild be if they hap

p to get their has on t. cim.rs t zan6a idi e internal

to the Agency, not piblicized, not ind.xed, and , p.tlisI in any fashion.

Clearly, the attmtpted use of A of the theOries contair in . cinn.r • s

internal nanda r a a,rcadi a thr..ld lianc, with the

ruiraiLts of the AM.

In this regard. the Agency argue, that the pertinent rarda are nr.ly

interetiv. rule.u and as suth fall within the .zoLion ovided ‘ 5 553

of the APA. This issue wee also address.! in sue. detail in the ep1ate

case, .ra. S.. page. 10-U of that inion iidi qtee Lewis V. bin

berger. 415 P.9. 652 (D.N.M. 1976) as follaws:
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“The IHS ccntract care policy in dispute s)ild have
been p.blished in the Federal Register. It falls within
the se of “statwents of general policy or interpreta
tions of general a1icability fornulated ar adopted by
the agencyH zder 5 U.S.C.A. 552(a)(l)(D) (1967).

“rding the necessity for p blication of the zi—

rand.r in the Federal Register versus nerely makii it
available for public inspection and a:pying, the irt
stated:

“In readiing this conclusion, the Cairt has taken
into accint the provisions of section 552(a) (2) dictat.
ing that ‘tse statstents of policy and interpr.t.ations
b4ud1 have been adopted by th. agency aid are not piblished
in the Federal Register’ need only be available for piblic
inspection aid ying. 5 U.S.C.A. 4552(a)(2)(B) (np.
1976).

Wfl determining whether paz icular policy or inter
pretive statwients are ruired to be p.tlished or whether
they need only be ned. available, subsections (a) (1) aid

(a)(2) of section 552 mist be read tether: ‘statsients
of general policy mist be published; interpretations

have been adopted by the icy mist be awilable
aid interpr.taticxs of general alicebii.ity mist be
published.’ K. vis, nistrative L Treatise 43k. 7
(&. 1970) Dwreinaft.r cited as 1vis).

A policy statanant is not q1Ified as ‘general’

nor is an ninistrativ interpretation da’i..1 to be ‘of
general a1irMlity’ if: (1) only a clarifition or
explanation of .xisting l or r.gulations is sed;
aid (2) no sigzificent inct upx. any sageent of th
public rwlts. Se Ibgg v. kzitad States, 428 ?.Z 274
(6th CLr. 1970); Mder.on v. itz, 37 M.L.2d 852 (E.D.(1.

1975). See gra11y vis 4$ 3A.7,.9. Therefore. su.i
nat.rial need not be published. Aleo within the availa
bility reguir.entm of $552(a)(2)(B) are stat—mnts
affecting only an agency’s internal or )i.dcaing

operatias aid uditcy opinia whidi ney be relied

as pr.deits by the agency. See I v. Uiited

Stat, sa; vis $4 3k.7,.9.

Statmmnts of general policy or interpretations of
general licebi1ity’ whidi fall within the p1ition
rquirit of section 552(a) (1) have been veriaisly
d.fd. ra11y, .mver, policy or interpretive

statenenta are deaied to fall within the ecop. of
552(a)(1)(D), ruiring their publication, when they

adopt r rules or subetantially ncdify existing zi1es

regu1atia • or statutes and thereby cause a direct aid

si(ificant iiuçact upon the substantive ri4its of the

general public or a segnt thereof. See &derscn v.
&itz, supra.N
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“The INS rtit serves as the present authrization
for excluding off-reservatiai Indians’ frci the class of

Iiefjcjarjee eligible for oDntract health care. As

sucth. it is a ‘statTit of general licy’ within the
neaning of 552(a)(l)(D).”

Sire the effect of these xmranda is to place jxrticiis of a steater

trtrent system (i.e., the lding pcnd and spray field) er the strictures

of tkid the regulated mwiity theretofore did not oxsider to

regulated, they have a “direct and significant iriçact on the sukstantive

riits” of a srnt of the general public. They, therefore, nust be pub

lished.

The qency also argues that the regulated aanity &ild have been pit

on notice that thai. Lmits r csid.red to be regulated .sider M

reeding the relvant wbadcgru axierit”. I have carefully reed this

doarnt and althcigh several very general etatsiants appear iidi mi4it sake

cr suspect that they ar. regulated, they ladc the ecisiai and aiçl.tmiess

iidi the cci.irts Mv. reg”ired.2 ‘fl.Ijgt is x.r.ed‘ the ency’ s

ibta about tj status of the .ey fi.l as .vids • d.r*ier’s

first nsaorardi.xn (Resprdent ‘s iibit . 36) tin ha told ft. Scara4i

that his offic. is cirrently investigating that issue ard will edvis. him

later.

Mditionafly. the “bedcgraz dom.nt s m plished in the Paral

ist.r, bit u*rly tioned in the pres1. to the ?.ral gist.r !.ice

hidi originally listed Ol. Am to this situation, the

_____

zrt held that:

“Any agency regulation that so directly affects -

existing ll riits or ligations. L.iis v. Ibinberger.

415 F.&. 652 (D.NJx. 1976), in1et41 that is ‘of mi

a nature that ledge -‘ is needed to keq the

ciitsid. interest inform : agencys reguiremsaits in

rsps.ct to any subj.ct w. s Cipetance.’ is within

2 ppa1adiian r c. v. Train, 566 P. 451 (1977).
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the blication ruireents. United States v. Hayes,
325 F. 307, 309 (4th Cir. 1963). As the substance of a
regu1atii ineir specific ob1itions u outside
interests in rieMatory ter, Piercy v. Tarr, 342 F. &çp.
1120 (N.D.1. 1972), the inforrtation in the Ivelcpent
Tent is reguired to be pblished in the Federal
Register in its entirety, or, in the alternative, to be
both reasonably available arz2 inrcrated by reference
with the approval of the Director of the Federal Register.
5 U.S.C. 552(a)(1).

•1[j C.FR.] 5l.6(a) reguires that the ‘)anguage
inrprating naterial by reference shall be as precise
aid ap1.t. as pD.sible,’ iile 51.7(a) provides that
‘eadi inarporatiai by reference shall inclid. an iti
fjcat.jai aid subject description of the netter incoqrated,
in tame as precise aid useful as practicable within the
lits of reasonable brevity. • ‘fl c,viais neaning of
t. —_ .ectia is that an incorporation by reference
mast give affected. 11edge so that he ny
easily aid certainly ascertain the condition. by i± he
is to be b.urd.

“The agency has failed to zçly with either of the
reguiraicts. The languag. of the iorratiai by
reference is neither precise, r xxiplete, rr useful.”

The iinistratcr in the U.S. lat. case, , revie2 the

larijuage in tih prEble idi the agency argued satisfied the irrporation

by reference reguir.tits aid held that:

“thre, as pr.viaaly stated, neither the bedxd
.iit i the etataisnt contaii therein that defin
•lectrlating to Lncld. did.cal .tdaing ‘s p.tli.hed
in the Piral Register. ver, the Regii &es claim
that the b.dcxdnts referenced or ‘rated in
the Federal Register at the ti 40 R $2651.31 (P006)
s origiz*lly pramlgatad. 45 FR 33084, 33112, 33113
(thy 19, 1980). In r.snse, U.S. b.1ate cl*4I, aid
the Region i dispita, that the only referenc in
45 FR 33084 St . (1980) to the bdcxd doc’it are
as foU’: —

“tA)icng other things, the ckdcet contains
b.dcgrxd doo.ment.s hidi .xplain, in ui.re -

detail than the preeitble to this regulation,
the basis r iny of the provisions of this
regulation.. 45 FR 33084”
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“And at 45 FR 33112 and 33113:

“tailed justificatiai for listing each
waste in Sutpazt D [itpart D n

tairis the Agency’ a list of hazardous waste

fran rrzn-epecific sources, i.e., 26l.3l]
is caitained in specific background docments

and so will not be set forth in this preanble.”

“Clearly, these references ware insufficient to give

U.S. Narieplate ‘effective enci4i )1edge so that Eit
might] easily and certainly ascertain the anditions by

which Lit was] to be boizd. • Eased u these precise

references U.S. tiiclate caild not have been expected to

, or ei to suspect that the Agency neider.d sludge

fran the etchir of stainless steal to be P006 hazars

waste.’”

The language in the jr.artbl. to the r.gulatiai. listing IaZOl ttan

sedinent sludge is equally vagus and do.. not satisfy the requirwents set

forth a.

br the rsamas sviaisly set forth. I am of the ciniaa that neither

the nenorai nor the badgrcLrd docment can be l.gitinetely used by the

Agency to lster its came inst this Resjxzent.

I am, therefore, of the cpinian that the attarpted us by the Agency of

the ixmurted theories espoused by ft. 9cin in him —_ irarda in an

enforc.1aaction eudi as is bee am in this came is clearly ixauthxized.

In eddition, the evidenc. iiçj at the Iaring stratea that the basis

for ft • cinn.r a edentific theory aerning the spontaneous g*ratiai of

a )‘rs waste sludge fran a i 19*r1s liquid nedius is xmrted

and in direct iflict with the n ttiiaiy of the t expert witnesses

by the Eaepndent. The rules of ooer. in these amtt.rs place

the burden of e.tabliahig a rijia facie cam. upxi the Agency and they have

not done so in this came. ‘the zier. .eentatjai of xei.ççortmd internal

amioranda id.cth, in m.nc, or.at. a r violation zer t. not here

tofore r.xiized, does not satisfy that burden. ‘It amrely into an
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enforcefent proceeding with essentially an suorted enforceerit iloey

ha not uradergcne the scrutiny rsuired by the APA and to use such a

teo- to oot-etrap its pceition on the validity of its case is not

authorized under the rules açlicable to these Proceedings. Even if

to take the sition that the Agency has satisfie2 its initial b.zden of

proof as to the validity of its diarges, the evidence presented by the

1sdent in this case clearly reb.ztts any such presrption. In any event,

the Agency has not suitained its b.ard.n with a prderanc. of the evidence

as ruired by th. rules. (40 C.F.R. 4 22.24.)

sed on the discussion above, I am of the inion that the cod-eide1

sand filter rreets the definition of a tank” as that definition is sxprsed

in EPA’. i regulati and, therefor., that device is not a r.gulated iit

xer the provisia of RA. In iw4 tion to being scientifically zsup

ported. the Agency’s notion abxt the s1.eguent generation of this bardc,.i.

ste is oontraxy to the definition of a slige as her toZi, set forth in

the regulations aid oculd not staid in any event. stated above, the

definition of a sldg. .xcludea the treated effluent L a e.t.ter

treat..ait. plant aid the only definition that oadiee an lanatiai of

diat a sttar treat,iL plant is is defined a. a stter treat,mnt

it *idi th. faciliti by th .pzrdent. in this ss. clearly

et.

I am. therefore, of the inicn that, for a veri.ty of reasons, all of

t’iidi are .ruated above, th. Agency has failed to s) that the spxdent.

n 11 P serving içany, Inc. • has violated the provision, of k in

“the. particulars set forth in the initial and Mded iplaint since ra of

the facilities 4iidi thI’ erat are .iiits regulated xer.
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since I n of the inion that the Pqency has failed to sustain its

rden of proving that. the violations alleged in the plaint did, in fact,

cur there is nc n to discuss the apprcpriateness of the jnalty suggested

by the agency in its Otp1aint.

In addition to the reasons given above, the rerd also suggests that

the spcrident &mi V* Preserving CaTçeny, Inc., .zld be entitled to the

iall quantity generator .xeptiai sinc, the r.ard suggests that althgh the

sand filter, in question had been in q.ration, at least, since the nd.d-l97O s

it only generated I0l slxige in an es.xzt considerably ls than 2,200 lb..,

‘iidi is the otoff 1it.. The cy‘5 observation that the sll quantity

gensrator .x.ption does z apply to this facility s based solely on the

rz,tion that the Ilding rd nd jay irrigetion fi.lde . regulated

ba.rs t inegerit rits and, tefor., any .x.ptiai to be .ioyed

by _—. o ild otherwise qLaiify as a .1l quantity g*rator ild nct be

avk{Thl. to this .pDnde1t. Since I ee of the iniai that the epent

doe. nct, in fact, treat, handle, stcr — dispo.. of &ue 1mste on its

facility, the benefits accruing to ‘d qualifi as a i1 1 quantity

g.rator ld certainly be enjoyed by this ep1t s)ld suth a deter

mination be neces.ary in the f.

as.. the ta.tincrzy of Oplainant ‘s witn., J’. D. ihgen at Pg. 153 of

the transcript, er.in he state. that the cleencut of the old “ixi filter

only generated about a .elberr iced of )0l slge.
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ODER3

For the ressons herein ave stated, I of the iniQ1 that the

original arxl the rded Caplaint, issued in this netter ainst the

Respxzdent, &wn ‘- Preserving Catany, Inc., should be aid is hereby

dismissed.

May 30, 1986

________________________

nistrativ.

an aesi is teicen pir. tue rui. of jzactic, 4o

22.30, or the ninistrator .lts this d.cisii * his —_— noticri,

the Initial 1cisicri shall beii t- ..-a]. er of the dnistrator. S..

40 C.F.R. 22.27(c).



Reguiaton of Jascawacer treacent Effluent freo Processes that cnerata

KCCI and CO6 Wascevater trcacacnt Sludge

1atthcw Straus, Acting Chioi

Wagt Lentificatioo 3ianch (Wi562)

Jaes .1. Sc.arbrough, Chief
-

kL.siduais nageenc 3rsnch

Air and Waste !anagelnent Division

This is in resionse to your questions concerning teguiaciozi of ‘Jascewater

trea:Dcnc effluent fran KOOl and F006 processes.

The listing KOOl includes any sludge famed (roe vastewater free wood

preserviflg process wastes that use creocote and/or pontachloroph.nol., regardless

:f where the sludge is formed. I a sludge is formed in the botton or sides

of a surface impoundeenc, on a sand filter or on a spray field of a land

trentmeot,znit. it is ZOOl dud e. The surface impoundaent, the sand filter

aod, the spray fi would be subject to all hazardous waite p.mnictipg regulations

I,

The effluent rersining- after the sludge settles out is not a listed hazardous

It would only be subject to the characteristics.

.

.. ..

‘owever, in the case of th. sand filter, t1e water that drains f roe the filter

beds is a.hazardous waste.
..

•‘,

This is based on th,de.fin*tion:of hazardOus waste, specifically 26L.3(c)(2)

which states h.azardeua waste include.:

• .
. Any solid vasca generated free the treatnt, storag. or disposal :

of a hazardous waste, including sludge, spiU residue, ash, emission

control dust or isachate (but not including precipit*tion runoff), is a

• hazardous waste.
-‘4

The sludge that accuieilaces on th. sand filter beds would be regulated as a

listed hazarss waste free a specific souca p.r 1261.32, vast, cede nueber

KDO1. The waca: which drains from the filter bed. would be regulated as a

hazardous waste since it would be leachate generated from the treatment and

storage of a hazardous waste (i.a., KOOl sludges).

• ‘t.eachata s defined in 1260.10 as:

any liquid, including any suspended cosponents in th. liquid, that has

percolated through or drained f roe hazardous waste..

t rcguiatl.oos would apply to 2006 sludg. exactly the sane way as described

.b,ve for the KOOl sludge.

‘

I,
. I)Ji .COU’S GEIT NO. 1
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Request for Concurrence on Scope of OOi and- QO1

Chief, esiduals +tanagement 3rancn

Air and Waste Hanagement Division

facthew Straus, Acting Chief (W’cI—562)

Waste Identification 3ranch

,, The purpose ofthis nemorandu is to request your concurrence witi our

interpretation of the listing for F006 and KOOl.

I an requesting vritte concurrence. Thercfore I have provided our

interpretatiott in a response format. U you agree with our position, please

sign h. attached memo as soon as possible.

Secaus..w., have s,veral permit actions and several enforcement actions

‘. including an Order we have issued pending, based on our interpretation, yoir

concurrence is requested within 10 working days; if no response is received,

concurrence viii be assumed.
• ,•4 -J

If you have any questions please contact Bill Gallagher of my staff at

rrs 257—3016.

: , I
James H. Scarbrough

bcc: Beverly spagg
Wcs,
WES
WpS
Hickty Hartnect

‘I

I, I

“



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
- REGION IV

In The Matter Of: ) Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act

KOPPERS COMPANY, INC. ) Section 3008(a)(l)
Woodward Tar Plant ) 42 U.S.C. §6928(a)(1)1835 Koppers Lane
Dolomite, Alabama 35061 ) Docket No. 85—45—R

EPA I.D. No.: ALD085765808,

Respondent.

RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO RESPONDENT’S
MOTION FOR AN ACCELERATED DECISION

Complainant, U.S. EPA, hereby responds to and opposes

Respondent’s Motion for an Accelerated Decision in the above—styled

case.

INTRODUCTION
-

Respondent’s Motion seeks dismissal of the claims in

the Amended Complaint relative to the oxidation fields (otherwise

referred to as spray irrigation field) and an order prohibiting

the EPA from requiring Koppers to submit a Part B permit application

for the spray irrigation field or any information in support

thereof.

The Order of Judge Thomas B. Yost dated July 24, 1986

found that the issue of the Part B application was not betore the Court

in this proceeding and therefore no authority existed for the issuance

of such an order. Complainant will therefore not respond to

that portion of the Motion.
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The standard for an accelerated decision provides that

the Presiding Officer, upon motion of any party or sua sponte,

may at any time render an accelerated decision in favor of the

complainant or the respondent as to all or any part of the

proceeding, without further hearing or upon such limited additional

evidence, such as affidavits, as he may require, if no genuine

issue of material fact exists and a party is entitled to judgment

as a matter of law, as to all or any part of the proceeding.

40 C.F.R.S2.2.20(a).

Denial of Res5ondent’s Motion for an Accelerated

Decision is necessary in this case as there exists a genuine

issue of material fact.

Respondent, Koppers Company, cites as the basis for its

Motion, the decision in In Re Brown Wood Preserving Company, Inc.,

RCRA—84—16—R (May 30, 1986). Respondent states that the opinion

in the Brown Wood case is indistinguishable from the instant con— -

— troversy and sh3uld serve as the basis for dismissal of EPA’s

complaint against the Respondent relative to the spray irrigation or

oxidation fields.

The Brown Wood decision, insofar as the spray irrigation

field issue was concerned, was based on EPA’s reliance on

memoranda issued by EPA Headquarters, i.e, the “Skinner memoranda.”

However, the Brown Wood decision strongly suggests that the

failure of the EPA to collect and analyze samples of materials

in the Brown Wood facility spray field to determine the presence

of either KOOl sludge or the constituents of concern was a key

factor in the decision to dismiss the Brown Wood Complaint. In
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the present controversy, sludge has been observed on the Koppers’

oxidation fields by EPA representatives and samples of sludge,

soil and sand from the fields have been collected and analyzed.

See Affidavit of William R. Davis and Affidavit of Paul R. Peronard,

attached hereto as Exhibits A and B, respectively. The analytical

results of the sludge, soil, and sand show high concentrations

of K—035 constituents, which form the basis for listing as a

hazardous waste the wastewater treatment sludges generated by

be productin of creosote. (40 C.F.R. §261.32 and 40 C.F.R.

§261,—Appendix VII.) Groundwater samples from the monitoring

wells around the north and south oxidation fields have also

been collected and analyzed by the EPA. High concentrations of

the K—035 constituents were detected in monitoring wells M—2

and M—3, located south and southwest of the oxidation fields.

In addition to the EPA sampling, the Koppers Company

has collected and analyzed samples from the oxidation fields

and the groundwater monitoring wells. The Koppers’ analytical

results also detected high concentrations of the K—035 constituents

in the oxidation fields and detected extremely high levels of

napthalene, one of the K—035 constituents, in the groundwater

monitoring wells. See Koppers’ Answers and Objections to

Complainant’s First Set of Interrogatories, No. 12(a) and 12(b)

and No. 13(a), 13(b) and 13(c), attached hereto as Exhibit C.

Also, see Respondent’s Response to Complainant’s First Request

for Production of Documents, Exhibits C, D, and F, attached

hereto as Exhibit D.
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DISCUSSION

Respondent argues that EPA cannot impose RCRA regulation

on the spray irrigation field. Respondent argues the Brown

Wood decision found the EPA “Skinner” Memoranda to be unenforceable

and that EPA cannot rely on unsubstantiated theory in an entorcement

proceeding. In this case, EPA is not attempting to rely solely

on the “Skinner” memoranda nor an unsubstantiated theory. Rather,

Complainant has documented the existence of sludge on the

xidationfields and high concentrations of hazardous waste

constituents
of concern, both in the oxidation fields and the

groundwater underlying the fields.

Respondent appears to argue that the oxidation

fields are not and cannot be regulated under the Resource Con—

servation and Recovery Act because the oxidation fields are a

part of the NPDES wastewater treatment system at the facility

and therefore regulated by the Clean Water Act. However, the -

Clean Water Act regulates only the point source discharge from

the Koppers’ wastewater treatment system, not the separate

treatment units or components of the system preceding the point

source discharge. Koppers’ wastewater treatment system consists

of seven separate units of which the oxidation fields are the

last treatment unit. The final unit of that system, Flow

Monitoring, is not treatment. See Respondents’ Answers to

Complainant’s Interrogatory No. 3(b) and 3(c), attached hereto

as Exhibit E.
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The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act and the

regulations promiilgated thereunder do provide certain limited

exemptions for Clean Water Act treatment systems, but those

exemptions do not apply to Koppers’ oxidation fields. The

limited exemptions relate to point source discharges controlled

by the Clean Water Act and treatment units deined as tanks by

the RCRA regulations. The first exemption to be considered is

• the point source exclusion. Section 1004(27) of RCRA, 42

U.S.C. 6903(27) defines the term “solid waste” to mean “any

garbage, refuse, sludge from a waste treatment plant. . . but

does not include . . . solid or dissolved material in . . . or

industrial discharges which are point sources subject to permits

under Section 402 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,

as amended . . .“ (emphasis supplied). In the Preamble to the

Hazardous Waste regulations promulgated on May 19, 1980, EPA

explained that “the purpose of the industrial point source

dischargeexclusion in Section 1004(27) was to avoid duplicative

regulation of point source discharges under RCRA and the Clean

Water Act. Without such a provision, the discharge of wastewater

into navigable waters would be ‘disposal’ of solid waste and

potentially subject to regulation under both the Clean Water

Act and Subtitle C [RCRA]. These considerations do not apply

to industrial wastewaters prior to discharge since most ot the

environmental hazards posed by wastewater in treatment and

holding facilities — primarily groundwater contamination cannot

be controlled under the Clean Water Act or other EPA statutes”

(emphasis supplied). 45 Fed. Reg. 33098 (May 19, 1980).
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Next, the RCRA regulations, at 40 C.F.R. §261.4,

Exclusions, provide: “(a) Materials which are not solid waste.1!

The following materials are not solid wastes for the purpose of this

part:

“(2) Industrial wastewater discharges that are point

source discharges subject to regulation under Section 402 of te

Clean Water Act, as amended.

“[Comment: This exclusion applies only to the

actual point source discharge. It does not exclude

industrial wastewaters while they are being collected,

stored, or treated before discharge, nor does it

exclude sludges that are generated by industrial

wastewater treatment.]

I,

a

The RCRA regulations also provide an exemption from

RCRA regulation for portions of a wastewater treatment system. The

exemption is restricted to a wastewater treatment unit as defined

at 40 C.F.R. §260.10.2/ The key to the exemption is that

A solid waste is any discarded material that is not exciudeci by
by §261.4(a) or that is not excluded by variance granted under
§S260.30 and 260.31. (40 C.F.R. §261.2)

2/ “Wastewater treatment unit” means a device which: (1) Is part of a
wastewater treatment facility which is subject to regulation under eitfler
Section 402 or Section 307(b) of the Clean Water Act; and (2) Receives
and treats or stores an influent wastewater which is a hazardous waste
as defined in §261.3 of this chapter, or generates and accumulates a
wastewater treatment sludge which is a hazardous waste as defined in
§261.3 of this chapter; and (3) Meets the definition of tank in §260.1U
of this chapter. (40 C.F.R. §260.10)
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such wastewater treatment unit must be a tank, also defined

in 40 C.F.R. §260.10.3/

One of the products produced by Koppers at the Organic

facility is creosote. On May 19, 1980 EPA promulgated its

Lists of Hazardous Waste, which included a listing for K—035,

Wastewater treatment sludges generated in the production of

creosote. (40 C.F.R. §261.32.) Koppers operates its NPDES

wastewatei— treatment system to treat the process wastewaters

resul-ting from its creosote production. Each unit of its

treatment system performs a specific and necessary step in the

wastewater treatment process. (See Koppers Answer to Interrogatory

No. 3(b) and 3(c), Exhibit E.) Each unit of Koppers’ wastewater

treatment system that is used for treatment of the wastewaters

and that generates a sludge is subject to regulation by RCRA,

unless exempted.

In order for Kopper’s oxidation fields to be

exempt from RCRA regulation on the basis of their status as

part of the NPDES wastewater treatment system, the fields would

have to qualify as tanks or as “point sources.” There is nothing

in the record to suggest such exemptions for the oxidation fields.

3/ “Tank” means a stationary device, designed to contain an accumu—
lation of hazardous waste which is constructed primarily of non—earthern
materials (e.g., wood, concrete, steel, plastic) which provide struc
tural support.
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In the instant case, the Koppers’ oxidation fields

receive and treat wastewaters containing K—035 constituents.

Sludge has been observed on the fields arid photographed. See

Affidavit of Paul R. Peronard and Exhibits, attached hereto as

Exhibit B. Samples of the sludge, soil and sand on the oxidation

fields have been collected and analyzed by EPA to determine if

K—035 constituents were present. See Affidavit of William R.

Davis and Exhibits, attached hereto as Exhibit A. K—035 constituents

are identified as creosote, chrysene, napthalene, fluoranthene,

benzo (B or K) fluorathene, benzo (a) pyrene, indeno (1,2,3—cd)

pyrene, benzc (a) anthracene, dibenzo (a) anthracene, and

acenapthalene. (40 C.F.R. 261, Appendix VII, Basis for Listing

Hazardous Waste). On March 18—19, 1986, four sludge, soil and

sand samples were collected from the north and south oxidation

fields, by William R. Davis, EPA. All of the samples contained

.._. high concentrations of benzo (B or K) fluoranthene, ranging -

from 23,0110 ug/kg to 41,000 ug/kg, chrysene, ranging from 8,800

ug/kg to 15,000 ug/kg, and benzo (a) pyrene, ranging from

19,000 ug/kg to 37,000 ug/kg. In three out of the four samples,

all of the K—035 constituents, with the exception of napthalene,

were found. (See Davis Affidavit, Table, EPA Sample Results,

South and North Oxidation Fields, Exhibit 2)

Similar findings were made regarding the groundwater mon

itoring wells. On March 18, 1986, five groundwater monitoring

wells were sampled by William R. Davis, EPA. The analysis of

the groundwater samples detected concentrations ot all of the

K—035 constituents in Sample Nos. K—3 and K—4, Monitoring Wells
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M—3 and M—2, located south and southwest of the oxidation

fields. Sample No. K—5, Monitoring Well M—1, contained five

of the K—035 constituents, including napthalene in a concentration

of 3,200 ug/l. (See Davis Affidavit, Table, EPA Sample Results,

Groundwater Monitoring Wells, Exhibit 3.)

A report of the EPA investigation entitled “Waste

Stream Investigation and Groundwater Monitoring Evaluation,

Koppers Company, Inc., Dolomite (Birmingham), Alabama, EPA I.D.

No. ALD085765808, ESD Project No. 86—199,” is attached as

Exhibit 1 to Affidavit of William R. Davis, Exhibit A hereto.

CONCLtJS ION

In the Brown Wood decision, relied upon by Respondent,

Judge Yost stated “[tihe existence of such sludge [1(001] must be

demonstrated by something more than mere hypothetical theory on thp

part of the Agency to subject them [Brown Wood] to the rigors

associated therewith of a RCRA regulated facility.” (Slip op.

at 20) In this case, Complainant can demonstrate by testimony

and analytical results the existence of sludge on the Koppers

oxidation fields and high concentrations of the very constituents

which formed the basis for the listing of the hazardous waste,

K035 wastewater treatment sludges generated in the production

of creosote.

For the foregoing reasons, Respondent’s Motion for

dismissal of the allegations contained in the Amended Complaint

relative to the land treatment units, i.e, the oxidation fields,

should be denied.
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Dated:

________

Respectfully submitted,

ANNE L. ASBE L
Associate Regional Counsel
U.S. EPA — Region IV

a



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that the original of the foregoing

Response in Opposition to Respondent’s Motion for an Accelerated

Decision was served on Sandra A. Beck, Regional Hearing Clerk,

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region IV, 345 Courtland

Street, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia, 30365, service made by hand

delivery; and that true and correct copies were served upon:

Honorable Thomas B. Yost
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
345 Courtland St., N.E.

— Atlanta, Georgia 30365
(service made by hand delivery)

and by placing copies thereof in the U.S. Mail with adequate postage

thereon, addressed to:

Stanley M. Spracker, Esquire
Weil, Gotshal & Manges
1615 L Street, N.W.
Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20036

Jill M. Bluridon, Esquire
Koppers Company, Inc.
Room 1400
Koppers Building
436 Seventh Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

Dated:

___________

JANICE C. RILEY
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
- ..— ,kWASHINGTON. DC. 20460
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INRE )
RA—85—45—R FFICEOF

KOPPERS CO. , INC.
ORDER ON MC7rIC

Respondent )

By notion dated July 8, 1986, Respondent seeks an accelerated cisic

dismissing all clainis made in the Ccxnplaint with respect to the spray

irrigation field at its lanite, Alabama facility. The otLcri aso

scught an order prohibiting the CcTriplainant from requiring the ?espondent

to sunit a Part B RCRA Permit pplication for the above-mentioned spray

field.

By notion dated July 21, 1986, the CaTplainant sought an extension of

tine in which to respond to the notion. By Order dated July 24, 1986, the

Court granted the extension. In that Order, the Court alec stated that

it had no authority o issue an order relative to Part B issue since

it was not an element of the case before it.

The Carplainant filed its response in oppositon to the notion on

August 4, 1986.

The Respondent based its notion to dismiss on a recent decision by

this Court, styled Brown Wood Preserving Ccrtpany, Inc., RCPA 84—16—R

(decided on May 30, 1986). Based upon the entire record, ue’e1oped at a

hearing on that case, this Court dismissed the carplaint. One of the

basis for that decison involved a finding that several internal re—oranda

of the EPA were of no force and effect as a basis for an enforcaent

action against the Respondent, Brown Wood. In that case, the cency used
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those memos to supoort its opinion that Brown Wood ‘s holding pond arid

spray fields were treatment facilities covered by RCPA. The Respondent

herein alleges that its facility and the issues presented in this case

are the same as in the Brown Wood case and thus the dismissal should

issue.

In its response, the Canplainant argues that: (1) the Respondent’s

facility is not the same as Brown Wood’s; and (2) that unlike the Ern

Wood case, where no evidence of sludge was shown to be present in or on

the spray field, in this case the Agency has analyzed sairples taken from

the spray field and the groundwater monitoring wells associated tierewith.

Such analysis shows the presence of ny of the chemical constituents

which caused the Agency to decide that wastes, such as those generated cv

one who engages in the type of Ixisiness as does the Respondent, were

hazardous in the first place.

The Court, in the Brown Wood case, also stated on page 30 that:

“1nile it may well be true that sane wood processing
facilities do generate KOOl sludge in Lhir holding pcns
or spray fields, the record is devoid of any evidence which
suggests that such sludge is generated at facilities
errploying the EPA—recarnded treatment system utilized
by this Respondent.

The Court also made it clear that the holdir in that case was limited to

the facts developed therein and may not apply to all facilities that use

spray fields.

Other than its bare assertion that this case and Brown Wood are

“indistinguishable”, no evidence is creser.i.ed by the Respondent which

would carpel the Court to share that belief. On the contrary, the

Clajnant has Dresented evidence, in the of affidavits and off icial

reports, which show the presence of sludge in the spray fields.
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Based upon the record before me, I am of the opinion that the issuance

of an accelerated decision pursuant to 40 C.F.R. § 22.20(a) is not warranted.

Accordingly, it is hereby ordered that the notion is denied in its

entirety. -

T: st 6, 1986

_____________________

Thar B. Yost /
Administrative Law Judge

HCt.IORABLE flOMAS B. YOST
U.S. ENVIDNMENTAL P1TECI’Ict AGENCY

345 COURTLAND STREET
ATLANTA, G 30365

404/347—2681, Ccrrrn. 257—2681, ETS



CErrIFICATION OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that the original of the foregoing was received by me as

Regional Hearing Clerk, USEPA Region IV; and that true and correct copies

re served on: Anne L. Asbell, Esquire, U.S. Envirorntntal Protection

Agency, Region IV, 345 Courtland Street, Atlanta, Georgia 30365 (service by

hand—delivery); David R. Berz, Esquire, Stanley M. Spracker, Esquire, and

Robert C. Sexton, Esquire Well, Gotshal & Manges, 1615 L Street, N.W.,

Suite 700, Washington, D.C. 20036; and Jill M. Blundon, Esquire, Koppers

Canpany, Inc., Roan 14C KoDpers Building, 436 Seventh Avenue, Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania 15219 3er’iDe cy Dertified inai. return receipt requested).

Dated in tanta, Gehria S 5t day of August 1986.

-‘ Shdra A. Beck -

Secretary to Judge Yost


